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Bridges in Life Sciences US –CEE Regional Networking Meeting IV.
Venue: University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary
Date: April 4, 2009
Participants:
Regional Cooperation for Health, Science and Technology (RECOOP) Consortium
Cedars – Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, California
Faculty of Military Health Sciences, University of Defense, Hradec Kralove, Czech
Republic
School of Medicine University J. J. Strossmayer Osijek, Croatia
University of Debrecen
University of Pecs, Hungary
University of Szeged, Hungary
Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Bucharest, Romania
Slovak Medical University, Bratislava, Slovakia
Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, National Academy of Science of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv,
Ukraine
Institute of Cell Biology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Lviv, Ukraine
Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine
US Scientists funded by National Institute of Health (R01, R03, R21, K01, U01) with
colleagues from Central and Eastern European Countries
National Cancer Institute NCI/NIH/ DHHS
National Heart Lung and Blood Institute NIH/NHLBI/DHHS
National Institute of Neurological Disorders & Stroke NINDS/NIH/ DHHS
Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
NICHHD/NIH/ DHHS
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering NIBIB/NIH/DHHS
John E. Fogarty International Center for Advanced Study in Health Sciences FIC/
NIH/DHHS
Goals of the 2009 Meeting
Scientists in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and in the USA witness significant positive
changes in the EU – US scientific collaborations. The Regional Cooperation for Health,
Science and Technology (RECOOP) Consortium with eleven Central and Eastern European
(CEE) Universities from six countries (Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania,
Slovakia, Ukraine) and Cedars – Sinai Medical Center from USA organized the Bridges in
Life Sciences US - CEE Regional Networking Meeting on April 3-4, 2009, in Debrecen,
Hungary to provide forum for scientist from Visegrad Group (Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland and Slovakia) and the neighboring countries. The RECOOP Consortium also provides
opportunities for young scientists to discuss the major public health problems in the region
and engages with RECOOP and Visegrad Group (V4) academic organizations and NIH
Institutes.

Overview
The first “Bridges in Life Sciences” regional networking meeting was organized in October
2003 by Cedars – Sinai Medical Center (CSMC) with four Hungarian Universities along with
the Fogarty International Center (FIC) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in Budapest,
Hungary.
The representative of the RECOOP Consortium with the help of Balázs Bokor, Ambassador
Consul General of the Republic of Hungary in Los Angeles and Honorable Ferenc Somogyi,
Ambassador of the Republic of Hungary in Washington on June 4, 2008 meet with Dr.
Michael Johnson, Deputy Director, Dr. James Herrington, Director, Division of International
Relations and Dr. Marya Levintova, International Health Program Officer, Division of
International Relations, John E. Fogarty International Center for Advanced Study in Health
Sciences, NIH, DHHS, USA and agreed to continue the “Bridges in Life Sciences” regional
networking meeting organized in October 2003.
The RECOOP Consortium with the help of FIC/NIH surveyed the NIH database and found
that in the V4 countries (Czech 26; Hungary 28; Poland 56 and Slovakia 9) NIH funded 119
grants (R01, R03, R21, and U01) in 2008. In the V4 neighboring countries 74 research grants
were funded (Austria 28; Croatia 6, Bulgaria 7; Macedonia 2; Romania 9; Serbia 7; Slovenia
3; and Ukraine 12). The Scientific Advisory Board of the RECOOP Consortium with the
partner organizations selected six priority areas that will be discussed on plenary and in
thematic sessions: cancer research and prevention, cardiovascular and neurodegenerative
diseases, human development, medical imaging, biosensors and translational research. In the
sessions the Central - Eastern European Scientists (CEE) and USA scientist will review the
funded research programs, the key outcomes and will make recommendations to enhance
collaborations and networking. In the discussions young scientists will have a pivotal role to
explore future research collaborations for the V4 Scholarship, EU FP7 and NIH grants.
The Bridges in Life Sciences US - CEE Regional Networking Meeting brings together 10
scientists from USA funded by NIH, several top scientists from Cedars – Sinai Medical
Center, 60 CEE RECOOP scientists selected from more than 100 abstracts by the Scientific
Advisory Board of the RECOOP Consortium and 20 young scientists selected for the Young
Scientists Forum with the support of California Association to Aid Ukraine (CAAU).
Expected outputs of the Bridges in Life Sciences US - CEE Regional Networking
Meeting IV.
Regional priority needs should be identified
More networking regionally
More publication of research results
Maintain real-time, public inventory of NIH grants by country
Re-entry grants to prevent “brain drain” (home country to consider cofunding)
Development of capacity in specific areas (see below)
More research funding!
Specific training and capacity building needs should be identified
Translation of research findings into interventions and policy development

“Bottom-up” approach: community outreach, public education,
advocacy
“Top-down” approach: involvement of policymakers in
planning and development of research studies
Training in communication and advocacy skills
Media training and public relations
Support of quality epidemiological studies, standardization of methodologies
and measurements consensus conferences?
Clinical research with mentoring
Grant writing skills with mock review, consultations
Grant management practices, peer review
Technology transfer; expertise in consulting, entrepreneurship
Other Recommendations
Development of regional networking or bridging mechanisms to enable
potential partners to develop new collaborative consortia, through a
combination of short-term visits, scientific conferences and skill-building
workshops, and infrastructure support (e.g., network website, database), with
emphasis on:
Multinational
Multi-center
Multidisciplinary
Integrated networks
Strengthen 3-way collaboration with the EU, Visegrad Group and the
neighboring countries
A unique niche exists based on complementary expertise,
resources, and/or inputs
Consider co-funding mechanisms?
Strengthen collaboration with EU through Visegrad Group
(V4)
Initiate a regular “Bridges in Life Sciences” Forum for regional dialogue
Next regional “Bridges” forum proposed to be held in 2011
To include policymakers as well as scientists from all of Europe
(not limited to CEE)
Involve other key stakeholders in future networking meetings,
e.g., World Bank, EU, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), foundations, other funding organizations
Future networking meetings might consider including the following three
components (“pillars”), with the involvement of the relevant NIH Centers and
Institutes as appropriate:
Targeted, focused scientific networking meetings based on the
updated “Bridges” database;
Technology Transfer Training;
Grantsmanship Workshop: Guidelines for grants writing and
overview of NIH and other opportunities for expanding and
strengthening US-CEE research collaboration.
The EU as well as the NIH may wish to consider the outcomes and recommendations from
the meeting when developing a strategy or a model to stimulate EU/NIH supported
collaboration in the CEE region.

Bridges in Life Sciences US –CEE Regional Networking Meeting IV. Agenda
April 4, 2009 Plenary Session

Life Sciences Building Egyetem tér 1. Debrecen,
8:30 - 8:45
Plenary/
Session
8:45 –
11:00

Opening Remarks: Professors Dr. László Fésüs, Rector, University of Debrecen and Dr. Shlomo Melmed, Senior Vice-President for Academic
Affairs, Cedars – Sinai Medical Center
Cancer Research
Cardiovascular
Neurodegenerative Human
Medical Imaging
and Prevention
Research
Diseases
Development

Plenary

NIH Grant US PI
Professor Steven I
Reed, The Scripps
Research Institute,
Department of
Molecular Biology

NIH Grant US PI
Professor Robert H
Jones, MD Department
of Surgery Division of
Cardiovascular and
Thoracic Surgery
Duke University School
of Medicine

NIH Grant US PI
Professor Jay P. Mohr,
MD, PhD
Daniel Sciarra Professor
Columbia University
Dept of Neurological Inst

NIH Grant US PI
Professor William J.
Britt, MD, University of
Alabama- Birmingham
Department of Pediatrics

NIH Grant US PI
Professor Milan
Sonka, PhD
Department of Electrical
and Computer
Engineering
The University of Iowa

RECOOP Young
Scientist
Yevhen Filyak, PhD
Department of
Regulation of Cell
Proliferation and
Apoptosis
Institute of Cell Biology
National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine

RECOOP Young
Scientist
Csaba Bodor, M.D.
Department of
Biophysics and Cell
Biology, University of
Debrecen, Medical and
Health Science Center,
Debrecen, Hungary

RECOOP Young
Scientist
Natalia Krisanova, Ph.D.
Department of
Neurochemistry, Palladin
Institute of Biochemistry,
NAS of Ukraine

RECOOP Young
Scientist
Poalelungi, Cristian,
MD
Dept. of ObstetricsGynecology Department,
Hospital "Dr. I.
Cantacuzino", Bucharest,
Romania, « Carol
Davila » University of
Medicine and Pharmacy

RECOOP Young
Scientist
Kristína Klenovicsová,
MD
Department of
experimental and
clinical
pharmacotherapy,
Slovak Medical
University, Bratislava,
Slovakia

Keynote
Speakers

11:00 –
11:30
11:30 13:00

Plenary
Keynote
Speakers

13:30 –
14:00

CSMC Scientists
Professor Noel Bairey
Merz, MD, Women's
Guild Endowed Chair in
Women's Health,
Director of the Women's
Heart Center Preventive
and Rehabilitative
Cardiac Center

CSMC Scientists
Professor J. Patrick
Johnson, M.D. CedarsSinai Institute for Spinal
Disorders; Director,
Neurological and
Orthopedic Spine
Fellowship Program
Co-Director, Spine Stem
Cell Program

RECOOP Young
Scientists Forum
Chair:
Sandor G. Vari, MD
Director, International
Research and Innovation
Program at CSMC &
General Manager of
RECOOP HST Consortium
Dr. Chander P. Arora,
Perinatal Research
Laboratory, Department of
Obstetrics & Gynecology,
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

Chairs:
CSMC (USA)
Professor Dr. Calvin J. Hobel
NIH Grantees (USA)
Professor Milan Sonka
Professor Steven I Reed
Professor Albert W. Girotti
Dr. Ramkumar Menon, Ph.D.

Coffee Break
Hotel Divinus

Coffee Break Life Sciences Building 4032 Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1.
CSMC Scientists
Professor Shlomo
Melmed, MD
Senior Vice-President
for Academic Affairs

April 5, 2009
Hotel DIVINUS Meeting
Room IGNUS
Professor Dr. Calvin J. Hobel,
Department of Obstetrics &
Gynecology
Miriam Jacobs Chair, CedarsSinai Medical Center

CSMC Scientists
Professor Dr. Calvin J.
Hobel, MD Department
of Obstetrics &
Gynecology Miriam
Jacobs Chair, CedarsSinai Medical Center

Lunch Break “Kossuth Canteen” 4032 Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1. (next to the Life Sciences Building)

CSMC Scientists
Professor Daniel L.
Farkas, PhD,
Department of Surgery
Director of the
Minimally Invasive
Surgical Technologies
Institute

RECOOP Consortium
Professor Mykhaylo A.
Tukalo, Ukraine
Professor Constantin
Mircioiu, Romania
Professor Aleš Macela, Czech
Republic
Dr. Marya Levintova, NIH

Lunch Break
Hotel Divinus

Bridges in Life Sciences US –CEE Regional Networking Meeting IV. Agenda

April 4, 2009 Scientific Session
Life Sciences Building 4032 Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1.
14:30 –
18:00

Scientific
Session

Medical Imaging

Translational and
Clinical Research

April 5, 2009
Hotel DIVINUS
Grantsmenship

Cancer Research
and Prevention

Cardiovascular
Research

Neurodegenerative
Diseases

Human
Development

Lecture room: Life
Sciences Building
Debrecen, Egyetem tér
1. 4032

Lecture room: Inst. of
Cardiology, Debrecen,
Móricz Zsigmond Krt.
22. (Premise II.)

Lecture room: Life
Sciences Building
Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1.
4032

Lecture room: Dept. of
Pediatrics Debrecen,
Nagyerdei Krt. 98. 4032.
(Premise I.)

Lecture room: Dept.
of Radiotherapy
Debrecen,
Nagyerdei
Krt. 98. 4032. (Premise
I.)

Chairs:

Chairs:

Chairs:

Chairs:

Chairs:

Chairs:

Chair:

NIH Grantees
Professor Steven I
Reed, The Scripps
Research Institute,
Department of
Molecular Biology
Professor Peter Balazs,
Institute of Public
Health, University of
Semmelweis University

NIH Grantee
Professor Dipak K.
Das, M.D., Ph.D.,
Director Cardiovascular
Division, Department of
Surgery, University of
Connecticut School of
Medicine

NIH Grantee
Professor Jay P. Mohr,
MD, PhD
Daniel Sciarra Professor
Columbia University
Dept of Neurological Inst

NIH Grantee
Professor Milan
Sonka, PhD
Department of Electrical
and Computer
Engineering
The University of Iowa

NIH Grantee
Professor Albert W.
Girotti
Medical College of
Wisconsin

CSMC
Professor Shlomo
Melmed, MD Senior
Vice-President for
Academic Affairs

CSMC
Professor C. Noel
Bairey Merz MD,
FACC. FAHA
Cedars – Sinai Medical
Center
University of Debrecen
Professor István Édes,
M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc
Medical and Health
Science Center, Institute
of Cardiology

NIH Grantee
Professor William J.
Britt, MD, University of
Alabama- Birmingham
Department of Pediatrics
CSMC
Professor Dr. Calvin J.
Hobel, MD Department of
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Miriam Jacobs Chair,
Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center
WHO
Mario Merialdi, M.D.
Ph.D, Coordinator“WHO
and Global Initiatives on
Maternal and Child Health
Development
University of Debrecen
Professor György Balla,
M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.,
Medical and Health
Science Center,
Department of Pediatrics
PREBIC
Ramkumar Menon,
Ph.D. Research Director
Perinatal Research Center
Centennial Women's
Nashville, TN, USA
RECOOP Chair
Professor Roman
Prymula, M.D., Ph.D.,
Department of
Epidemiology
Faculty of Military Health
Sciences, University of
Defence, Czech Republic

CSMC
Professor Daniel L.
Farkas, PhD,
Department of Surgery
Director of the
Minimally Invasive
Surgical Technologies
Institute
University of Debrecen
Ervin Berényi, M.D.,
Ph.D., Medical and
Health Science Center,
Department of
Laboratory Analysts for
Medical Diagnostics

CSMC
Professor Leon Fine,
M.D.
Chair, Biomedical
Sciences
Director, Graduate
Research Education

NIH
Marya Levintova,
Ph.D.,
International Health
Program Officer for
Russia, Eurasia and
Arctic Affairs,
International Health
Program Officer for
Europe and EU
(Acting), Division of
International Relations,
John E. Fogarty
International Center for
Advanced Study in
Health Sciences, NIH,
DHHS, USA

University of Debrecen
Professor János
Szöll si, Ph.D. D.Sc.
Med. and Health
Science Center, Dept of
Biophysics and Cell
Biology

RECOOP Chair
Professor Rostyslav
Stoyka, PhD, D.Sc.
Institute of Cell
Biology, Corresponding
Member of the
National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine

RECOOP Chair
Professor Árpád
Tósaki, Phar.D., Ph.D.,
D.Sc. Medical and
Health Science Center,
Department of
Pharmacodynamics

CSMC
Professor J. Patrick
Johnson, M.D.
Cedars-Sinai Institute for
Spinal Disorders
Director, Neurological
and Orthopedic Spine
Fellowship Program
University of Debrecen
Tünde Csépány, M.D.,
Ph.D., Medical and
Health Science Center,
Department of Neurology
György Panyi, M.D.,
Ph.D., D.Sc. Medical and
Health Science Center,
Department of
Biophysics and Cell
Biology
RECOOP Chair
Professor Marija
Heffer-Lauc M.D.,
Professor of Biology and
Neuroscience
School of Medicine
Osijek, Croatia

RECOOP Chair
Professor Myhaylo
Gonchar, PhD, D.Sc.
Institute of Cell
Biology, Corresponding
Member of the
National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine

Lecture room: Life
Sciences Building
Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1.
4032

Hotel DIVINUS
Meeting Room IGNUS
Debrecen, Nagyerdei
krt. 1. H-4032

University of Debrecen
Professor László
Mátyus, M.D., Ph.D.,
D.Sc.
Medical and Health
Science Center,
Department of
Biophysics and Cell
Biology
RECOOP Chair
Professor Roman
Bogdanovych Lesyk,
Ph.D., D.Sc.,
Dept. of Pharmaceutical,
Organic and Bioorganic
Chemistry,
Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National Medical
University, Ukraine

18:00 pm
Summary of the
key outcomes
19:00 pm Dinner
Hotel DIVINUS
Debrecen, Nagyerdei
krt. 1. H-4032

18:30

Plenary Session Life Sciences Building 4032 Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1.

8:00 –
18:30

Summary of the
Summary of the
Summary of the
Summary of the
Summary of the
Summary of the
Scientific Review
Scientific Review
Scientific Review
Scientific Review
Scientific Review
Scientific Review
Session Chair: 5
Session Chair: 5
Session Chair: 5
Session Chair: 5
Session Chair: 5
Session Chair: 5
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
NIH/
Summary of the key outcomes and recommendations to enhance collaborations and networking among CEE and USA
RECOOP
scientists.
Professor Dr. Calvin J. Hobel, Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology Miriam Jacobs Chair, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Fellowship Marketplace for young scientists to engage with participating organizations and apply for the Visegrad Group (V4) Scholarship Program
and explore NIH Research Training Opportunities: Training Grants and Fellowships - Grants and Funding Opportunities

20:00

Dinner Hotel DIVINUS Debrecen, Nagyerdei krt. 1. H-4032

Plenary

19:00

April 5,
2009
09:00 –
13:00
09:00 –
13:00
13:00
14:00

Satellite Meetings
European Regional Meeting; The NIH-funded Surgical Therapy for Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH) trial has the overall objective of evaluating the role of
cardiac surgery in the management of patients with ischemic heart failure. (NIH NHLBI GRANT: 5U01HL069015-06 U01 DFC STICH TRIALCOORDINATING CENTER) Professor Robert H Jones, MD Department of Surgery , Division of Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery , Duke University School of
Medicine, 2986, Durham, North Carolina, 27710 USA, Tel: 919-668-8357, Fax: 919-668-7039; e-mail; jones060@mc.duke.edu
European Regional Meeting; A Randomized Trial of Unruptured Brain AVMs (ARUBA) US NIH/NINDS 1 U01NS51566
Please refer to this study by its ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT00389181; Professor Jay P. Mohr, MD, PhD, Daniel Sciarra Professor, Columbia University,
Department of Neurological Inst., 710 West 168th Street, Box 131, New York, NY 10032, E-mail: jpm10@columbia.edu
This study is currently recruiting participants.

Accommodation:
Hotel Divinus
*****
Debrecen, Nagyerdei
krt. 1. 4032
Telephone: +36 52
510 900
Fax: +36 52 510 901
E-mail:
info@hoteldivinus.hu

Hotel Divinus
Aeris Meeting
Room
Aqua Meeting
Room

Lunch Hotel Divinus

14:00 –
17:00

Regional Cooperation for Health, Science and Technology (RECOOP HST) Consortium, Strategic Alliance Meeting IX.

19:00

Dinner Hotel Divinus

Cedars – Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, USA

Faculty of Military Health Sciences, University of Defense, Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic
School of Medicine University J. J. Strossmayer Osijek, Croatia
University of Debrecen, Hungary
University of Pecs, Hungary
University of Szeged, Hungary
Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Bucharest, Romania
Slovak Medical University, Bratislava, Slovakia
Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Institute of Cell Biology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Lviv, Ukraine
Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine

Terra Meeting
Room

Map of the events:

The distance is in meters from Hotel DIVINUS (one mile equivalent to /5,280 ft or /1,760 yd
or 1.6 km)
Accommodation and board
From April 3 – 6, 2009 at Hotel Divinus*****, Debrecen Nagyeredei krt. 1. H-4032, Tel:
+36 (52) 510-930, Fax: +36 (52) 510-901, E-mail: sales1@hoteldivinus.hu, Web:
www.hoteldivinus.hu
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Session

PLENARY
April 4, 2009
Life Sciences Building Egyetem tér 1. Debrecen, Hungary

Chairs

Professor László Fésüs, Rector, University of Debrecen, Hungary
Professor Shlomo Melmed, Senior Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Cedars – Sinai
Medical Center, Los Angeles, California, USA
Dr. Marya Levintova, International Health Program Officer for Russia, Eurasia and
Arctic Affairs, International Health Program Officer for Europe and EU (Acting),
Division of International Relations, John E. Fogarty International Center for Advanced
Study in Health Sciences, NIH, DHHS, USA
Edward Prunchunas, Senior Vice President for Finance and Chief Financial Officer,
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and Chairman of the Governing Council, the Regional
Cooperation for Health, Science and Technology (RECOOP HST) Consortium
Dr. Mario Merialdi, Coordinator of the Maternal and Perinatal Health, “World Health
Organization and Global Initiatives on Maternal and Child Health Development”
Professor Calvin J. Hobel, Miriam Jacobs Chair in Maternal-Fetal Medicine, Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and Chairman of the
RECOOP Scientific Advisory Board
Professor Dipak K. Das, Director, Cardiovascular Division, Department of Surgery,
University of Connecticut School of Medicine, Farmington, Connecticut, USA
Dr. Sandor G. Vari, Director, International Research and Innovation Program, CedarsSinai Medical Center & General Manager of RECOOP HST Consortium
Professor Mykhaylo A. Tukalo, Deputy Director, Head of Department of Protein
Biosynthesis Enzymology, Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU), Kyiv, Ukraine

Opening Remarks

Professor Dr. László Fésüs

8:30 – 8:45 am

Professor Dr. Shlomo Melmed
Cancer Research and Prevention

Time Name
8:45

9:00

Professor Steven I.
Reed,

Dr. Yevhen Filyak,

Title

Organization

Overexpression of the small CDKinteracting proteins Cks1 and Cks2
overrides the DNA damage response
barrier triggered by activated
oncoproteins
Knockout of pituitary tumor
transforming gene in mice enhances
cancer receptivity and development of
autoimmune processes: proteomics
and in vivo studies

Department of Molecular
Biology, the Scripps
Research Institute, La Jolla,
CA, USA

12

Department of Regulation of
Cell Proliferation and
Apoptosis, Institute of Cell
Biology, NASU, Lviv,
Ukraine

9:15

Professor Shlomo
Melmed

MOLECULAR MECHANISMS FOR
PITUITARY TUMORIGENESIS:
The role of Senescence

Cedars – Sinai Medical
Center, Los Angeles,
California, USA

Cardiovascular Research
Time Name
9:30

9:45

10:00

Professor Robert H.
Jones

Csaba Bodor

Professor Noel
Bairey Merz

Title

Organization

The NIH-funded Surgical Therapy for
Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH) trial

Department of Surgery,
Division of Cardiovascular
and Thoracic Surgery, Duke
University School of
Medicine, Durham, North
Carolina, USA
Effects of angiotensin II (Ang II) and
Institute of Pathophysiology,
vascular endothelial growth factor
Research Group for
(VEGF) on fenestrae-associated
Pediatrics and Nephrology,
protein PV-1 expression
Semmmelweis University &
Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, Budapest, Hungary
Women’s
Ischemia
Syndrome Women's Heart Center,
Evaluation
(WISE)
Coronary Director, Preventive Cardiac
Vascular
Dysfunction: 1
R01 Center, Cedars – Sinai
HL090957-01A1
Medical Center

Neurodegenerative Diseases
Time Name
10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

Professor Jay P.
Mohr
Nataliya Krysanova

Professor J. Patrick
Johnson

Title

Organization

A Randomized Trial of Unruptured
Brain Arteriovenous malformations
(ARUBA)
Membrane cholesterol as endogenous
modulator of glutamatergic
neurotransmission in the CNS.

Columbia University,
Department of Neurological
Ins, New York, NY, USA
Department of
Neurochemistry, Palladin
Institute of Biochemistry,
NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine
Cedars-Sinai Institute for
Spinal Disorders, Cedars
Sinai Institute for Spinal
Disorders, Los Angeles, CA,
USA

Using Exercise paradigms to
Understand How Neurotrophins Can
Impact Structural and Functional
Plasticity in the Injured CNS
Coffee Break

13

Human Development
Time Name

Title

Organization

11:30 Professor William
Britt

Inflammation and Brain
Development: Mechanisms of
Disease following Perinatal
Infections

Department of Pediatrics,
Microbiology, and Neurobiology,
University of Alabama School of
Medicine, Hospital, Birmingham,
Alabama, USA

11:45

Dr. Cristian
Poalelungi

Prevention of preterm birth – the
tocolitic value of progesteron in
third trimester in women with
scar uterus

ObstetricsGynecology Department, Dr. I.
Cantacuzino Hospital, Carol
Davila University of Medicine
and Pharmacy, Bucharest,
Romania

12:00

Professor Calvin J
Hobel

The effect of maternal smoking
on the time course release of
catecholamines and
hypothalamic pituitary adrenal
axis hormones at three time
points during pregnancy.

The Burns & Allan Research
Institute and the Division of
Maternal Fetal Medicine,
Department of Obstetrics &
Gynecology, Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center, Los Angeles CA,
USA

Medical Imaging, Biosensors and Robotics
Time Name

Title

Organization

12:15

Professor Milan
Sonka

Analysis of Aortic MRI

Iowa Institute for Biomedical
Imaging, the University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa, USA

12:30

Dr. Kristína
Klenovicsová

Impact of infant formula feeding
on children's health: skin
autofluorescence and
metabolomics study

Department of Experimental and
Clinical Pharmacotherapy, Slovak
Medical University, Bratislava,
Slovakia

12:45

Professor Daniel L.
Farkas

Multimode biophotonic imaging:
A translational, transnational
bridge for life sciences

Minimally Invasive Technologies
Institute, Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, Los Angeles California,
USA

13:00

Lunch Break

14

Session

CANCER RESEARCH AND PREVENTION
April 4, 2009
Lecture room in the Life Sciences Building Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1. 4032

Chairs

Professor Steven I. Reed, Department of Molecular Biology, the Scripps Research
Institute, La Jolla, CA, USA
Professor Dr. Shlomo Melmed, Senior Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Cedars –
Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, California, USA

Professor Rostyslav Stoyka, Head of the Department of Regulation of Cell
Proliferation and Apoptosis, Institute of Cell Biology, Corresponding Member of
the, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Professor János Szöll si, Department of Biophysics and Cell Biology, Cell Biology and
Signalling Research Group of Hungarian Academy of Sciences, University of Debrecen,
Hungary

Opening Remark

Professor János Szöll si
Presentations

Time Name

Title

Organization

14:30

Professor János
Szöll si

How to increase the efficacy of
ErbB2 targeted immunotherapy in
breast cancer

Department of Biophysics
and Cell Biology, Cell
Biology and Signalling
Research Group of
Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, University of
Debrecen, Hungary

14:45

Dr. Adam
Domonkos Tarnoki

Summary of Hungarian Air Indoor
Air Quality Study

Semmelweis University,
Budapest, Hungary

15:00

Professor
Rostyslav S. Stoika

Decisive role of mitochondria in Institute of Cell Biology,
apoptosis: lessons from alkaloid study NAS of Ukraine, Lviv,
Ukraine

15:15

Dr. Iryna O.
Tykhonkova

Characterization of tumor associated
antigens from melanoma and thyroid
cancer

Institute of Molecular
Biology and Genetics,
National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine

15:30

Dr. Maryana
Savytska

Significant enrichment of esophageal
defense by probiotics: novel
implications for an esophageal
healing effect from viewpoint of
glycomic biomarkers

Physiology Department,
Lviv National Medical
University, Lviv, Ukraine

15

15:45

Professor
Oleksandr
Minchenko

16:00

Coffee Break

16:15

Professor Andriy
Sibirny

Cloning of advanced arginine and
citrulline catabolizing enzymes
and perspectives of their use for
cancer treatment

Institute of Cell Biology,
NAS of Ukraine, Lviv,
Ukraine

16:30

Dr. Erika Marek

Survey of knowledge about the HPV
infection and cervical cancer among
students and parents in Hungary

Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology, Medical
Faculty, University of Pécs,
Hungary

16:45

Dr. Ramziya
Kiyamova

The sodium-dependent phosphate
transporter NaPi2b (SLC34A2) /
MX35 antigen is a new target for
monoclonal antibody therapy of
the ovarian carcinomas.

Department of Cell
Signaling, Institute of
Molecular Biology and
Genetics, NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

17:00

Dr. Rostyslav
Panchuk

Signaling pathways in cell
proliferation and apoptosis at murine
NK/Ly lymphoma aging and
chemotherapy

Institute of Cell Biology,
NAS of Ukraine, Lviv,
Ukraine

17:15

Professor
Liudmyla Drobot

Expression profiles of RUK/CIN85
adaptor/scaffold protein isoforms in
human tumors

Laboratory of Cell
Signalling, Palladin Institute
of Biochemistry NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

17:30

Closing Remarks

Professor Rostyslav Stoyka

Expression of the PFKFB-2, PFKFB- Department of Molecular
3, PFKFB-4 and alpha subunits HIF Biology, Palladin Institute of
in human breast malignant tumors
Biochemistry. NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
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Session

CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH
April 4, 2009
Institute of Cardiology, Debrecen, Móricz Zsigmond Krt. 22. (premise II.)

Chairs

Professor Dipak K. Das, Director, Cardiovascular Division, Department of Surgery,
University of Connecticut School of Medicine, Farmington, Connecticut, USA
Professor Noel Bairey Merz, Women's Heart Center, Director, Preventive Cardiac
Center, Cedars – Sinai Medical Center
Professor V. S. Srinivas, Cardiovascular Division, Jack D. Weiler Hospital of Montefiore
Medical Center, Bronx, New York, USA
Professor István Édes, Institute of Cardiology, University of Debrecen, Medical and
Health Science Center, Debrecen, Hungary
Professor Arpad Tosaki, Department of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy, Health
Science Center, University of Debrecen, Hungary
Professor Lawrence M. Popescu, Victor Babes' Hospital, Department of Cellular and
Molecular Medicine, “Carol Davila” University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Bucharest,
Romania

Opening Remark

Professor Dipak K. Das
Presentations

Time Name

Title

Organization

14:30

Professor Dipak
K. Das

Build a bridge in cardiovascular
research between USA and Hungary
and Romania

Cardiovascular Division,
Department of Surgery,
University of Connecticut
School of Medicine,
Farmington, Connecticut,
USA

14:45

Professor Arpad
Tosaki

The role of heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1)
on the postischemic recovery in HO-1
knock out and transgenic mouse
hearts

Department of
Pharmacology, School of
Pharmacy, Health Science
Center, University of
Debrecen, Hungary

15:00

Professor V. S.
Srinivas

Baseline characteristics of patients
with diabetes and coronary artery
disease enrolled in the Bypass
Angioplasty Revascularization
Investigation 2 Diabetes (BARI 2D)
trial.

Cardiovascular Division,
Jack D. Weiler Hospital of
Montefiore Medical Center,
Bronx, New York, USA

15:15

Professor István
Édes

Nitro-oxidative stress associated
postranslational protein alterations in
human cardiomyocytes

Institute of Cardiology,
University of Debrecen,
Medical and Health Science
Center, Debrecen, Hungary
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15:30

Olena Hural

Role of KATP channel modulators and
intermittent hypoxia in mitochondrial
functioning of stress-exposed rats

Department of Hygiene and
Toxicology, Danylo
Halytskyy Lviv National
Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine

15:45

Dr. Liudmyla L.
Sydoryk

Molecular chaperons as regulators of
stress-induced signaling in
cardiomyocytes

Institute of Molecular
Biology and Genetics, NAS
of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

16:00

Coffee Break

16:15

Dr. Miruna M.
Micheu

How important is the influence of
cardiovascular risk factors on the
circulating endothelial progenitor
cells number in patients with acute
coronary syndromes?

Carol Davila University of
Medicine and Pharmacy,
Department, Emergency
Hospital of Bucharest,
Romania

16:30

Dr. Lyubov L.
Lukash

Problems and perspective
development of cellular
cardiomyoplasty

Department of Human
Genetics, Institute of
Molecular Biology and
Genetics of NAS of Ukraine,
Kyiv, Ukraine

16:45

Dr. Alexandru
Scafa-Udriste

Predictive factors for development of
the reperfusion injury in patients with
acute myocardial infarction treated
with stenting or thrombolysis

Carol Davila University of
Medicine and Cardiology,
Cardiology
Department,
Emergency
Hospital
of
Bucharest, Romania

17:00

Professor Natalia
Vynograd

Microbiocenosis of oral cavity for
children with cardiovascular diseases

Department of
Epidemiology, Danylo
Halytsky Lviv National
Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine

17:15

Dr. Inna Valchuk

The effects of corvitin on nitric oxide
synthesis in polimorphonuclear
leucocytes and endotheliocytes under
the experimental immune complexes
vasculitis

Department of Clinical
Immunology and
Allergology, Danylo
Halytsky Lviv National
Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine

17:30

Dr. Dmytro Besh

Influence of the educational program
on efficiency of treatment and
rehabilitation in patients after acute
myocardial infarction

Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National medical University,
Department of Family
Medicine, Lviv, Ukraine

17:45

Closing Remarks

Professor István Édes
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Session

NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES
April 4, 2009
Lecture room in the Life Sciences Building, Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1. 4032

Chairs

Professor Jay P. Mohr, Columbia University, Department of Neurological Institute, New
York, NY, USA
Associate Professor Tünde Csepany, University of Debrecen, Dept. of Neurology,
Debrecen, Hungary
Professor J. Patrick Johnson, M.D. Cedars-Sinai Institute for Spinal Disorders; Director,
Neurological and Orthopedic Spine Fellowship Program, Co-Director, Spine Stem Cell
Program, Cedars- Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Professor Marija Heffer-Lauc, Department of Biology and Neuroscience, School of
Medicine Osijek, Croatia
Professor Vadym M. Kavsan, Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

Opening Remark

Professor Jay P. Mohr
Presentations

Time Name

Title

Organization

14:30

Associate
Professor György
Panyi

Characterization of potassium
channels in human CD4+ regulatory
and naïve T cells from healthy
subjects and multiple sclerosis
patients

University of Debrecen,
Department of Biophysics and
Cell Biology, Debrecen,
Hungary

14:45

Professor Vadym
M. Kavsan

Gene expression analysis is the basis
for personalized approach to brain
tumor therapy

Institute of Molecular Biology
and Genetics, NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

15:00

Jana Zdarova
Karasova

Are reactivators of
acetylcholinesterase able to protect
central nervous system against
intoxication by organophosphorus
inhibitors?

Department of Toxicology,
Faculty of Military Health
Sciences, University of
Defence, Hradec Kralove;
Czech Republic

15:15

Professor Adriana State of art treatment and
Sarah Nica
rehabilitation focus on
neuroregulation of medical
conditions in neurodegenerative
diseases in connection with imaging
metabolomics and morphomics

Rehabilitation Department,
University of Medicine
Bucharest, Romania

15:30

Dr. Nataliya
Yavorska

Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National Medical University,
Lvi, Ukraine

Immunologic changes in patients
with neurological sings of
degenerative disk disease
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15:45

Professor Marija
Heffer-Lauc

Methodology twist in finding original
constituents of lipid rafts

16:00

Coffee Break

16:15

Dr. Anatoly
Samoylenko

Regulation of neuronal differentiation
and survival by hematopoietic growth
factors

Laboratory of Cell
Signalling, Palladin
Institute of Biochemistry,
NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv,
Ukraine

16:30

Professor Vedran
Deletis

Intraoperative neurophysiology of the
spinal cord injured patients

Institute for Neurology and
Neurosurgery, Roosevelt
Hospital, New York, NY,
USA, and Department of
Neuroscience, School of
Medicine, Split, Croatia

16:45

Kateryna Volkova

Fluorescent trimethine cyanine dyes
as probes for amyloid detection:
effect of modification of dye
molecule.

Department of
Combinatorial Chemistry,
Institute of Molecular
Biology and Genetics, NAS
of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

17:00

Closing Remarks

Associate Professor Tünde Csepany
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Department Biology and
Neuroscience, School of
Medicine Osijek, Croatia

Session

Chairs

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
April 4, 2009
Lecture room at the Department of Pediatrics Debrecen, Nagyerdei Krt. 98.
4032 (premise I.)
Professor William Britt, Department of Pediatrics, Microbiology, and Neurobiology,
University of Alabama School of Medicine, Hospital, Birmingham, Alabama, USA
Dr. Mario Merialdi, Coordinator of the Maternal and Perinatal Health, “World Health
Organization and Global Initiatives on Maternal and Child Health Development”
Professor György Balla, University of Debrecen Medical and Health Science Center,
Department of Pediatrics, Debrecen, Hungary
Professor Calvin J. Hobel, Miriam Jacobs Chair in Maternal-Fetal Medicine, Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and Chairman of the
RECOOP Scientific Advisory Board
Dr. Ramkumar Menon, Department of Epidemiology and Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Emory University, Atlanta, GA; The Perinatal Research Center, Nashville, TN, USA
Professor Roman Prymula, MD, PhD, Dean of Faculty of Military Health Sciences,
University of Defense, Trebesska 1575, 500 01 Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic

Opening Remark

Dr. Mario Merialdi
Presentations

Time Name

Title

Organization

14:30

Professor Tomáš
Trnovec

Association between cochlear
function and exposure to PCBs in 12years-old children

Department of Toxic Organic
Pollutants, Slovak Medical
University, Bratislava,
Slovakia

14:45

Dr. Ramkumar
Menon

First Genome Wide Association
Studies in Preterm Birth: The Role of
PREterm Birth International
Collaborative (PREBIC) Consortium
in Overcoming Limitations

Department of Epidemiology
and Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Emory
University, Atlanta, GA; The
Perinatal Research Center,
Nashville, TN, USA

15:00

Professor György
Balla

Inhibition of heme oxygnese-1
enzyme by d-penicillamine is a
promising intervention against
retinopathy of prematurity

University of Debrecen
Medical and Health Science
Center, Department of
Pediatrics, Debrecen,
Hungary

15:15

Professor Roman
Prymula

Current possibilities of immunization
against acute otitis media

Faculty of Military Health
Sciences, University of
Defense, Hradec Kralove,
Czech Republic
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15:30

Dr. Ildiko Rakoczi

Impact of smoking during pregnancy
on preterm birth and low birth weight

University of Debrecen,
Faculty of Health,
Nyiregyháza, Hungary

15:45

Dr. Ceau u, Iuliana

Clinical value of definition for
macrosomia

Carol Davila University of
Medicine and Pharmacy,
Clinical Hospital Dr .I.
Cantacuzino, Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Bucharest, Romania

16:00

Coffee Break

16:15

Professor Liudmyla
A. Livshits

The association between phenotype
and AZF regions, CFTR, AR, INH ,
FSHR and FMR1 genotype in
patients with impaired
gametogenesis

Human Genomics
Department, Institute of
Molecular Biology and
Genetics, NAS of Ukraine,
Kyiv, Ukraine

16:30

Dr. Oksana
Matsyura

Recurrent bronchoobstructive
syndrome in early aged children with
respiratory disorders during the
neonatal period: optimization of
preventive program

Lviv City Children’s Clinical
Hospital, Allergologic
Department of Pediatrics,
Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National Medical University,
Ukraine

16:45

Professor Marian
Kacerovsky

The relationship between
sonographic transverse diameter of
fetal thymus and intraamniotic
infection in women with preterm
prelabor rupture of membranes.

Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Faculty
Hospital Charles University
Hradec Kralove, Czech
Republic

17:00

Dr. Kinga Lancz

A biokinetic model to evaluate the
effects of breastfeeding and
consecutive normal food intake on
plasma PCB concentrations in
children

Department of Toxic Organic
Pollutants, Slovak Medical
University, Bratislava,
Slovakia

17:15

Professor
Hrynash

17:30

Dr. Marcel Leppée

Zagreb retrospective cohort study
(ZRCS) of drug use in pregnancy

Department of
Pharmacoepidemiology,
Zagreb Institute of Public
Health, Zagreb, Croatia

17:45

Professor Vira
Pyrohova

Intrauterine growth retardation –
diagnosis and method of delivery.
What must we do?

Department of Obstetrics,
Gynecology and
Perinatology, Danylo
Halytskyi Lviv National
Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine

18:00

Closing Remarks

Professor György Balla and Professor Calvin J. Hobel

Yuliya Disease-related metabolic disorder
biomarkers in children with mumps
and diphtheria.
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Department of Pediatric
Infectious Disease, Danylo
Halytsky Lviv State Medical
University, Ukraine

Session

MEDICAL IMAGING, BIOSENSORS AND ROBOTICS
April 4, 2009
Lecture room of the Department of Radiotherapy Debrecen, Nagyerdei Krt.
98. 4032 (premise I.)

Chairs

Professor Milan Sonka, Iowa Institute for Biomedical Imaging, the University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa, USA
Professor Mykhaylo Gonchar, Head of the Department of Analytical Biotechnology,
Institute of Cell Biology, NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
Professor Daniel L. Farkas, Minimally Invasive Technologies Institute, Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center, Los Angeles California, USA
Associate Professor Ervin Berényi, Department of Biomedical Laboratory and Imaging
Science, University of Debrecen
Dr. Tomas Kovarnik Second Department of Internal Medicine, First Faculty of Medicine,
Charles University Prague, Czech Republic

Opening Remark

Associate Professor Ervin Berényi
Presentations

Time Name

Title

Organization

14:30

Tomas Kovarnik

Virtual histology evaluation of
atherosclerosis regression during
atorvastatin and ezetimibe
administration - HEAVEN study

Second Department of
Internal Medicine, First
Faculty of Medicine, Charles
University Prague, Czech
Republic

14:45

Associate
Professor Ervin
Berényi

On the potential of diffusion tensor
imaging in neuro-oncology: analysis
of pediatric versus adult brain tumors

Department of Biomedical
Laboratory and Imaging
Science, University of
Debrecen

15:00

Professor Adina
Ioana Chirita

The potential role of ADC map in
diffusion weighted imaging in
evaluation of breast benign or
malignant lesions

Imaging Department, Centrul
Medical Unirea, Bucharest,
Romania

15:15

Professor
Mykhaylo Gonchar

Impedance Biosensor Based on
Recombinant Methyl Amine Oxidase
from Hansenula Polymorpha for
Assay of Metyl Amine

the Department of Analytical
Biotechnology, Institute of
Cell Biology, NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

15:30

József Kormos

Application of Ripley’s K(t) function
for describing distributions on the cell
surface

Department of Biophysics
and Cell Biology, Research
Center for Molecular
Medicine, University of
Debrecen, Debrecen,
Hungary
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15:45

Dr. Rostyslav
Bilyy

Membrane Glycoproteins During Cell
Death – How and Why They Appear
on The Cell Surface?

Institute of Cell Biology,
NAS of Ukraine, Lviv,
Ukraine

16:00

Coffee Break

16:15

Dr. Dana Niculae

In Vitro Biological Evaluation of
188
RE-ANTI-VEGF-MAB and 188REANTI-MUC1

National Institute for Physics
and Nuclear Engineering,
Radiopharmaceuticals Dept.,
Bucharest Romania

16:30

Tatiana
Goriushkina

A Novel Amperometric Biosensor
Based on Immobilized
Flavocytochrome b2 for Lactate
Analysis

Laboratory of Biomolecular
Electronics, Institute of
Molecular Biology and
Genetics, NAS of Ukraine,
Kyiv, Ukraine

16:45

Ágnes Tóth

Complete inhibition of Pglycoprotein by simultaneous
treatment with a modulator and the
UIC2 monoclonal antibody

Department of Biophysics
and Cell Biology, University
of Debrecen, Hungary

17:00

Dr. Miruna Chirea

Myocardial viability assessed by Tc99m tetrofosmin SPECT late after
anterior myocardial infarction in left
ventricular aneurysm - how long does
hibernating myocardium survives?

Cardiology Department,
Emergency Hospital, Carol
Davila University of
Medicine and Pharmacy,
Bucharest, Romania

17:15

Victoria Pyeshkova

Development of Enzyme
Multibiosensor for Carbohydrates
Determination

Institute of Molecular
Biology and Genetics of NAS
of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

17:45

Dr. Sorin
Constantin Paun

Robotic Surgery after Incomplete
Open Heller Procedure for Achalasia

Surgical Department,
Emergency Hospital, Carol
Davila University of
Medicine and Pharmacy,
Bucharest, Romania

18:00

Closing Remarks

Professor Milan Sonka
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Session

TRANSLATIONAL AND CLINICAL RESEARCH
April 4, 2009
Lecture room in the Life Sciences Building Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1. 4032

Chairs

Professor Albert W. Girotti, Department of Biochemistry, Medical College of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A
Professor László Mátyus, Department of Biophysics and Cell Biology, University of
Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary
Professor Leon Fine, Chair, Biomedical Sciences, Director, Graduate Research
Education, Cedars – Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, California, USA
Professor Roman Lesyk, Department of Pharmaceutical, Organic and Bioorganic
Chemistry, Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine
Professor Aleš Macela, Faculty of Military Health Sciences, University of Defence,
Hradec Králové, Czech Republic

Opening Remark

Professor Albert W. Girotti

Presentations
Time Name

Title

Organization

14:30

Professor Albert
W. Girotti

tBid/Bax-Dependent Membrane
Permeabilization Enabled by
Intermembrane Transfer of
Peroxidized Cardiolipin: Mechanistic
Implications for MitochondrionInitiated Oxidative Apoptosis

Department of
Biochemistry, Medical
College of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
U.S.A

14:45

Professor László
Mátyus

Distribution and dynamics of MHC-I
on the surface of lymphoid cells

Department of Biophysics
and Cell Biology and
Signaling Research Group of
the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, Research Center
for Molecular Medicine,
University of Debrecen,
Debrecen, Hungary.

15:00

Dr. Peter Boor

Platelet-Derived Growth Factor – C
(PDGF-C) accelerates glomerular
capillary repair in experimental
glomerulonephritis

Slovak Medical University,
Department of Clinical and
Experimental
Pharmacotherapy,
Bratislava, Slovakia

15:15

Professor Roman
Lesyk

4-Azolidinones and related
heterocycles. An overview of
biological activity. Preliminary results
of long-term scientific project of
LNMU Department of
Pharmaceutical, Organic and
Bioorganic Chemistry

Department of
Pharmaceutical, Organic and
Bioorganic Chemistry,
Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National Medical
University, Lviv, Ukraine
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15:30

Professor Katarína
Šebeková

Health impact of dietary Maillard
reaction products

Department of Experimental
and Clinical
Pharmacotherapy, Slovak
Medical University,
Bratislava, Slovakia

15:45

Petra Hartmann

Microcirculatory effects of
phosphatidylethanolamine in
carrageenan-induced subacute
arthritis model in rats

Institute of Surgical
Research, University of
Szeged, Hungary

16:00

Coffee Break

16:15

Adela Straskova

Search for new virulence factors of
intracellular pathogen Francisella
tularensis

Centre for Advanced
Studies, FMHS, University
of Defence, Hradec Králové,
Czech Republic

16:30

Dr. Oleh Stasyk

Arginine deprivation as anticancer
therapy, new developments

Department of Cell
signaling, Institute of Cell
Biology, NAS of Ukraine,
Lviv, Ukraine

16:45

Dr. Andriy G.
Golub

Development of Novel Inhibitors of
Human Protein Kinase CK2

Institute of Molecular
Biology and Genetics of
NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv,
Ukraine

17:00

Dr. Yuriy
Bidnychenko

Application of regressive analysis for
assessment of effectiveness of
xenobiotics extraction from biological
liquids

Department of Toxicological
and Analytical Chemistry,
Danylo Halytsky Lviv State
Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine

Borbála Fazekas

NMDA receptor antagonism with
kynurenic acid and a synthetic
kynurenate analogue decreases
motility and inflammatory activation
in experimental colitis in the rat

Institute of Surgical
Research, University of
Szeged, Hungary

17:30

Professor Aleš
Macela

Interaction of Francisella tularensis
LVS with host B cells

Faculty of Military Health
Sciences, University of
Defence, Hradec Králové,
Czech Republic

17:45

Professor
Oleksandr
Sklyarov

Role of NO-synthase and COX-2
systems in the mechanisms of
development of experimental
ulcerative colitis

Department
of
Biochemistry,
Danylo
Halytsky Lviv National
Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine

18:00

Closing Remarks

Professor László Mátyus

17:15
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Session

YOUNG SCIENTIST FORUM
April 5, 2009
Hotel Divinus IGNIS Meeting Room Debrecen Nagyeredei krt. 1.

Chairs

Professor Albert W. Girotti, Department of Biochemistry, Medical College of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A
Dr. Sandor Vari International Research and Innovation Program Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Co - Chairs

Professor V. S. Srinivas, Cardiovascular Division, Jack D. Weiler Hospital of
Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, New York, USA
Professor Mykhaylo A. Tukalo, Deputy Director, Head of Department of Protein
Biosynthesis Enzymology, Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NASU), Kyiv, Ukraine
Professor János Szöll si, Department of Biophysics and Cell Biology, Cell Biology
and Signalling Research Group of Hungarian Academy of Sciences, University of
Debrecen, Hungary
Dr. Ramkumar Menon, Department of Epidemiology and Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Emory University, Atlanta, GA; The Perinatal Research Center,
Nashville, TN, USA

Opening Remark

Dr. Sandor Vari
Presentations

Time Name

Title

Organization

8:30

Kristijan Dinjar

Biomechanical features of
sacrouterine and round ligament
significant for uterine stability

Faculty of Medicine,
University J. J. Strossmayer
in Osijek, Department of
Anatomy, Croatia

8:45

Bozhena
Vynnytska

Comparative analysis of the effect of
starvation for different amino acids
on viability of human hepatocellular
carcinoma HepG2

Department of Cell signaling,
Institute of Cell biology,
NAS of Ukraine, Lviv,
Ukraine

9:00

Dmytro
Minchenko

Alternative splice variants of human
PFKFB-4: expression in human
breast and colon cancers

Palladin Institute of
Biochemistry NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

9:15

Dr. Dmytro
Havrylyuk

Pharmacological potential of new
thiazolidinone-based compounds
containing benzothiazole and
pyrazoline moieties

Department of Pharmaceut.,
Organic and Bioorganic
Chemistry, Danylo Halytsky
Lviv National Medical
University

9:30

Dr. Stefan Bogdan

Added value in risk stratification in
non-ST segment acute coronary
syndromes based on acute and
chronic risk scores derived from the
European guidelines

Carol Davila University,
Cardiology Department,
Emergency Hospital of
Bucharest, Bucharest,
Romania
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9:45

Roman Pinyazhko

Cytoprotective influence of melatonin
on the morpho-functional integrity of
the epithelial barrier of esophageal
mucous membrane (EMM) under
conditions of experimental
hypergasrynemia

Department of Physiology,
Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National Medical University,
Lviv, Ukraine

10:00

Dr. Olena
Gorbenko

PTEN phosphatase interacts with but
not dephosphorylates fatty acid
binding protein FABP4

Department of Cell
Signaling, Institute of
Molecular Biology and
Genetics, NAS of Ukraine,
Kyiv, Ukraine

10:15

Dr. Tanja Kovac

Morphometric description of the
thyroid cartilage in the population of
Eastern Slavonia and comparison
with other ethnic groups

Department of
Anesthesiology, Clinical
Hospital Osijek, Department
of Anatomy, Medical Faculty
Osijek, Croatia

10:30

Olesya Poshyvak

Experimental modeling of
immunodeficiency in rats

Department of
Pharmacology, Danylo
Halytsky Lviv National
Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine

10:45

Coffee Break

Chairs

Professor Steven I. Reed, Department of Molecular Biology, the Scripps Research
Institute, La Jolla, CA, USA
Dr. Chander P. Arora, Perinatal Research Laboratory, Department of Obstetrics &
Gynecology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Co - Chairs

Professor Milan Sonka, Iowa Institute for Biomedical Imaging, the University of
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, USA
Processor Constantin Mircioiu, Faculty of Pharmacy, Carol Davila University of
Medicine and Pharmacy, Bucharest, Romania
Professor Calvin J. Hobel, Miriam Jacobs Chair in Maternal-Fetal Medicine,
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and
Chairman of the RECOOP Scientific Advisory Board
Professor Aleš Macela, Faculty of Military Health Sciences, University of Defence,
Hradec Králové, Czech Republic
Presentations

11:00

Valentyna
Mykhalchenko

Unique alternative splice variants of
rat 6-phosphofructo-2kinase/fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase-4
mRNA: effect of methyl tretbuthyl
ether on its expression
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Palladin Institute of
Biochemistry NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

11:15

Attila Sebe

Ion channels in developing
chondrocytes

11:30

Mykola Dergai

INTERSECTIN 1: adaptor protein Institute of Molecular
diversity in function
Biology and Genetics NAS of
Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

11:45

Olena Oliinyk

Construction and screening of phage
display single chain antibody library
against diphtheria toxin

Palladin Institute of
Biochemistry of the NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

12:00

Vitalina Gryshkova

Expression of phosphate transporter
NaPi2b in different histological
types of epithelial ovarian cancer

Department of Cell
Signaling, Institute of
Molecular Biology and
Genetics, NAS of Ukraine,
Kyiv, Ukraine

12:15

Andreea L. Arsene

Experimental research on mice
regarding the implication of
melatonin in pain management

Department of Biochemistry,
Faculty of Pharmacy,
University of Medicine and
Pharmacy Carol Davila,
Bucharest, Romania

12:30

Dr. Oksana M.
Malanchuk

Ser/Thr protein phosphatase 5
interacts with protein product of
tumour suppressor gene TSC2

The Institute of Molecular
Biology and Genetics NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

12:45

Maksim V.
Skaldin

Studies of Structural Changes of
Eph Receptor Triggered by
Ephrin Binding with a Complex
of Biophysical Methods in
Solution

Palladin Institute of
Biochemistry, NAS of
Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine

13:00

Dr. Olena Balynska

Functions of human cartilage
glycoprotein-39 in brain
development and disease

Department of Biosynthesis
of Nucleic Acid, Institute of
Molecular Biology and
Genetics, National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv,
Ukraine

13:15

Closing Remarks

Professor Calvin J. Hobel

13:30

Lunch Break
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Department of Biophysics
and Cell Biology, University
of Debrecen, Medical and
Health Science Center,
Debrecen, Hungary

Session

Satellite Meeting
Surgical Therapy for Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH)
April 5, 2009
Hotel Divinus AERIS Meeting Room Debrecen Nagyeredei krt. 1.

Chair
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General Information
The University of Debrecen, Hungary is the host organization of the Scientific Research
Networking meeting with Cedars – Sinai Medical Center and the RECOOP Consortium are
providing the hotel accommodation, boarding and travel support (train and air fares, ground
transportation) for the RECOOP, the Central and Eastern European scientists and the NIH
grantees.
The California Association to Aid Ukraine made possible to organize The Young Scientists
Forum on April 5, 2009 as a satellite meeting of the Bridges in Life Sciences US –CEE
Regional Networking Meeting. The Scientific Advisory Board of the Regional Cooperation
for Health, Science and Technology (RECOOP HST) Consortium selected 10 Ukrainian
young scientists for the “California Association to Aid Ukraine Travel Grant”.
SUPPORT GRANT
Visegrad Fund (http://www.visegradfund.org/index.php )
University of Debrecen, Knowledge and Technology Transfer Office applied for Visegrad
Fund Standard Grant “Bridges in Life Sciences V4 Regional Networking and Exchange for
EU and NIH Funded Research Projects” Application: ID 20820016 and received partial
support from the Visegrad Group Fund.
SPONSOR
California Association to Aid Ukraine (CAAU)
The following Ukrainian young scientists received the “California Association to Aid
Ukraine Travel Grant”:
Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, National Academy of Science of Ukraine,
Kyiv, Ukraine
Dr. Olena Gorbenko, Ph.D., Researcher of the Department of Cell Signal Systems
Mykola Dergai, Ph.D. Student, Laboratory of Biomolecular Electronics
Dr. Oksana M. Malanchuk, Ph.D., Researcher, Department of Cell Signal Systems,
Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine
Dr. Dmytro Havrylyuk, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Department of Pharmaceutical,
Roman Pinyazhko, Ph.D., Student, Department of Physiology
Olesya Poshyvak, Ph.D., Student, Department of Pharmacology

Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv,
Ukraine
Valentyna Mykhalchenko, Ph.D.,
Olena Oliinyk, Ph.D. Student
Institute of Cell Biology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Lviv, Ukraine
Yevhen Filyak, Ph.D., Department of Regulation of Cell Proliferation and Apoptosis
Bozhena Vynnytska, Ph.D. Student, Department of Cell Signaling
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Overexpression of the small CDK-interacting proteins Cks1 and Cks2 overrides the
DNA damage response barrier triggered by activated oncoproteins.
Steven I. Reed, Professor, Department of Molecular Biology, MB-7, The Scripps Research Institute,
10550 North Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92007 USA, sreed@scripps.edu.
Cks proteins are small (9kDa) CDK-interacting proteins that are frequently overexpressed in a
broad spectrum of human malignancies. Originally discovered in yeasts, these proteins are expressed
in all eukaryotic lineages, including the very homologous paralogs Cks1 and Cks2 in mammals.
Although the structure of the Cks-CDK complex has been determined by x-ray diffraction
crystallography and a redundant function for the mammalian Cks paralogs in the G2 to M phase cell
cycle transition has been described, the precise molecular function of Cks proteins remains to be
determined. In addition, the mechanistic link between Cks protein overexpression and oncogenesis is
unknown.
In the course of a systematic analysis of the cellular phenotype of Cks protein overexpression we
noticed that cell lines overexpressing either Cks1 or Cks2 were resistant to cell cycle arrest in the
presence of high levels of thymidine. Thymidine, via allosteric inhibition of ribonucleotide reductase
and concomitant depletion of deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate pools, causes replication fork stress
and triggering of the intra-S-phase checkpoint, which blocks the firing of new origins of replication.
The intra-S phase checkpoint functions by promoting inhibitory phosphorylation of Cdk2, the activity
of which is required to fire new origins of replication. We therefore compared the intra-S phase
signal transduction pathway in Cks-overexpressing cells and controls and determined that signaling
was in tact, including inhibitory phosphorylation of Cdk2 on Tyr 15. However, such phosphorylated
Cdk2 complexes were found to retain kinase activity when Cks proteins were bound, explaining the
checkpoint override.
It has recently been established that mutational activation and/or overexpression of oncoproteins
frequently triggers a DNA damage response, which serves as an intrinsic barrier to expansion of
premalignant clones by activating the intra-S-phase checkpoint. We therefore hypothesized that Cks
protein overexpression might constitute a mechanism for premalignant cells to escape this barrier.
We found that in both breast cancer derived cell lines and breast carcinoma biopsies that Cks2
overexpression strongly correlated with elevated levels of the oncoprotein cyclin E1. Furthermore,
whereas overexpression of cyclin E1 in non-transformed human mammary epithelial cells triggered
the intra-S phase checkpoint and impaired progression through S phase, concomitant overexpression
of Cks2 reversed these effects. Expression of oncogenic Ha-Ras Val12 similarly triggers the intra-S
phase checkpoint, blocking proliferation. In preliminary experiments, we have found that Cks2
overexpression can partially restore proliferation to such cells. Therefore, it is likely that Cks protein
overexpression is selected to allow clonal expansion of premalignant cells by overriding intrinsic
barriers to DNA replication.
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Knockout of pituitary tumor transforming gene in mice enhances cancer receptivity and
development of autoimmune processes: proteomics and in vivo studies.
Yevhen Filyak1, Oksana Filyak1,3 , Serhiy Souchelnytskyi2,
Maxim Lootsik1, Rostysav Stoika1
1
Institute of Cell Biology, Drahomanov Str. 14/16, 79005, Lviv, Ukraine
2
Karolinska Institutet Biomics Center, Z5:02, KS, SE-17176, Stockholm, Sweden
3
Lviv State University of Vital Activity Safety, Kleparivska 35, 79000, Lviv, Ukraine
E-mail: YevhenFilyak@cellbiol.lviv.ua
Pituitary tumor transforming gene-1 (pttg) is a novel oncogene for pituitary cancers and
leukemia development. Its overexpression was also shown in many tumors, such as pituitary
adenomas, breast, gastrointestinal and lung cancers leukemia, lymphomas. PTTG-1 is associated with
malignant transformation, tumorigenesis, and cancer progression, modulating c-Myc and VEGF
expression. Pttg-1 was proposed to play a role in immune system development and functioning. Pttg1 gene knockout (pttg-KO) caused thymic hyperplasia and spleen hypoplasia in mice. Stoika et al.
(2003) showed that pttg-1 was involved in T-lymphocytes activation. However, there is no molecular
explanation or physiological importance of PTTG in the immune system functioning.
We used proteomics approach to identify molecular targets of PTTG in immune cells. Abilities
of immune system of pttg-KO mice to suppress tumor development and to generate antibodies in
response to various stimuli were studied. Presence of different auto-antibodies in blood of pttg-KO
mice was also tested. Electron and light microscopies were used to analyze pttg-KO effect upon
thymus and spleen development.
T-lymphocytes obtained from wild type (WT) or pttg-KO mice were CD3-activated, lysed, and
subjected to 2D-electrophoresis. 2D gels were analyzed using IMA-Platinum software. Possible
PTTG downstream targets were identified using MALDI-TOF mass-spectrometry. We identified 1
transcriptional factor, 2 cytokines, 5 proteins involved in regulation of cell proliferation,
differentiation and migration, 2 immune response regulative proteins. We also found that pttg-KO
decreased ability of the immune cells to produce IL-4, but increased IFNg production by these cells.
To confirm these data, we showed that pttg-KO mice possessed deregulated production of antibodies
in response to injected human erythrocytes. Besides, autoantibodies against dsDNA and other
autoantigens were found in blood of pttg-KO mice, in contrast to WT mice, where such
autoantibodies were absent. Dramatic changes in thymus and spleen development and morphology
were found in pttg-KO mice. Pttg-KO effects upon macrophages function in these immune organs and
upon development of immune cells from bone marrow were discovered. We found that pttg-KO mice
possessed significantly diminished ability to inhibit growth of murine leukemia L1210 cells after their
in vivo inoculation.
Literature data are available that severe leukemia, lymphoma or breast cancer in human can
develop (5q syndrome) when long arm of 5th chromosome, including 5q31-33 region is deleted, and
pttg-1 is known to be located very close in 5q35.1 locus. Thus, our results can suggest possible
explanation of pttg role in 5q syndrome development.
Summarizing, we found that pttg-1 might play an important role in development, functioning,
and anti-tumor activity of the immune system.
This study was executed under support of grants awarded to Yevhen Filyak by INTAS and
WUBMRC foundations.
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MOLECULAR MECHANISMS FOR PITUITARY TUMORIGENESIS: The role
of Senescence.
Shlomo Melmed, M.D.,
Senior Vice President, Academic Affairs; Chief Academic Officer, Cedars – Sinai Medical
Center 8700 Beverly Blvd., NT Plaza #2015, Los Angeles, California 90048-1860; E-mail:
Shlomo.melmed@cshs.org

Pituitary tumors account for 15% of intracranial neoplasms and are benign
monoclonal neoplasms that may be clinically silent or secrete hormones, including prolactin,
growth hormone, adrenocorticotrophic hormone or, rarely, thyroid-stimulating hormone or
gonadotrophins. These adenomas account for clinical infertility, growth disorders and
hypercortisolism or metabolic dysfunctions associated with hypopituitarism. We explored the
role of disordered pituitary cell proliferation control in the pathogenesis of these invariably
benign adenomas, studying mechanisms underlying pituitary aneuploidy, premature
proliferative arrest (senescence), markers of cell proliferation and tumorigenesis in single,
double or triply mutant transgenic mice with mutations of Rb, Pttg and/or p21. Human GHsecreting tumors exhibit senescence markers including p21,beta galactosidase, as well as
signs of DNA damage. Rarely encountered pituitary carcinomas do not exhibit such
features. These results provide further insights into the role of cell cycle control and growth
constraint of experimental and human pituitary tumors, which underlie their failure to
progress to malignancy. These results improve our understanding of pituitary syndromes
associated with infertility, growth disorders, hypercortisolism, or adrenal, thyroid and
gonadal failure due to abrogated pituitary function.
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The NIH-funded Surgical Therapy for Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH) trial
Robert H Jones, MD
Department of Surgery, Division of Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery, Duke University
School of Medicine, 2986, Durham, North Carolina, 27710 USA e-mail;
jones060@mc.duke.edu
The NIH-funded Surgical Therapy for Ischemic Heart Failure (STICH) trial has the overall objective
of evaluating the role of cardiac surgery in the management of patients with ischemic heart failure.
The trial was funded in 2002 with the plan to enroll patients primarily in North America. However,
by 2003, slow enrollment made it certain that STICH would need to expand clinical sites that
continued incrementally through 2005 so that by completion of enrollment in May 2007, 127 clinical
sites in 99 countries had enrolled 2,136 patients in a randomized comparison of treatments using
cardiac surgery. The Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, and Austria were included among the 99
enrolling countries. The overall performance of sites in site qualification, patient enrollment, data
quality, and participation in scientific work will be presented with attention to opportunities for
improvement and demonstration of the great value of collaboration in a worldwide network of clinical
investigators.
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Effects of angiotensin II (Ang II) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) on
fenestrae-associated protein PV-1 expression
Csaba Bodor1, Borbála Végh1, János Nagy2, Adrienn Németh1, László Mátyus2,
Attila Sebe1, Attila Jenei2, László Rosivall1
1

Institute of Pathophysiology, Research Group for Pediatrics and Nephrology, Semmmelweis
University & Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary,
2
Department of Biophysics and Cell Biology, University of Debrecen, Medical and Health
Science Center, Debrecen, Hungary

We previously demonstrated endothelial fenestration on the distal, i.e. rennin-positive part of the
afferent arteriole (AA). Here we examined the role of Ang II and VEGF in fenestrae formation, PV-1
protein expression and modulation of endothelial permeability by regulating PV-1 expression.
Umbilical vein endothelial cell (HUVEC) cultures were treated with various doses of Ang II and
VEGF. The morphology of endothelial cell surface and the emergence of fenestrae were studied by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) under dehydrated and non-dehydrated conditions. The permeability
of confluent endothelial monolayers was determined by electrical impedance measurements (ECIS
apparatus). The mRNA and protein levels of fenestrae-associated protein PV-1 were measured by
real-time PCR and western blot, respectively. 48 hrs treatment with both Ang II (10-7 M) and VEGF
(100 ng/ml) induced significant increases in the number of fenestrae (Ang II: 146 %; VEGF: 264 %)
and decreased the electrical resistance of the endothelial monolayer (Ang II: 17 %; VEGF: 29 %). 48
hrs VEGF treatment resulted in a 6-fold increase of PV-1 mRNA level, while Ang II induced a 2-fold
increase. Pre-incubation with SB203580, an inhibitor of p38 MAP kinase, blunted the increase in PV1 expression and fenestrae formation.
We have demonstrated that Ang II and VEGF concurrently increase the number of fenestrae, the
permeability and the expression of PV-1 protein. The activation of p38 MAP kinase and the
expression of PV-1 protein are involved in this phenomenon. Thus PV-1 protein may be a regulator of
the fenestrae formation of HUVEC Future studies will clarify the presence of similar regulatory
mechanisms in the endothelial fenestration of the endocrine segment of AA.
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Women’s Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation (WISE) Coronary Vascular Dysfunction: 1
R01 HL090957-01A1
*Bairey Merz CN, Pepine CJ, Shaw LJ, Johnson BD, Sharaf B, Bittner V, Braunstein GD,
Azziz R, Handberg-Thurman E, Shufelt C, Minissian M, Sopko G, Kelsey SF, for the WISE
Study Group
*Women's Guild Endowed Chair in Women' Health, Director, Women's Heart Center,
Director, Preventive Cardiac Center , Professor of Medicine, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center Email: Merz@cshs.org
The NHLBI-sponsored Women’s Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation (WISE) has documented a high
prevalence of coronary vascular dysfunction in women with symptoms and evidence of ischemia with
no obstructive CAD. The condition is associated with an adverse prognosis and healthcare costs
similar to obstructive CAD, there are an estimated 2-3 million women with existent disease, and a
projected 100,000 new cases annually. This places the prevalence, morbidity and costs of coronary
vascular dysfunction higher than all female reproductive cancers combined. Prospective testing of a
noninvasive approach for diagnosis and prognosis is needed as critical next steps toward translation of
our findings into clinical care. Using a prospective cohort design with follow-up, we aim to
investigate: 1) Coronary reactivity testing (CRT) correlates with abnormalities in cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging (CMRI); 2) Persistent cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI) abnormalities
at 1-year follow-up correlate with persistent symptoms of ischemia; 3) CMRI is predictive of adverse
outcomes, and thus be used as an outcome in future therapeutic trials. The baseline study visit will
include a physical exam and elicitation of medical history, symptoms, lifestyle and functional
characteristics, and psychosocial status.
We will recruit 375 women undergoing coronary
angiography for suspected ischemia with no obstructive CAD. All 375 will undergo baseline CMRI
imaging, and a subgroup of 200 will undergo repeat one-year follow-up CMRI. An additional
subgroup of 200 women with no coronary stenosis >20% in any epicardial coronary artery will
undergo CRT. Women will be contacted annually to measure outcome of symptoms, coronary events,
and associated costs. Established WISE core laboratories and clinical sites will be used.
Documentation of the link between invasive CRT and noninvasive CMRI imaging, and the prognostic
value of this measure for symptoms and adverse outcomes, will provide a platform for clinical trials to
test therapeutic interventions in appropriately powered studies. Potential therapeutic trials being
planned include anti-ischemia therapies, such as ranolazine and dipyridamole, as well as novel
interventions, such as erythropoietin and stem-cell therapy, targeting coronary vascular function.
Results of the application will provide practicing physicians with the ability to translate these findings
to clinical care to improve IHD outcomes in women using a noninvasive assessment strategy.
Recruitment and analyses are ongoing.
1.

2.

3.

Shaw LJ, Bairey Merz CN, Pepine CJ, Reis SE, Bittner V, Kelsey SF, Olson M, Johnson
BD, Mankad S, Sharaf BL, Rogers WJ, Wessel TR, Arant CB, Pohost GM, Lerman A,
Quyyumi AA, Sopko G. Insights from the NHLBI-sponsored Women’s Ischemia Syndrome
Evaluation (WISE) Study: Part I: gender differences in traditional and novel risk factors,
symptom evaluation, and gender-optimized diagnostic strategies. J Am Coll Cardiol
2006;47:S4-20.
Bairey Merz CN, Shaw LJ, Reis SE, Bittner V, Kelsey SF, Olson M, Johnson BD, Pepine
CJ, Mankad S, Sharaf BL, Rogers WJ, Pohost GM, Lerman A, Quyyumi AA, Sopko G.
Insights from the NHLBI-sponsored Women’s Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation (WISE) Study:
Part II: gender differences in presentation, diagnosis, and outcome with regard to genderbased pathophysiology of atherosclerosis and macrovascular and microvascular coronary
disease. J Am Coll Cardiol 2006;47:S21-9.
Bugiardini R, CN Bairey Merz. Angina With “Normal” Coronary Arteries, A Changing
Philosophy. JAMA 2005; 293:4:477-484.
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A Randomized Trial of Unruptured Brain Arteriovenous malformations (ARUBA)
*JP Mohr MD MS Clinical Principal Investigator (PI), C Stapf European PI, AJ Moskowitz,
Data Coordinating Center PI, Claudia S Moy, NINDS Project Officer www.arubastudy.org
US NIH/NINDS 1 U01NS51566
*Professor Jay P. Mohr, MD, PhD, Daniel Sciarra Professor, Columbia University,
Department of Neurological Inst., 710 West 168th Street, Box 131, New York, NY 10032
E-mail: jpm10@columbia.edu
The Problem: The prevalence of unruptured brain arteriovenous malformations (BAVMs) is now
known to be almost twice that of BAVMs discovered because of hemorrhage. The management issue
for those unruptured requires reassessment of the natural history, the frequency and severity of any
hemorrhage, and the clinical outcomes from intervention. To date, increasing age, deep brain
location, associated aneurysms, and exclusive deep venous drainage are associated with increased
hemorrhage risk, borderzone location less, isolated small lesions the least. Compared with traditional
estimates, current studies suggest the frequency and severity of hemorrhage are lower, and
complications of intervention higher. BAVMs being embedded in brain tissue, interventions intended
to eradicate the lesion carry understandable risks, even in the most experienced hands, risks which
should justify the undertaking.
The clinical trial plan: NIH is sponsoring A Randomized trial of Unruptured Brain Arteriovenous
malformations (ARUBA), a controlled clinical trial comparing any form(s) of intervention (e.g.,
endovascular embolization, radiosurgery, and microneurosurgery) vs. medical management for
symptoms (e.g., seizure, headache). Eligible patients have an unbled BAVM deemed suitable for
attempted eradication; those not considered safe for the attempt are ineligible The endpoint is a
composite event of death from any cause or stroke (hemorrhage or infarction confirmed by imaging).
Secondary outcomes include risk of death or clinical impairment (Rankin Score 2) at a minimum of
5 years post-randomization (possibly up to 10 years). Clinical outcome status will be measured by the
Rankin Scale, NIHSS, and EuroQual (EQ-5D).
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Sites Initiated

Patients Recruited

The Progress: The trial has been enrolling since late spring 2007, slowly accumulating the
current 64 centers with an additional 29 in varying stages of completion of paperwork. To
date 597 patients have been screened, 226 found eligible and 67 (29%) randomized from 64
centers on 3 continents, 35 in Europe alone. The investigators are blinded to the outcome for
the trial overall. An NIH-appointed Data and Safety Monitoring Board reviews the progress
semi-annually.
The Outcome: Should traditional risk estimates be demonstrated, the net benefit of intervention
should be demonstrable well within a 5-year timeframe and justify an intervention plan for unruptured
BAVMs. Should current risk estimates apply, conservative management may have a lower incidence
of hemorrhage and morbidity, and require far longer follow-up to determine if the intervention
compares favorably with the natural history.
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Membrane cholesterol as endogenous modulator of glutamatergic neurotransmission in
the CNS.
Krisanova N., Sivko R., Borisov A., Borisova T.
Department of Neurochemistry, Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, NAS of Ukraine,
9 Leontovicha Street, Kiev, 01601,Ukraine;
E-mail: tborisov@biochem.kiev.ua
Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS, which is involved in many
aspects of normal brain functioning and the pathogenesis of neurological disorders. The proper level
of extracellular glutamate is maintained by a balance between release and uptake of glutamate. These
processes are tightly associated with membrane components of cells. Cholesterol is an abundant
constituent of eukaryotic membranes and certain level of membrane cholesterol is very important for
normal functioning of a number of membrane proteins involved in synaptic transmission. Despite
intense research on diverse effects of cholesterol in nerve cells, its regulation mechanisms and exact
role in neuronal function still remain unclear
Taking into account that the ambient glutamate level is critically important for proper synaptic
transmission and even small changes in this level may have significant consequences, the main
question we asked was weather membrane cholesterol content modulated the processes responsible
for maintaining low extracellular glutamate concentration. Using control and cholesterol-depleted rat
brain nerve terminals (synaptosomes), the study was focused on evaluation of the ambient glutamate
level; contribution of uptake and tonic release in maintaining extracellular glutamate concentration;
discrimination of changes in the extracellular glutamate level and tonic release. Confocal imaging of
synaptosomes labeled with filipin revealed acute depletion of cholesterol after application of
cholesterol acceptor methyl- -cyclodextrin (M CD). Flow cytometric analysis showed similarity in
cell size and cytoplasmic granularity of control and cholesterol-depleted synaptosomes. Reducing the
contribution of glutamate transporters by 200 M DL-threo- -benzyloxyaspartate (DL-TBOA), a
decrease in tonic release was found consisting of 10.8 ± 0.6 % of total in control and 8.87 ± 0.6 after
cholesterol depletion. The ambient glutamate level was increased from 0.193 ± 0.013 nmol/mg of
protein in control to 0.282± 0.013 after cholesterol depletion due to inhibition of uptake (the initial
velocity was lowered from 3.0 ± 0.3 to 1.77± 0.2 nmol x min-1 x mg-1 of proteins). We considered
that increase in tonic release might occur when intracellular glutamate was replenishing because of
impact of the accumulative ability of synaptic vesicles. An increase in tonic release in the presence
of DL-TBOA from 3.3± 0.6 to 8.88± 0.6 % of total was shown during dissipation of the proton
gradient by the protonophore FCCP.
The current observations suggested that cholesterol as an endogenous modulator of
neurotransmission in the CNS can be extremely important for synaptic plasticity. One of the most
interesting findings that emerged from this study was the observation that significant level of
cholesterol required for maintaining low extracellular glutamate concentration. An increase in ambient
glutamate impairing synaptic transmission may form the potential basis for neurological symptoms in
diseases associated with alterations in sterol homeostasis. Patients with naturally occurring disorder
Niemann-Pick type C1, which was characterized by lower concentration of cholesterol in neurons,
demonstrated the neurological symptoms and neurodegeneration that we suggested may be associated
with an elevation of the extracellular glutamate level. It should be also kept in mind that the
neurological symptoms in other diseases can be provoked by changes in the cholesterol level
indirectly involved in their pathogenesis.
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Using Exercise paradigms to Understand How Neurotrophins Can Impact Structural
and Functional Plasticity in the Injured CNS
Shoshanna Vaynman, PhD1, J. Patrick Johnson MD1, Samer Ghostine MD1,2, Srinath
Samudrala MD1
Cedars Sinai Institute for Spinal Disorders1 444 S. San Vicente Blvd., Suite 700, Los
Angeles, CA 90048 E-mail: vaynmans@cshs.org
University of California, Irvine2 Orange, California USA
The CNS has an intrinsic regenerative potential that may be used to repair CNS damage sustained in
traumatic brain and spinal cord injury, and neurodegenerative diseases. A major focus of research is
the endeavor to delineate the therapeutic capacity of exercise in CNS injury. However, the major
setback to implementing rehabilitative exercise paradigms is a limited understanding of the molecular
mechanisms through which exercise promotes synaptic plasticity, functional recovery, and learning
and memory. The use of animal studies has recently improved our understanding of mechanisms subserving the ability of exercise to augment synaptic and cognitive plasticity and promote neuronal
repair.
The effects of exercise on the brain reach beyond simply increasing regional blood supply, nor are
they restricted to activating brain motor-sensory-regions associated with a motor task. Exercise also
modifies specific neural circuits through the action of specialized neurotrophic factors (NTFs).
Notably, an increase in brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and consort plasticity molecules
underlie the effects of exercise in the brain, especially in the hippocampus, an area critical for learning
and memory. BDNF is especially susceptible to regulation by activity, thereby providing a platform
for behavioral implementations such as exercise to easily modulate BDNF in the CNS. The injured
CNS undergoes processes of reorganization and regeneration that may make it especially receptive to
priming by external stimuli such as physical activity. Exercise provides a natural and noninvasive
paradigm to harness the plastic potential of the injured CNS by employing BDNF and similar trophic
support factors to repair and reorganize injured neural circuits.
The knowledge that exercise can activate intrinsic neurotrophic support systems for restoring CNS
function must be tempered with the understanding that, since the injured CNS is metabolically
distressed, there exists a critical time window post–CNS injury in which exercise may be
therapeutically implemented. Post-TBI, the energy crisis prevailing among surviving cells makes
them more vulnerable to sustain activity-induced secondary injury with exercise. However, when
exercise is delayed 14 days post-injury, it serves to increase BDNF and enhance cognitive function.
The spinal cord, like the brain, has the intrinsic capacity to use experience to modify both its circuitry
and behavior and in effect exhibit the classical components of what we call learning. Exercise
augments BDNF systems vital for synaptic function and neurite outgrowth in the spinal cord and
innervated skeletal muscle. BDNF administration after complete mid-thoracic spinal cord transection
improves functional recovery of hind limb stepping and is associated with neuronal sprouting at the
injury site. These findings advocate for the existence of spinal cord learning mechanisms that may be
harnessed in patients with compromised ascending and descending spinal pathways to increase
rehabilitative potential.
The future holds the ability to use exercise as an intervention for the treatment of CNS trauma in
combination with other therapies such as stem cells. Using the endogenous ability of exercise to
promote factors such as BDNF, which possess survival and growth-stimulating properties, may help
stem cells survive and integrate into existing circuitry and produce functional plasticity.
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Inflammation and Brain Development: Mechanisms of Disease following Perinatal
Infections
William Britt, M.D.
Dept. of Pediatrics, Microbiology, and Neurobiology, University of Alabama School of
Medicine, Childrens Hospital, CHB160, 1600 7th Ave South, Birmingham, Ala 35233
USA, wbritt@peds.uab.edu
The role of inflammation as a cause of long term neurodevelopmental abnormalities in infants and
children has long been recognized although in most cases mechanisms of disease have not been well
studied in experimental systems. We have developed a model of perinatal infection with CMV to
investigate the pathogenesis of neurodevelopmental abnormalities that are associated with intrauterine
infection with human cytomegalovirus (HCMV). Congenital infection with HCMV is one of the most
frequent infectious causes of brain disease in infants in the developed and developing world with rates
of infection ranging from 0.2-1.2%. Up to 10% of infected infants will exhibit neurodevelopmental
abnormalities, such as deficits in cognitive and perceptual skill performance that can be readily
quantified by currently available testing. It is unknown if other less well recognized
neurodevelopmental abnormalities could be attributed to this infection. Because HCMV infection in
newborns is less frequently associated with significant structural damage to the CNS, the mechanism
of disease associated with this perinatal CNS infection is not well understood. To study the
pathogenesis of this human disease we have developed a murine model in which newborn animals are
inoculated peripherally with murine CMV (MCMV). These animals replicate virus in the liver and
spleen and then develop a viremia which leads to focal infection of the CNS. Following an intense
immune response in the periphery and in the CNS, the vast majority of animals clear virus and
survive. The focal encephalitis that develops in these animals exhibits similar histopathologic findings
as have been observed in infants with congenital HCMV infections. Interestingly, developmental
abnormalities are noted in the morphogenesis of the brain, particularly the cerebellum; a region of the
brain undergoing significant development in the rodent during postnatal life. These abnormalities also
correlated with deficits in motor performance later in life in infected animals. In addition,
approximately 50% of infected animals exhibit hearing loss, a deficit that is commonly seen in human
infants with congenital HCMV infection. Although the precise mechanism of disease has not been
defined, it appears that widescale inflammation with induction of both innate and subsequently,
adaptive immune responses are the best correlate of disease in these animals. One pathway that has
been shown to be altered during this disease is signaling through TrkB, a receptor for BDNF.
Interference with neurotrophin signaling pathways through convergence of signaling pathways
associated with the inflammation associated with this perinatal infection could represent at least one
mechanism of disease.
Koontz, T., Bralic, M., Tomac, J., Pernjak-Pugel, E., Bantug, G., Jonjic, S., and Britt, W. J. 2008.
Altered development of the brain after focal herpesvirus infection of the central nervous system.
Journal of Experimental Medicine, 205:423-435.
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Prevention of preterm birth – the tocolytic value of progesterone in third trimester in
women with scar uterus
Poalelungi, C.**, Gussi, Ilinca*, **, Toderici, Ina**; Hudi , D*,**, Ceau u, Iuliana*,**
* « Carol Davila » University of Medicine and Pharmacy
** Clinical Hospital « Dr .I. Cantacuzino », Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Bucharest, Romania, 5-7, Ion Movila, sector 2, Bucharest , Romania
E-mail : cristianpoalelungi@yahoo.com
Background and Purpose: Preterm birth may raise an important problem in tocolysis, mainly in the
scar uterus, mostly during the late pregnancy. The aim of this study was to evaluate the value of
progesterone in late pregnancy in addition to the beta-simpatico mimetic tocolysis.
Methods:
44 pregnant women with gestational ages between 26 and 32 gestational weeks and with scar uterus
who were admitted in the hospital with threatening of preterm birth were randomly assigned into two
groups: simpatico-mimetic only versus simpatico-mimetic and progesterone (vaginal, 200mg, in the
evening). The threatening of preterm birth was defined by rhythmic uterine contractions (rhythm at 10
minutes recorded by Cardio-tocography) and cervical length under 2.5 cm evaluated by vaginal
ultrasound. From the study were excluded the multiple pregnancy, praevia placenta, fetal distress,
cervical dilation over 2 cm, fever, vaginal or urinary infections, spontaneous membrane rupture under
one week of treatment, programmed selective caesarian sections (CS). The follow up of the pregnancy
was weekly or at every two weeks according with the clinical status and symptoms, by ultrasound for
cervical evaluations and cardio-tocography. The treatment was stopped at 35 weeks and 6 days of
gestational age. The CS was performed at the labor start.
Results:
The dose of simpatico-mimetic therapy in the group with combined therapy with progesterone was
significantly lower than in the simpatico-mimetic therapy only (Mann Whitney, p<.05), and only one
case needed intra-venous administration of simpatico-mimetic therapy versus five cases in the
simpatico-mimetic therapy only. Gestational age at the beginning of the labor was significantly higher
in the combined therapy group 37weeks 5 days versus 36 weeks and 3 days in the simpatico-mimetic
therapy only (Mann Whitney, p<.05). There were just 7 cases who reported an increased need of sleep
and mild dizziness sensations, as secondary reactions at the progesterone therapy. Number of inhospital days and the re-admissions in the obstetrical department was significantly lower in the
combined therapy group (Mann Whitney, p<.05).
Conclusions:
Progesterone administration in the late pregnancy allowed administration of lower doses of simpaticomimetic therapy with a lower incidence of the cardio-vascular secondary effects associated with this
therapy. The association of simpatico-mimetic therapy with progesterone was followed by a decreased
number of hospital admitted days in a high risk group for preterm birth- pregnancies with scar uterus.
The association of tocolytic effect of progesterone with the specific tocolytic agents in the third
trimester of pregnancy is useful and cost-effective.
Key words: preterm birth, progesterone, simpatico-mimetic therapy,
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The effect of maternal smoking on catecholamines and hypothalamic- pituitary- adrenal
axis hormones at three time points during pregnancy.
Calvin J Hobel and Chander P Arora. The Burns & Allan Research Institute and the Division
of Maternal Fetal Medicine, Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology, Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, Los Angeles CA, USA; E-mail: HobelC@cshs.org

Nicotine is a known potent stimulus for the release of catecholamines. Little is known about the
effect of smoking on the maternal hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA) placental axis in pregnancy.
The objective of this study was to assess this effect at three time points throughout gestation in a
Behavior In Pregnancy Study (BIPS) where 524 pregnant women who self identified themselves as
smokers or nonsmokers were prospectively recruited and evaluated at three time points: 18-20 weeks
(Time 1), 28-30 weeks (Time 2), and 35-36 weeks (Time 3). Samples were obtained from 65 smokers
and 100 nonsmokers and measured for urinary catecholamine’s (dopamine, norepinephrine, and
epinephrine) using high performance liquid chromatography. Maternal plasma was collected and
analyzed for Corticotrophin Releasing Hormone (CRH), Adrenal Corticotrophin Hormone (ACTH),
and Cortisol by radioimmunoassay. Plasma samples were obtained from 37 smokers and 29
nonsmokers. Data was analyzed using Statistical Analysis System (SAS), two sample t-test,
regression analysis and repeated measures of ANOVA. All three catecholamine’s levels increased
between T1 and T2, however, they decreased at Time 3 (p = 0.001). Dopamine was higher in
smokers than nonsmokers at Time 1 and Time 3 (p = 0.02). Smokers had elevated epinephrine and
norepinephrine levels at all three time periods compared to nonsmokers (p = 0.001). ACTH, Cortisol,
and CRH levels in smokers were all significantly elevated in all three time periods when compared to
nonsmokers (p = 0.001). These findings are the first to suggest that secretion of catecholamines is
reduced in third trimester. This is consistent with the known reduced sensitivity of norepinephrine
infusion during the third trimester. In the second trimester smoking is a potent stimulus for the
release of ACTH secretion. ACTH is suppressed in the third trimester yet levels remain significantly
higher in smokers compared to nonsmokers. Smoking is also associated with a significant increase in
cortisol secretion, which progressively increases at Time 2 and Time 3 and most likely plays a role in
suppressing maternal ACTH. CRH is also significantly elevated in Time 1 in smokers and continues
to increase as pregnancy progresses. This increase in CRH is thought to be secondary to the effect of
maternal cortisol secretion on CRH gene expression at the level of the placenta. Elevations in CRH in
pregnant women who smoke could be secondary to nicotine, which has not been investigated. This
study documents that smoking is a potent stimulus for the release of catecholamines in addition to
pituitary-adrenal axis hormones during mid pregnancy and at the end of the second trimester of
pregnancy. However, the effect of smoking on catecholamine release appears to be suppressed in the
third trimester of pregnancy. The elevations of these stress hormones most likely play an important
role in suppressing fetal growth which is a known side effect of smoking as a cause of low birth
weight.
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Four-Dimensional Quantitative Analysis of Aortic MRI
Milan Sonka, Senthil Premraj, Fei Zhao, Andreas Wahle, Ryan Johnson, Thomas Scholz
Iowa Institute for Biomedical Imaging, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA
Email: milan-sonka@uiowa.edu
Automated and accurate segmentation of the aorta in 4D (3D+time) cardiovascular magnetic
resonance (MR) image data is important for early detection of congenital aortic disease
leading to aortic aneurysms and dissections. A computer-aided diagnosis method is reported
that allows to objectively identify subjects with connective tissue disorders from sixteenphase 4D aortic MR
images.
Starting with a step of
multi-view
image
registration,
our
automated segmentation
method combines levelset and optimal surface
segmentation algorithms
so that the final aortic
surfaces in all 16 cardiac
phases are determined in a
single
optimization
process. The resulting
aortic lumen surface is
registered with an aortic
model
followed
by
calculation of quantitative
indices
of
aortic
morphology and function
for each location along the
aortic length (average
diameter, centroid, cross
sectional area, local lumen volume, eccentricity, curvature), followed by determination of
modal indices of aortic shape and motion. The modal indices reflect the differences of any
individual aortic shape and motion from an average aortic behavior. Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier is used for discrimination between normal and connective tissue disorder
subjects. 4D MR image data sets acquired from 104 normal and connective tissue disorder
MR datasets were used for development and performance evaluation of our method.
The automated 4D segmentation results produced accurate aortic surfaces in all 16 cardiac
phases, covering the aorta from the aortic annulus to the diaphragm, yielding subvoxel
accuracy with signed surface positioning errors of -0.07+-1.16 voxel (-0.10+- 2.05 mm). The
computer aided diagnosis method distinguished between normal and connective tissue
disorder subjects with a classification correctness of 90.4%.
The work was supported, in part, by NIH grants R01 HL 63373, R01 HL071809, and R01
EB004640.
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Impact of infant formula feeding on children's health: skin autofluorescence and
metabolomics study
MUDr. Kristína Klenovicsová, Department of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacotherapy, Slovak
Medical University, Bratislava, Slovakia, 2nd Pediatrics Department of Children's Faculty
Hospital, Bratislava, Slovakia; e-mail: kristina.klenovicsova@szu.sk
In vivo, advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) are formed by non-enzymatic glycation of
proteins, as well as under the conditions of enhanced oxidative and carbonyl stress. They accumulate
predominantly on long-lived proteins. AGEs play an important role in pathogenesis of atherosclerosis,
diabetes and renal diseases. Analogous products formed during thermal processing of foods are called
Maillard reaction products (MRPs). Heat-sterilization of infant formulas (IF) during their industrial
production results in 70-fold higher N -carboxymethyllysine (CML, chemically defined MRP/AGE)
levels in IF compared to mother milk (1). CML from IF is absorbed into the bloodstream of infants
(1). We aimed to elucidate whether the different feeding pattern of infants affects the: a/ AGEs
accumulation in tissues, and, b/ the urinary metabolome.
In a cross-sectional study skin AGE-associated autofluorescence (AF) was measured on volar
side under the elbow in 75 healthy, 1 to 36 months old children. AGE Reader (provided by
DiagnOptics Technologies B.V., Groningen, Netherlands) determined skin AF as the ratio of average
emitted light intensity per nm (between 420-600 nm) per average excitation light intensity per nm
in the range between 300-420 nm. Skin phototype was determined by its reflection (300-420 nm)
relative to white standard. Infants were divided into 2 groups according to their feeding pattern:
exclusively breast-fed during first 6 months of their life (n=44), or IF-fed children (n=35).
The profile of low molecular-weight metabolites was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy in
the buffered, D2O diluted, TSP containing (added as chemical shift reference) spot urines of 5-7
months old healthy breast- (n=28) and formula-fed (n=38) infants. Spectra were recorded on a Varian
INOVA spectrometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) at a proton frequency of 600.133 MHz. For water
signal suppression, a standard 1D NOESY pulse sequence was used. The spectra were processed and
analyzed using the Chenomx software (Chenomx, Edmonton, Canada). The spectral area from 0.5 –
9.5 ppm was reduced to bins (variables) of 0.04 ppm width excluding the area of water and urea (4.5 –
6.4 ppm) and normalized by the total area of the spectrum. Multivariate data analysis of spectral bins
was performed using SIMCA-P+ v.12 software (provided by UMETRICS, Umea, Sweden).
Skin AF of healthy infants rose age-dependently. IF-fed children displayed higher AF values
compared to breast-fed ones, but significance diminished after infants started to receive diversified
diet (figure).
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Consumption of IF resulted in clearly different urinary metabolomics if compared to breastfeeding. We show for the first time that IF-fed infants have significantly higher skin autofluorescence.
Thus, higher consumption of MRPs may result in AGE-modification of long-lived proteins already in
early childhood. Preliminary metabolomic data showed a clear separation between the breast- and IFfed children. This might be due to differences in composition of IFs vs. human breast milk, requiring
different digestive/metabolic pathways or/and in gut microflora. The identification of metabolites
most important for differences between the groups is being performed.
1. Šebeková K., Saavedra G., Zumpe C., et al. 2008. Ann N Y Acad Sci 1126: 177-180
Study was supported by 6th EU FP, grant No. COLL-CT-2005-516415, projekt ICARE, and by SMU internal
grant, No. 19-90-05.
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Multimode biophotonic imaging: A translational, transnational bridge for life sciences
Daniel L. Farkas (daniel.farkas@cshs.org)
Professor of Surgery and Biomedical Sciences and Director, Minimally Invasive
Technologies Institute, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, 8700 Beverly Boulevard, D-6068, Los
Angeles CA, USA
In order to see the bench-to-bedside dream for translational research become a reality, we need to
use approaches that, while technologically sophisticated, allow eventual deployment into a clinical
setting. Our focus area is where light and patient meet and improvements that yield better outcomes.
Surgery, still the main treatment for most major diseases, is moving rapidly towards minimally
invasive intervention. Biophotonics represents a major area of hope and growth for high-tech surgery
(1). We believe that the move of laboratory-derived knowledge into clinical practice has been
hampered by the difficulty of detecting and characterizing very small entities (molecules, cells) in the
human body, especially dynamically. New tools and strategies are needed to address this challenge,
with likely new outcomes. While photomechanic, photothermal and photochemical effects have been
used successfully in surgical treatments, mostly to remove abnormalities, advanced biophotonic
imaging, best suited for studying such abnormalities, has been lagging in clinical acceptance, in spite
of clear technological advances in laboratory research and preclinical trials (1), and an equally clear
need for the kind of resolution (spatial, temporal, spectral) and specificity that optical imaging alone
can offer.
The development of photonic methods for translational medicine and surgery will be reviewed,
with emphasis on non-destructive uses, and our recent advances in this domain. We have concentrated
on optical imaging methods that do not require contrast agents (2). This necessitates novel photonic
technologies (spectral, lifetime, non-linear and coherence-based approaches, applied to light
emanating from the specimens: reflected, scattered, transmitted and emitted as fluorescence and
luminescence), used synergetically, for detection, diagnosis and surgical navigation. Our overall
approach to biomedical optical imaging is thus based on a multimode implementation - combining the
methods above to achieve Stokes-shift, Raman and hyperspectral imaging, multiphoton-excited
autofluorescence lifetime imaging, optical coherence tomography - and is endoscopically optimized
for improved minimally invasive surgery with earlier detection of abnormalities. With imaging
fulfilling its dual role of better describing anatomy and physiology, in vivo cytometry/intrasurgical
histopathology-equivalent molecular and cellular imaging is achievable, as is a closer spatio-temporal
connection between imaging and intervention. This allows optimization and computer-assisted
decision-making and guiding of surgical activities (3), but additionally requires an ability of
seamlessly introducing the new technologies into a clinical environment of the future. Our design for
such a new venue will be described, centered on an all-digital operating room optimized for high-tech
flexibility.
Results (briefly) presented will be representative of both translational challenges and their
technical solutions, and of some major application areas, including: cancer (early detection by spectral
reflectance and autofluorescence (2); progression quantitation by improved optical coherence-based
imaging (4); nano- and targeted chemotherapy assessment in vivo (5)); neurobiology (imaging fast
calcium transients and of neurodegeneration (6)); hyper-spectral Mie scattering imaging for
endoscopic guidance and the design and use of an advanced multimode imaging endoscope (7);
monitoring of stem cell fate in vivo (8). The processing, analysis and visualization of multimode
images is challenging, and our advances in this area (with emphasis on contextual and speedy
visualization) will also be discussed, with an application to in vivo delineation of Hirschsprung’s
disease (9) for surgical intervention. Finally, new ways for academic research, the medical
establishment and the corporate world to work together - across boundaries, including national - for
improved biophotonic solutions and their clinical use for better patient outcomes will be briefly
outlined (10).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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How to increase the efficacy of ErbB2 targeted immunotherapy in breast cancer
János Szöll si1,2, György Vereb1, Márk Barok1, Zsuzsanna Pályi-Krekk1, Péter Nagy1
Department of Biophysics and Cell Biology, 2Cell Biology and Signalling Research Group of
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary, e-mail:
szollo@med.unideb.hu
1

The ErbB2 (HER2) protein is a crucial member of the EGF receptor (ErbB) family of transmembrane
receptor tyrosine kinases. Its medical importance is supported by the facts that it is frequently
overexpressed in breast and other cancers. Humanized antibodies against ErbB2 (i.e. Herceptin) have
been introduced into clinical practice and were found to have cytostatic effect in ~40% of ErbB2
positive breast tumours. Our working hypothesis is that the expression levels of ErbB kinases, their
interactions and activity within multimolecular complexes will determine the outcome of ErbB2
directed therapy. We used Herceptin resistant (JIMT-1) and sensitive (SKBR-3) cell lines in order to
demonstrate the importance of association pattern ErbB molecules with each other and with integrins,
CD44 and lipid rafts. Combination of various forms of flow and image cytometric FRET methods
revealed distinctive expression and association pattern of ErbB receptor tyrosine kinases on the
surface of various cancer cell lines sensitive or resistant to trastuzumab. We also studied the role of
antibody mediated cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) using JIMT-1 cell xenografts in SCID mice.
Unexpectedly, trastuzumab was able to inhibit the outgrowth of macroscopically detectable xenograft
tumours for up to 5-7 weeks. This effect was further enhanced when 4-methyl-umbelliferrone (4-MU)
was added along with trastuzumab treatment. 4-MU inhibited the synthesis of hyaluronan, which
binds to CD44, thereby hindered the development of the glycocalyx surroundings the tumour cells.
Interestingly trastuzumab treatment highly decreased the number of circulating tumour cells even
when the tumour became completely resistant to trastuzumab treatment.

Summary of Hungarian Air Indoor Air Quality Study
Adam Domonkos Tarnoki, MD*, David Laszlo Tarnoki, MD*, Mark J. Travers,
PhD, MS+, Andrew Hyland, PhD+, Katharine Dobson, BS+, Laszlo L. Mechtler, MD#, K.
Michael Cummings, PhD, MPH+
*Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary
+Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Department of Health Behavior, Buffalo, New York, USA
#Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Department of Neurology, Buffalo, New York, USA
*E-mail: tarnoki4@gmail.com
Objective: To compare the levels of indoor air pollution found in a sample of public locations in
Hungary where smoking was and was not observed. Hungary has one of the highest mortality rates
from smoking caused disease in the world. Despite the well documented health risks of secondhand
smoke exposure, in Hungary, smoking is still permitted with little restriction in most public venues,
such as bars and restaurants [1].
Methods: The TSI SidePak AM510 Personal Aerosol Monitor was used to measure the concentration
of particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter (PM2.5) observed in the ambient air of 6 pubs, 5
restaurants, 11 cafes, and 21 other locations in Budapest and Zalakaros between January and August
2008 [2][3].
Results: In the 27 places where smoking was observed the average PM2.5 level was 97.44 µg/m3;
[range: 3-487 µg/m3] compared to 5.5 µg/m3 [range: 0-28 µg/m3] in the 16 places where smoking was
not observed (see figure).
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Fine Particle Air Pollution regarding colder and warmer months in
venues were smoking was observed in Hungary, 2008
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PM2.5 levels were higher in cold weather months. Even in warm weather months, PM2.5 levels were
significantly higher in places where smoking was observed compared to places where smoking was
not observed. regardless of time of year sampled. The Spearman correlation coefficient between the
smoker density and the PM2.5 levels was 0.71 (p<0.05).
Conclusions: The levels of indoor fine particle air pollution measured in public locations in Hungary
where smoking was observed were times higher than the levels in locations where smoking was not
observed and in nearly all instances exceeded the levels that the World Health Organization and US
Environmental Protection Agency have concluded are harmful to human health. The findings from
this study reveal that Hungary’s current national smoke-free law is inadequate. Merely designating
separate smoking and non smoking areas within the same shared air space is not sufficient to protect
patrons and workers from unsafe levels of indoor air pollution. Hungary should join with other
Western European countries, such as Ireland and the United Kingdom and adopt a comprehensive
smoke-free law that extends to all public indoor environments including restaurants, bars, nightclubs
and all transportation venues in order to protect the citizens from the harmful cardiovascular and
pulmonary effects of secondhand smoke.
References
[1] World Health Organization. 2008. Report on the Global Tobacco Epidemic. In the MPOWER
Package, 2008. Geneva, Switzerland: World Health Organization.
[2] Repace, J.L. 2004. Respirable particles and carcinogens in the air of Delaware hospitality venues
before and after a smoking ban. Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine. 46, 887–905.
[3] Hyland, A., Travers, M.J., Dresler, C., Higbee, C., Cummings, K.M. 2008. 32-country comparison
of tobacco smoke derived particle levels in indoor public places. Tobacco Control. 17, 159-165.
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Decisive role of mitochondria in apoptosis: lessons from alkaloid study
Rostyslav S. Stoika, Vitaly O. Kaminskyy
Institute of Cell Biology, NAS of Ukraine, Drahomanov Str. 14/16, 79005, Lviv, Ukraine,
E-mail: stoika@cellbiol.lviv.ua
Which cellular structures we should target, when it is necessary to accelerate switching on apoptosis?
To answer that question, we used a panel of structurally related benzophenanthridine alkaloids which
were found to affect different organelles and macromolecules. Sanguinarine, chelerythrine and
chelidonine were studied in more detail. All of them induced apoptosis in human CEM T-leukemia
cells; however, time course, dose dependence, biochemical peculiarities, and maximal intensity of
apoptosis development differed considerably. We found the first signs of the apoptotic action of
sanguinarine and chelerythrine (increase in cytosolic cytochrome c) as early as 2 min after alkaloid
addition to the cultured CEM T-cells. That effect preceded proteolytic processing of caspases-8, -9,
and -3. Sanguinarine and chelerythrine rapidly (15 min) induced ROS generation that was strongly
suppressed by N-acetylcysteine (NAC), and dissipated
mt that was also blocked by NAC.
However, the content of Bax, Bcl-2 and Bcl-X (L/S) proteins in the mitochondrial fraction did not
change significantly. Caspase-3 activation and proteolytic splitting of PARP-1 reparation enzyme (20
min) were accompanied by DNA fragmentation, and were also considerably inhibited by NAC.
Different time course of the apoptotic action was demonstrated by another alkaloid, chelidonine
which induced only a slight release of cytochrome c that was observed after a long delay (12 h), and it
was followed by caspase-3 activation. In all experiments, PARP-1 degradation was parallel to
caspase-3 activation. The impairing effect of sanguinarine or chelerythrine towards mitochondria was
confirmed by marked changes in morphology (electron microscopy) of this organelle (3 h), while
chelidonine did not affect mitochondria intactness. Sanguinarine or chelerythrine caused an intensive
DNA damage (fragmentation) in target cells in 1 h, with massive increase in number of such impaired
cells in 6 h, while chelidonine induced intensive DNA damage in 15-20 % cells only in 24 h. Such
DNA targeting effect of studied alkaloids positively correlated with their ability to intercalate DNA
structure measured by change in the melting temperature of DNA-alkaloid complexes. Sanguinarine
or chelerythrine were capable of direct affecting mitochondria functions such as Ca capacity,
oxidative phosphorylation and ATP generation, while chelidonine could not do that. Our results
suggest that the main reason for delayed apoptosis induction by chelidonine is incapability of this
alkaloid to affect mitochondria directly. Thus, targeting mitochondria and not targeting DNA, mainly
defines velocity of appearance of apoptosis signs. However, even delayed induction of apoptosis is
accompanied by mitochondrial impairment that is probably caused by an indirect action towards this
organelle. The mechanisms of both primary and secondary damage of mitochondria during apoptosis
are discussed.
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Characterization of tumor associated antigens from melanoma and thyroid cancer
Tykhonkova1 I.O., Kukushkina2 M.O., Korovin2 S.I., Filonenko1 V.V., Rodnin1 M.V.
Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics NAS of Ukraine, 150, Zabolotnogo Str. Kyiv,
Ukraine 03680
2
Institute of Oncology MAS of Ukraine, 33/43, Lomonosova Str., Kyiv, Ukraine 03022
conference@imbg.org.ua
1

The development of malignancies is often associated with the raise of autoantibodies directed
against tumor antigens. The identification of the proteins expressed in neoplasia but absent in normal
tissues is an approach for the early tumor diagnostics and development of antitumor vaccines. The
SEREX (serological analysis of recombinantly expressed clones) approach for the search of malignant
antigens provoking self-immunization in tumor patients is mostly developed for today. SEREX
approach has been used for detection of tumor-associated antigens in human thyroid cancer and
melanoma. Four cDNA expression libraries from human thyroid cancer and one from melanoma have
been prepared. The titers of libraries were 1-3x106 pfu. 10 immunopositive clones (fragments of 4
genes) have been identified by autologous screening in melanoma and 45 (29 genes) in thyroid
cancer. The clones were unique for each of the libraries. The heterologous screening enabled us to
detect several antigens with high percentage of immune responses in cancer sera but low ones in the
sera from healthy donors. The alpha catena, fragments of Ki-67 nuclear antigen and beta-like catena
were considered to be the most perspective among the antigens for further investigations.
Corresponding sequences have been cloned into the vectors for bacterial expression of recombinant
proteins; presence of His- and GST-tags enabled us to obtain satisfactory quantities of 95% purity
proteins. ELISA method have shown that those antigens were highly immunoreactive in the sera from
melanoma patients (up to 44 %), while in the sera from the thyroid cancer patients the
immunoreactivity was significantly lower (up to 33%) with practically undetectable immune
responses in the sera from healthy donors.

Significant enrichment of esophageal defense by probiotics: novel implications for an
esophageal healing effect from viewpoint of glycomic biomarkers
Mar´yana Savytska1, Oksana Zayachkivska1, Mechyslav Gzhegotsky1, Antonina Yaschenko2,
Alexander Lutsyk2
1
Physiology Department, 2Histology, Cytology and Embryology, Lviv National Medical
University,Lviv, Ukraine, e-mail: merymed11@gmail.com
Background and aim: The major risk factor for esophageal adenocarcinoma, one of the sixth leading
causes of cancer death worldwide, is gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) [1]. The GERD
pathogenesis is still under discussion and recently our previous investigation has demonstrated that
epithelial barrier dysfunction, nitrosative stress and mucosal inflammation plays major role in
esophageal mucosa (EM) injury [2]. The quality of EM healing is determined by proper interaction
between the growth factor, cytokines, mesenchymal and epithelial cells. It is well known that
modification of microbiota possesses innate gastro-intestinal resistance to luminal damaging agents,
improved motor dysfunction and reveled anti-neoplastic effect [3]. However, little is known whether
probiotics (PB) shows EM healing effect. The aim of present study was to analyze the healing effect
of PB pre-treatment vs. placebo on of stress-induced EM functional reorganization in vivo by a
glycomic approach; the novel effective information system of cellular structure-function relationship,
to identification the glycoconjugates expression profile, but it changes during EM healing has not
been examined before.
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Methods: Rats were used for the study; they were treated orally by PB, 140 mg/kg twice per day vs.
vehicle (1,0 saline). Rat were divided into the following groups control group (intact) and 6 other
groups were exposed to 3-hour (hr ) water immersion restraint stress (WRS); to study the EM
functional reorganization of the lower third of esophagus sections were examined in groups I & II
immediately after WRS; in groups III & IV in 24 hr, V & VI – 48 hr after WRS; PB was
administrated to II, IV and VI rat groups. To estimate the degree of the EM changes semi quantitative
intensity score system were developed for injury: 1 - corneal layer fiber separation, 2 - focal
basophilia of the keratin masses, 3 - desquamation of the corneal masses, vacuolization of the basal
layer cells, vesicular nuclei; to estimate the inflammation: 1 - diffusive edema of the sub mucosal
layer, 2 - marked non-uniform edema and insignificant infiltration of the sub mucous layer; 3 marked edema and desquamation the sub mucous layer, perivascular and sub epithelial infiltrates; to
estimate hyperplasia: 1 - separate hyperchromic nuclei in basal epithelial cells; 2 - moderate number
of mitosis, 3 - thickening of the epithelial layer. To access the oligosaccharide residues histochemistry
by the peroxidase conjugated lectin (HPA, SNA, WGA, and PNA)-diaminobenzidine procedure was
performed to EM sections
Results: Exposure to WRS resulted in the EM thickness changes in development of local thinningdown and desquamation of the superficial layer. The lumen of own layer and sub mucous layer
vessels was narrowed in some places; an edema of conjunctive tissue could be seen here and there,
which created an impression that the esophagus lumen was narrowed and filled with desquamated
elements of superficial layer of the esophagus mucous coat. Groups I and III demonstrated signs of
several pathological processes: injury, inflammation (scores ~ 2,6 and ~ 1,9, respectively); group V
had signs of hyperplasia. These effects were completely abolished by PB and manifested in decrease
of the injury degree, namely the corneous layer fiber separation and focal basophilia of keratin masses
in group II (~2,2); groups IV and VI animals displayed the signs of healing (~1,6; ~1,4 respectively).
Pre-treatment of PB caused different mosaic changes of EM lectin labelling and it was associated with
increased NAcDGlc, NAcDGal i DGal, NAcDGlc expression in superficial, spinout and basal layers
EM compare to their strongly diverse of down-regulation for HPA, SNA, WGA, PNA labeling. These
changes can be explained by the literature data of trophic, protective (change of the adhesive
molecules expressions, modification of the pre-epithelium layer composition as well) and
immunomodulatory actions of PB [3].
Conclusion: These results suggested that induction of stress initiated functional reorganization of the
epithelial barrier, which indicates the presence of injury, reaction of microcirculation and minimal
proliferative activity of EM. The PB accelerates EM healing via mechanism involving endogenous
defense reactions and transformation of EM glycoconjugates synthesis and imposes resistance to
effects of injuring factors. Glycoconjugates plays an important role in the recovery of the EM by
regulating the migration of the epithelial cells after injury and can be the novel biomarkers of the
healing.
1. Barrett esophagus. Cancer Lett 2008: 12.
2. Konturek S.J., Zayachkivska O.S., et al. Protective influence of melatonin against acute
esophageal lesions involves prostaglandins, nitric oxide and sensory nerves. JPP. 2007:58
(2): 371-87.
3. Sanders ME: Probiotics: definition, sources, selection, and uses. Clin Infect Dis 2008;46
(suppl 2):S58–S61.
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Expression of the PFKFB-2, PFKFB-3, PFKFB-4 and alpha subunits HIF in human
breast malignant tumors
Minchenko O. H.1, Hubenya O.V., Minchenko O.D.1, Esumi H.2
Department of Molecular Biology, Palladin Institute of Biochemistry National Academy of
Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, 01601 Ukraine; 2Research Center for Innovative Oncology,
National Cancer Center Hospital East, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8577, Japan; e-mail address:
ominchenko@yahoo.com
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Expression of three members of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase family
(PFKFB-2, PFKFB-3 and PFKFB-4), alpha subunits HIF, glucose transporter Glut1 in breast
malignant tumors and cancer cell lines was studied. We have shown that expression of PFKFB-2,
PFKFB-3 and PFKFB-4 mRNA as well as HIF-1alpha and Glut1 mRNA significantly increased in
breast malignant tumors comparing with corresponding normal tissues counterparts from the same
patients being more intense for PFKFB-3 and PFKFB-2. Moreover, PFKFB-3 and PFKFB-4 protein
levels were also increased in breast cancers. We also identified alternative splice variant of PFKFB-3
mRNA which has 174 bases deletion in fructose-2, 6-bisphosphatase and which expression
significantly increased in breast tumors. Moreover, our studies clearly demonstrated that PFKFB-3
and PFKFB-4 mRNA is expressed in different mammary gland malignant cell lines (MCF-7, T47D,
BT549, MDA-MB-468 and SKBR-3) in normoxic conditions and that hypoxia induces it expression,
but to variable degrees. Hypoxia and dimethyloxalylglycine increased the PFKFB-4 mRNA and
protein levels in all cell lines studied except MDA-MB-468. Hypoxic regulation is realized via HIF1alpha or HIF-2alpha depends from cell line. Hypoxia responsive element was identified in the 5’flanking region of PFKFB-4 gene. Thus, this study provides evidence that PFKFB-3, PFKFB-4 and
PFKFB-2 expression in breast cancers is important in the Warburg effect and tumor growth.

Cloning of advanced arginine and citrulline catabolizing enzymes and perspectives of
their use for cancer treatment
1

Boretsky Y. R., 2Stasyk O.V., 1,3Sibirny A. A.
1
Department of Molecular Genetics and Biotechnology and 2Cell Signaling Mechanisms,
Institute of Cell biology, NAS of Ukraine, Drahomanov Str. 14/16, Lviv 79005, Ukraine;
3
Department of Biotechnology and Microbiology, University of Rzeszow, Poland;
sibirny@cellbiol.lviv.ua
Among the main requirements for modern anticancer therapies are: high efficacy and
selectivity, minimal toxicity and side effects, low level of appearance of resistant tumor clones,
preferably a wide spectrum of sensitive tumors, affordable price.
Previous works demonstrated selective cytotoxic effect of amino acid arginine deprivation on
certain types of cancers (many hepatocarcinomas, melanomas, retinoblastomas) in vitro and in vivo.
Such elevated requirement for normally semi-essential arginine in many tumor cells provides a
rational basis for the development of novel selective anticancer therapies, including combinational
approaches. Arginine deprivation was shown to be relatively well tolerated by animals and humans.
The precise molecular mechanism leading to tumor cell death upon arginine deprivation
remains unknown. Most tumor cells that are sensitive to arginine depletion are thought to be noncapable of arginine biosynthesis de novo, i.e., deficient in certain enzymes of urea cycle involved in
arginine anabolism, as ornithine transcarbamoylase (OTC, converts ornithine to citrulline) or
argininosuccinate synthase (ASS, converts citrulline to argininosuccinate). Treatment with
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recombinant arginine-degrading enzymes, such as human arginase I (rARG1) or bacterial arginine
deiminase (rADI), exerts significant antiproliferative effect on such tumors. However, clinical trials
with rARG1 or rADI had so far only limited success. Among still unsolved problems in therapeutic
application is low sensitivity of majority of tumors to arginine deprivation due to intracellular arginine
re-synthesis (e.g., from exogenous citrulline which is continuously synthesized in human intestine),
and frequent appearance of resistant (arginine synthesizing) clones. For instance, upon treatment of
patients with ASS-deficient malignant melanoma with rADI, most tumor cells isolated upon relapse
of the disease appeared to be ASS-positive.
Each of currently evaluated for therapeutic use arginine–degrading enzymes has certain
advantages as well as shortcomings. For instance, rARG1 exhibits low immunogenicity, produces
non-toxic products and deep conversion of arginine (to ornithine and urea), has potentially a wider
spectrum of sensitive tumors (OTC and ASS deficient). rARG1 shortcomings include: the high price
of enzyme produced in bacteria (multistep purification protocol); non-optimal kinetic properties of
rARG1 administered into blood stream (high Km, in mM range, pH optimum ~9.5), as a result, large
quantities of enzyme preparation needed for therapy. rADI exhibits low Km (in micro molar range)
and, as a result, less enzyme is needed for therapy. However, rADI maybe immunogenic even in
PEGylated form (bacterial enzyme); it converts arginine to citrulline and ammonia (the latter may be
toxic); only ASS-deficient tumors are sensitive to ADI treatment (unable to convert citrulline to
arginine).
We initiated studies aimed at evaluating potential of classic and novel arginine-degrading
enzymes as anticancer agents. For instance, novel yeast producers of secreted rARG1 were
constructed and methods for protein purification developed. Work is in progress to isolate mutant
rARG1 forms with optimized for therapeutic use kinetic parameters (lowered pH optimum, decreased
Km).
Two forms (premature and mature) of human arginase II were cloned and expressed in
Escherichia coli cells using pET32a vector. Activity of arginase in cell free extracts of induced
producers was 9 and 77 U/mg of protein for premature and mature form respectively. Mature form
was partially purified by selective heat denaturation and ammonium sulfate precipitation. Partially
purified protein is relatively stable – there was no lost of activity during 4 days of incubation at 4°C.
We also constructed E. coli producers of rADI and catabolic OTCase from Mycoplasma
hominis and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, respectively. Both enzymes are isolated in a purified form.
Our novel approaches included optimization of reaction condition for catabolic OTCase and
construction of a producer of artificial protein consisting of catabolic OTCase fused with rADI. In the
case of successful renaturation it could be expected that such protein would convert arginine to
ornithine with high efficiency.
We have cloned E. coli gene coding for arginine decarboxylase. We plan to study the effect of
this enzyme on tumor development since its product, agmatine, is thought to possess an anticancer
activity. Thus, cancer cells could be killed due to synergic action of arginine deprivation and agmatine
accumulation.
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Survey of knowledge about the HPV infection and cervical cancer among students and
parents in Hungary.
Erika Marek1, Péter G cze1, Szabolcs Bózsa1, Gábor Molnár1, Ágnes Stefanovits1, Katalin
cze1, Márta Benczik2 and Róbert Koiss3
1
Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Medical Faculty, University of Pecks, Hungary,
2
GenoID, the HPV Diagnostics Company, Budapest, Hungary,
3
St. Stephan Hospital, Obstetrics and Gynecology- Oncology Department, Budapest,
Hungary
erika.marek@freemail.hu
Cervical cancer is one of the most prevalent gynecological malignant diseases all over the world,
including Hungary. In the background of cervical cancer and the precancerous stages stands the most
common sexually transmitted viral disease: the Human Papilloma virus infection. Despite the fact that
almost 100 percent of all precancerous stages can be recognized and treated, still there are 1200-1300
newly registered, diagnosed cervical cancer occurrences every year, and nearly 500 women die in
consequence of this illness in Hungary.
A nationwide questionnaire organized by the authors, is in progress to assess the knowledge of certain
populations (students of different ages, parents) about the prevention and the consequences of HPV
infections. The authors search for answers to some questions, such as: what are the present
deficiencies and the future tasks of health education, and what are the main difficulties of the first and
second prevention of the HPV infections.
Comprehensive preliminary studies show that the knowledge about the HPV infection and cervical
cancer in different populations is remarkably incomplete. Almost 20% of the generation concerned by
the vaccination against HPV infection hadn’t heard previously about the vaccine. Approximately 98%
of the queried people accounted the price of the vaccine disproportionately too high correlated to
domestic earnings. Additionally, the intense distrust in people in public health in Hungary is also
thought-provoking. Based on our results we established that parents, health education in schools,
health-care workers and the media have the greatest responsibility in the primer prevention of
sexually transmitted diseases. As for the future we should aim at the extensive preparation of these
information mediators.

The sodium-dependent phosphate transporter NaPi2b (SLC34A2)/MX35 antigen is a
new target for monoclonal antibody therapy of the ovarian carcinomas.
Ramziya Kiyamova1, Vitalina Gryshkova1, Beatrice Yin2, Gerd Ritter2, Lloyd Old 2, Ivan
Gout3, Valeriy Filonenko 1.
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Ovarian cancer is often called the "silent" killer because many times there are no symptoms
until the disease has progressed to an advanced stage. The prognosis for patients with ovarian cancer
is still poor and more effective therapeutic modalities are needed. The immunotherapy using
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monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) against specific ovarian cancer antigens is the one of these approaches.
So, the identification and characterization of the new ovarian cancer antigens/markers is important for
the development of novel diagnostic and immunotherapeutic approaches in gynecologic oncology.
The aim of our study is identification and characterization on the molecular level the
unknown ovarian cancer antigen MX35, which is recognized by monoclonal antibody MX35 (mAb)
in 90% of human epithelial ovarian carcinomas. MAb MX35 was developed from mice immunized
with fresh ovarian carcinoma cells and selected by extensive analysis of normal and malignant tissues
and cell lines. Despite the use of humanized MX35 antibody and Fab2 fragments of mAb MX35 in
several clinical trials in patients with ovarian cancer, the MX35 antigen has not been identified so far.
Recently, we have used modified SEREX methodology (serological identification of
recombinantly expressed clones) for identification MX35 antigen by screening an expression cDNA
library from a MX35 positive ovarian cancer cell line (OVCAR-3) with the anti-MX35 monoclonal
antibodies. This approach has led us for identification of the MX35 antigen as the sodium-dependent
phosphate co-transporter NaPi2b (SLC34A2, Napillb). NaPi2b is a membrane sodium-dependent
phosphate co-transporter, which is involved in the regulation of inorganic phosphate metabolism and
the maintenance of phosphate homeostasis. The identity of NaPi2b as MX35 antigen was further
validated and confirmed by mass-spectrometry, immunoblotting of bacterially and baculovirally
expressed NaPi2b with MX35 antibody, co-typing of a panel of cancer cell lines by NaPi2b RT-PCR
and WB-analysis with MX35 mAb and the selective down-regulation of SLC34A2 gene expression
by RNA interference (Yin et al, 2008). Our further investigation of the ovarian cancer antigen
MX35/NaPi2b involves the creation of the stable cell lines constitutively expressing wild-type and
mutant forms of NaPi2b, the generation of the new monoclonal antibodies against NaPi2b and
studying the expression profile of NaPi2b/MX35 antigen in different histological types of ovarian
cancers.
In conclusion, we have identified and investigated the sodium-dependent phosphate
transporter Napi2b as a new ovarian cancer marker and a potential target for immunotherapy of
cancer. Membrane transporter molecules, such as NaPi2b, represent a new family of potential cell
surface targets for immunotherapy of cancer with monoclonal antibodies.
Yin BWT*, Kiyamova R*, Chua R, Caballero OL, Gout I, Gryshkova V, Bhaskaran N,
Souchelnytskyi S, Hellman U, Filonenko V, Jungbluth AA, Odunsi K, Lloyd KO, Old LJ, and Ritter
G: Monoclonal antibody MX35 detects the membrane transporter NaPi2b (SLC34A2) in human
carcinomas; a new target for cancer immunotherapy. Cancer Immun 2008;8:3.
This project was supported in part by grants from the National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, the Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research (Kerr Program), by short-term fellowships from
FEBS, EACR and Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds (BIF).
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Signaling pathways in cell proliferation and apoptosis at murine NK/Ly lymphoma aging and
chemotherapy

Panchuk R.R., Boiko N.M., Lootsik M.M., Stoika R.S.
Institute of Cell Biology, NAS of Ukraine, Drahomanov Str. 14/16, 79005, Lviv, Ukraine
E-mail: rpanchuk@ukr.net
The initial stages of tumor development have been studied very thoroughly, since most
anticancer drugs are targeting rapidly proliferating tumor cells. However, the processes
taking place during tumor aging stay poorly understood. Since experimental animal models
that are used for studying tumor ageing are not always adequate and convenient, we have
addressed murine ascite lymphoma NK/Ly which was proposed long ago as a model for
estimating efficiency of action of anticancer drugs. Expression of specific proteins involved
in regulation of cell proliferation and apoptosis was studied at the initial (7-8 days after tumor
inoculation), median (13-14 days), and terminal (20-21 days) stages of this lymphoma
development. Western-blot analysis using antibodies to MEK-ERK signaling pathway, E2F1/2 and c-Myc, pSTAT1, pSTAT3, pSTAT5, anti-apoptotic Bcl-XL and pro-apoptotic p53
and Rb proteins, active cleaved forms of caspases-3,6,7 was performed in order to investigate
growth and survival status of the NK/Ly cells. We found a marked increase in expression of
E2F-1/2 transcription factors, MAPK signaling cascade and c-Myc, that suggests intensive
proliferation of lymphoma cells at terminal stage of its development. However,
cytomorphological investigation and electrophoretic study of DNA fragmentation have
shown degeneration of NK/Ly lymphoma cells and increase in their death. No expression of
p53 protein and cleaved forms of caspases-3, 6 and 7 was shown, that suggests caspaseindependent apoptosis in these tumor cells. We found that the ascitic fluid collected at
terminal stage of NK/Ly lymphoma development was supporting tumor cell growth
statistically weaker than the ascitic fluid collected at the initial stage of that tumor
development. It is suggested that uncontrolled cell proliferation at terminal stage of NK/Ly
lymphoma development caused by over-expression of MEK/ERK, E2F and c-Myc, triggers
nutrient deprivation and deficiency of specific growth factors in the ascitic fluid that leads to
apoptosis induction in these tumor cells. Chemotherapy treatment with doxorubicin and
vincristine led to an increase of lifespan of tumor-bearing animals in 1.5-2 times (up to 30-40
days). However, we did not observe complete remission of NK/Ly lymphoma, in contrast to
other murine leukemia L1210 subjected the same chemotherapy scheme. Low sensitivity of
NK/Ly lymphoma to the anticancer drugs can be explained by high levels of antiapoptotic
Bcl-XL protein and absence of pro-apoptotic proteins p53 and pRb in these tumor cells.
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Expression profiles of RUK/CIN85 adaptor/scaffold protein isoforms in human tumors
Drobot L.B., Professor, Head of the Laboratory of Cell Signaling
Laboratory of Cell Signalling, Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, 9 Leontovicha Street, Kyiv,
01601, Ukraine Phone/fax:(+380) 44 234 39 22, e-mail: drobot@biochem.kiev.ua
Progress in experimental oncology over the last decades has revealed the dysfunction of signal
transduction machinery as one of the main molecular and cellular events in the etiology and
pathogenesis of oncological diseases. Adaptor/scaffold proteins with multiple recognition domains
and motifs involved in protein-protein interactions serve as organizing centers for signal transduction.
Formation of such multimolecular complexes can be used effectively to regulate the specificity, the
efficiency, and the amplitude of signal propagation; to facilitate signal transduction by preforming
signaling complexes that can be rapidly regulated by incoming signal; to facilitate or inhibit signal
propagation depending on their stoichiometries in signaling complexes; to reduce the extent of crosstalk between different pathways sharing molecular components; to affect the presence of threshold.
Ruk/CIN85 is a member of a separate and evolutionary conserved family of adaptor/scaffold
proteins implicated in apoptotic and receptor tyrosine kinases signaling, rearrangement of actin
cytoskeleton and cell adhesion, podocyte and T-cell functions (Gout et al., 2000; Dikic, 2002).
Distinctive features of these proteins are three SH3 domains located at the N-termini, followed by
proline- and serine-rich sequences and C-terminal coiled-coil region.
Expression of full-length form of Ruk/CIN85 and its splice variants was studied in specimens
of human prostate, kidney, and glial tumors both at the level of mRNA using Northern blotting and
protein using Western-blotting and immunocytochemistry. Decrease as well as increase of full-length
form of Ruk/CIN85 expression level was revealed in clear cell carcinoma samples in comparison with
corresponding control samples (morphologically nontransformed tissue isolated from the same
operated organ under radical nephrectomy) both at the level of mRNA and protein. It was shown with
immunocytochemical analysis that decrease of Rukl/CIN85 expression in renal carcinomas studied is
accompanied with changes of adaptor protein subcellular distribution – translocation to the nuclei and
predominant accumulation in vicinity of plasma membrane. Polymorphism in the expression level of
main Ruk/CIN85 isoforms was demonstrated in benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) samples. In
adenocarcinomas, the immunoreactive band with apparent molecular weight of 85 kDa was detected
at very low level or was undetectable. The data of Western-blot analysis were correlated with
Nothern-blotting results. Inverse relationship between expression of Rukl/CIN85 and EGFR was
revealed in the central and peripheral regions of glioblastoma samples: the high level of Rukl/CIN85
expression in the central area corresponded to low level of EGFR expression and vice versa. Low
level of Rukl/CIN85 expression in investigated types of human neoplasia coincides with their high
grade of tumorigenicity (G3-G4) that allow using this parameter to predict the progression potential of
tumor growth.
The obtained results suggest that decrease in the expression level of full-length form of
Ruk/CIN85 adaptor protein can lead to the loss of coordinated control of apoptosis and proliferation
in the transformed epithelium cells.

Dikic, I. 2002. CIN85/CMS family of adaptor molecules. FEBS Lett. 529(1): 110-115.
Gout, I., Middleton, G., Adu, J., Ninkina, N. N., Drobot, L. B., Filonenko, V., Matsuka, G., Davies,
A. M., Waterfield, M., Buchman, V. L. 2000. Negative regulation of PI 3-kinase by Ruk, a novel
adaptor protein. EMBO J. 19(15): 4015-4025.
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Build a bridge in cardiovascular research between USA and Hungary and Romania
Dipak K. Das, M.D., Ph.D.,
Director, Cardiovascular Division, Department of Surgery, University of Connecticut School
of Medicine, 263 Farmington Avenue, Farmington, CT 060302806
E-mail: ddas@neuron.uchc.edu
In a continuing effort to build a bridge in cardiovascular research between USA and Hungary
and Romania, I have identified two great scientists, my former fellow and now Dean and
chairman of Pharmacy at the University of Debrecen, Professor Arpad Tosaki, and my long
time collaborator and colleague Professor Lawrence Popescu, ho also was in my laboratory
during early eighties, now Director of Victor Barbes Institute and former chancellor of the
University of Bucharest. I have been collaborating with these scientists for over 25 years
since eighties. I have been hosting a large number of fellows and students from both
University of Debrecen and University of Bucharest and trained them in cardiovascular
research.
Both Professor Tosaki and Professor Popescu are the consultants in my currently funded NIH
grants. Professor Tosaki collaborates in pharmacological studies while Professor Popescu
collaborates in transmission electron microscopy. Professor Popescu has a state-of-the-art
facility for histological studies. I am planning to renew my NIH grant and continue to keep
them as y consultants.
The collaboration with Professor Tosaki includes the area of cardioprotection with resveratrol
and examine if resveratrol and another antioxidant compound isomer of vitamin E,
tocotrienol, could reduce the risk factors associated with ischemic heart. Currently, Professor
Tosaki uses PPAR alpha knockout mice and feed them gamma tocotrienol for a month. After
30 days, he sends us the myocardial biopsies, which we process in our laboratory for
molecular biological studies to determine how PPAR is involved in reducing cardiovascular
risk factors in obesity.
The collaboration with Professor Popescu includes our studies involving lipid raft signaling
and autophagy. We use the animal model [ischemia/reperfusion and/or hypertrophy/heart
failure] and examine the role of autophagy and caveolin signaling. We send the heart
biopsies to Professor Popescu, who processes them for transmission electron microscopy.
We already have several joint publications [funded by NIH] with both Professor Tosaki and
Professor Popescu.
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The role of heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) on the postischemic recovery in HO-1 knock out
and transgenic mouse hearts
Arpad Tosaki
Department of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy, Health Science Center, University of
Debrecen, Nagyerdei krt. 98, Debrecen, Hungary
E-mail: tosaki@king.pharmacol.dote.hu
HO-1-dependent carbon monoxide (CO) production related to postischemic recovery was studied in
HO-1 wild type (+/+), heterozygous (+/-), and homozygous (-/-) isolated ischemic/reperfused mouse
hearts. In addition, the role of HO-1 on postischemic recovery was also examined in hearts obtained
from HO-1 transgenic (Tg) mice. In HO-1 homozygous myocardium, under aerobic conditions, HO-1
enzyme activity, HO-1 mRNA, and protein expression were not detected in comparison with
aerobically perfused wild type and heterozygous myocardium. In wild type, HO-1 hetero- and
homozygous hearts subjected to 20 min ischemia followed by 2 hours reperfusion, the expression of
HO-1 mRNA, protein, and HO-1 enzyme activity were detected in various degrees. A reduction in the
expression of HO-1 mRNA, protein, and enzyme activity in fibrillated wild type, and heterozygous
myocardium was observed. In reperfused/nonfibrillated wild type and heterozygous hearts, a
reduction in HO-1 mRNA, protein expression, and HO-1 enzyme activity was not observed indicating
that changes in HO-1 mRNA, protein, and enzyme activity could be related to the development of VF.
In HO-1 Tg studies, the postischemic recovery was significantly improved in isolated mouse
myocardium compared to the nontransgenic (NTg) hearts. Infarct size was also significantly reduced
by 50% in the Tg group after 30 min ischemia followed by 120 min of reperfusion. The incidence of
reperfusion-induced VF was also reduced from its NTg control value of 100% to 25 % (p<0.01) in the
Tg group. Thus, the protection observed of the ischemic/reperfused myocardium obtained from Tg
mice emphasizes the importance of the HO-1. In conclusion, HO-1 enzyme plays a critical role in the
recovery of postischemic myocardium and this intervention can be a promising tool in gene therapy
(Araujo et al., 2003). Thus, interventions that are able to increase the expression of HO-1 gene and
enzyme activity (Bak et al., 2003; Juhasz et al., 2007) can prevent the development of reperfusioninduced VF, and improve postischemic recovery in the myocardium.
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Baseline characteristics of patients with diabetes and coronary artery disease enrolled
in the Bypass Angioplasty Revascularization Investigation 2 Diabetes (BARI 2D) trial.
V. S. Srinivas, MBBS, MS on behalf of the BARI 2D Study Group
Cardiovascular Division, Jack D. Weiler Hospital of Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, NY
10461, USA, E-mail: vsriniva@montefiore.org
Background: The Bypass Angioplasty Revascularization Investigation 2 Diabetes (BARI
2D) trial was undertaken to determine whether early revascularization intervention is superior
to deferred intervention in the presence of aggressive medical therapy and whether
antidiabetes regimens targeting insulin sensitivity are more or less effective than regimens
targeting insulin provision in reducing cardiovascular events among patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus and stable coronary artery disease (CAD).
Methods: The BARI 2D trial is a National Institutes of Health–sponsored randomized
clinical trial with a 2 × 2 factorial design. Between 2001 and 2005, 49 clinical sites in North
America, South America, and Europe randomized 2,368 patients. At baseline, the trial
collected data on clinical history, symptoms, and medications along with centralized
evaluations of angiograms, electrocardiograms, and blood and urine specimens.
Results: Most of the BARI 2D patients were referred from the cardiac catheterization
laboratory (54%) or cardiology clinic (27%). Of the randomized participants, 30% were
women, 34% were minorities, 61% had angina, and 67% had multiregion CAD. Moreover,
29% had been treated with insulin, 58% had hemoglobin A1c >7.0%, 41% had low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol 100 mg/dL, 52% had blood pressure >130/80 mm Hg, and 56% had
body mass index 30 kg/m2.
Conclusions: Baseline characteristics in BARI 2D are well balanced between the randomized
treatment groups. Also, the clinical profile of the study cohort is representative of the target
population. As a result, the BARI 2D clinical trial is in an excellent position to evaluate
alternative treatment approaches for diabetes and CAD.
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Nitro-oxidative stress associated postranslational protein alterations in human
cardiomyocytes
István Édes M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.
Full Professor and Chairman of the Institute of Cardiology, University of Debrecen, Medical and
Health Science Center, Móricz Zs. Krt. 22, H-4032 Debrecen, Hungary; e-mail: edesi@dote.hu
Nitro-oxidative myocardial protein alterations have been associated with depressed cardiac pump
function in ischemic heart disease and chronic heart failure. We aimed to elucidate the molecular
determinants of the depressed mechanical function of cardiomyocytes undergoing oxidative and/or
nitrosative stress.
Isometric force generation was measured in permeabilized human ventricular myocytes. The
maximal Ca2+-activated (pCa=4.75) isometric force (Fo) decreased to zero with increasing
concentrations of peroxynitrite in a concentration-dependent manner (IC 50: 55±4 M). However, there
were no differences before and after the application of 50 M peroxynitrite in the Ca2+-sensitivity of
force production (pCa50: 5.89±0.02 and 5.86±0.04), in the steepness of the Ca2+-force relationship
(nHill: 2.22±0.11 and 2.42±0.25), and in the actin-myosin turnover kinetics (ktr) at saturating [Ca2+]:
1.14±0.03 1/s and 1.05±0.07 1/s). Nevertheless, 50 M peroxynitrite greatly deteriorated the crossstriation pattern and induced a slight, but significant, increase in the passive force component (from
2.1±0.1 to 2.5±0.2 kN/m2, reflecting ultrastructural alterations. Western immunoblots revealed that 50
M peroxynitrite selectively induced the nitration of a protein with an apparent molecular mass of
about 100 kDa. Subsequent immunoprecipitation assays identified this nitrated protein as alphaactinin, a major Z-line protein (figure). These results suggest alpha-actinin as a novel target for
peroxynitrite in the human myocardium; its nitration induces a contractile dysfunction, presumably by
decreasing the longitudinal transmission of force between adjacent sarcomeres.
We also aimed to determine the contribution of peroxynitrite dependent SH oxidation to the
contractile dysfunction in permeabilized left ventricular human cardiomyocytes using the SH-oxidant
2,2'-dithiodipyridine (DTDP). SH oxidation was monitored by both the Ellman's assay and the SHspecific protein biotinylation. Both peroxynitrite and DTDP diminished F o in a concentration
dependent manner (EC50, peroxynitrite=49 M; EC50, DTDP=2.75 mM). However, ktr, max was decreased only
by 2.5 mM DTDP, but not by 50 M peroxynitrite. The diminution of Fo to zero by DTDP was
paralleled by the complete elimination of the free SH groups, while the peroxynitrite-induced
maximal reduction in free SH groups was only to 58±6% of the control. The diminutions in F o and
free SH groups evoked by 2.5 mM DTDP were completely reverted by the antioxidant dithiothreitol
(DTT). In contrast, DTT induced only a partial restoration in F o (DeltaFo: approximately 13%;
P<0.05) despite full reversion in protein SH content after 50 M peroxynitrite. Our results revealed
that the peroxynitrite-evoked cardiomyocyte dysfunction has a small, but significant component
resulting from reversible SH oxidation, and thereby illustrated the potential benefit of antioxidants
during cardiac pathologies with excess peroxynitrite production.

Figure. Sequential Western immunoblot analyses of peroxynitrite-treated human myocardial
proteins.
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Role of KATP channel modulators and intermittent hypoxia in mitochondrial functioning
of stress-exposed rats
Olena Hural*, Nataliya Kurhalyuka, Halyna Tkachenko
*Department of Hygiene and Toxicology, Danylo Halytskyy Lviv National Medical University, Lviv,
Ukraine; e-mail: olenka_merc_45@mail.ru;
a
Department of Animals Physiology, Institute of Biology and Environment Protection, Pomeranian
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Opening of the myocardial KATP channel may serve a cardioprotective function against various
stressors, including hypoxia, ischemia, heat shock, etc. (Grover, Garlid, 2001; Gross, Peart, 2003).
There is growing evidence that intermittent hypoxia (IH) improves the enhancement of energy support
producing by increasing formation of mitochondria, activating electron flux through mitochondrial
respiratory complex I, and increasing efficiency of oxidative phosphorylation (Kurhalyuk et al., 2001;
Kurhalyuk, Tkachenko, 2004; Lukyanova, 2005). The protective effects of NO have been linked
directly to mitochondrial KATP activation (Ockaili et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2001). Thus, an ideal
treatment for stress condition should encompass both openers of the KATP channel and IH actions.
Therefore, it was of particular interest to ascertain whether pinacidil, the opener of the KATP channel,
and IH also possess protective properties and whether their co-administration could offer additional
beneficial effects on mitochondrial respiration during stress. Accordingly, the goals of the present
study were 1) to show that the pharmacological opening of the KATP channel with pinacidil induces
cardioprotection during stress, 2) to investigate the protective effect of adaptation to IH in
mitochondrial function, 3) to determine whether the protective role of pinacidil is dependent on effect
of adaptation to IH.
Role of ATP channel opener pinacidil, blocker glibenclamide and IH on the mitochondrial
function during stress were evaluated in six groups of rats. Mitochondria respiration and oxidative
phosphorylation were studied with polarographic methods using a Clark oxygen electrode (Chance,
Williams, 1956). Succinate (0.35 mM final concentration) and -ketoglutarate (1mM) were used as
oxidative substrates. ADP (phosphate acceptor) was administered in concentration 0.2 mM. Inhibitory
analysis with rotenone and malonic acid was used for the estimation of the role of NAD- and FADgenerated substrates in mitochondrial oxidation.
In this study we report 3 findings. First, we have demonstrated for the first time that exposure of
rats to IH induces protection against stress. The protective effect of IH induced oxidation of NADgenerating substrates in mitochondria from stress-exposed rats. The analysis with malonic acid
confirmed the important role of reduced equivalents from succinate at oxidation of NAD-generating
substrate in heart mitochondria from IHT-treated, stress-exposed rats. IH also caused elevation of
mitochondrial oxidative processes at oxidation of NAD-generating substrates ( -ketoglutarate). These
data are consistent with other reports indicating that -ketoglutarate prevents ischemic injury.
Improving of myocardial protection is the result of provision of -ketoglutarate, which may preserve
cell metabolic state (Kjellman et al., 1995, 1997).
Second, we demonstrated the protective effect of pinacidil on mitochondrial functioning in heart
of stress-exposed rats. Administration of the pinacidil also induced protection against stress injury via
activation of oxidative phosphorylation in the presence of -ketoglutarate. Pinacidil-induced
preservation was abolished by glibenclamide pre-treatment.
Third, the treatment of stress-exposed animals with a combination of IH and pinacidil was
significantly more effective than either of them alone in reversing the mitochondrial respiration data
and lipid peroxidation. The combined treatments of IH and pinacidil were accompanied significantly
by the lowest level of lipid peroxidation in heart of stress-exposed rats. Considering the extent of
restoration of various mitochondrial respiration parameters, including the increasing of efficiency at
-ketoglutarate oxidation, the combined treatments with IH and pinacidil were better than individual
treatments. Thus it appears that both the pinacidil and IH have complimentary roles in the
cardioprotection afforded by stress condition, and they may act together to elicit beneficial effects on
the myocardium during stress.
This study was supported by grant of the West-Ukrainian BioMedical Research Centre
(Ukraine-USA).
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Molecular chaperons as regulators of stress-induced signaling in cardiomyocytes
Dr. Liudmyla L. Sydoryk
Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, NAS of Ukraine, 150 Zabolotnogo str., Kyiv,
UKRAINE, 03680; sidorik@imbg.org.ua
Heart failure due to cardiomyopathy is a leading cause of death in developed countries,
which has been described as a “health epidemic” of the 21 st century.
The dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a myocardial disorder characterized by cardiac
dilatation and contractile dysfunction with unknown origin and molecular mechanisms of
development. A number of DCM cases are sporadic and develop under different kinds of stress
(ischemia, acute virus infection, irradiation, chemical damage, alcohol etc.) resulting in a disease state
of which protein damage and misfolded protein structures are common denominators. Loss of
function or death of cardiomyocytes is a major factor contributing to this disease. The usual adaptive
response of cardiomyocytes to stress lead to heart remodeling and heart failure progression which is
linked with development of apoptosis.
Cardiomyocytes respond to stress by induction of cell death program – apoptosis or necrosis
depending from subset of regulatory proteins involved (such as molecular chaperons (HSPs), Bcl-2
family of proteins, growth factors, calcium and oxidants) and from the balance between biosynthesis
and degradation of proteins within the cell. The programmed cell death in cardiomyocytes is differing
at morphological and biochemical levels from other types of cell. During the last decade the numerous
data accumulated have supported the idea of a close link between apoptosis and autoimmunity. Cell
death manifested in cardiomyocytes loss could be a major pathogenic factor in heart failure
development and induction of pathologic autoimmunity which characterized of such pathology
progression.
We studied the expression and cellular localization of abundant cytoplasmic (Hsp70, Hsp90)
and mitochondrial (Hsp60) chaperons at DCM progression at the end stage of heart failure (sectional
pathomorphology samples of human myocardia). The unique experimental mouse model of DCM-like
pathology developed in our Laboratory allows us to study the peculiarities of HSPs expression at
DCM progression in dynamics.
The significant changes of Hsp70 and Hsp60 expression levels have been observed by
Western-blot and RT-PCR analysis in cardiomyocytes from DCM affected heart in comparison with
normal myocardia. Besides, we revealed a cellular re-localization for all HSPs investigated what
could be linked with altered regulation of stress-induced signal pathways of cardiomyocytes at heart
failure development.
The results obtained taken together with recently published data concerning antiapoptotic role
of cytosolic cardiac Hsp60 and Hsp70 and the role of Hsp90 in regulation of ubiquitin-proteasome
degradation of proteins allow us to propose a working hypothesis about possible involvement of HSPs
at DCM progression.
The future perspectives of the investigation of HSPs regulatory role in stress-induced
cardiomyocytes signaling linked with heart failure progression and new therapeutic strategies based
on such researches will be discussed.
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How important is the influence of cardiovascular risk factors on the circulating
endothelial progenitor cells number in patients with acute coronary syndromes?
Miruna M. Micheu, M.D.
The University of Medicine and Pharmacy Carol Davila, Bucharest,
E-mail: mirunamicheu@yahoo.com
Purpose: Assessment of circulating endothelial progenitor cells (cEPC) in patients with
cardiovascular risk factors (RF) and acute coronary syndromes (ACS) comparative with healthy
subjects, in order to identify a relation between EPC number and the risk for developing acute
cardiovascular events. Patients’ characteristics are summarized in the table below:
Control
Number
Age
Sex
Smoking
Diabetes
High BP
Dislipidemia

5
41,2 ± 18,3
2F
3M
no
no
no
no

ACS
(troponin -)
14
69,6 ± 14,8
7F
7M
5
2
14
7

ACS
(troponin +)
13
54,7 ± 17,2
12 M
1F
11
3
7
8

Methods: After informed consent, 1 ml of peripheral blood was harvested from patients with
documented ACS and one or more RF, as well as from healthy subjects without RF and no history of
cardiovascular disease. We evaluated the number of cEPC by flowcitometry using monoclonal
antibodies antiCD45, antiCD34, antiCD133, antiKDR.
Results: Reduction of immature EPC (133/KDR) in patients with ACS Troponin +, but not in patients
with ACS Troponin -; the reduction of cEPC is correlated with the number of risk factors.

133/KDR/1 million PMNC

Relation RF-cEPC
40
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Number of risk factors

The overall population of CD34, CD 133 (hematopoietic progenitor cells) was no influenced.
Conclusions: A new utility of the circulating endothelial progenitor cells emerges- beside their
therapeutic use: improving the cardiovascular risk stratification.
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Problems and perspective development of cellular cardiomyoplasty
Dr. Lyubov L. Lukash
Head of Department of Human Genetics, Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics of
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 150, Zabolotnogo str., 03143, Kyiv, Ukraine, email: lukash@imbg.org.ua
Nowadays cell therapy is esteemed by the majority of the explorers as the alternative of an organ
transplantation and, apparently, will be widely applied in clinical practice for improvement of the
forecast in patients with a heart failure of a different genesis (myocardial infarction, wound of heart,
dilatation cardiomyopathy etc.). Clinical trials of the methods of cell therapy for treatment of cardiac
insufficiency (cell cardiomyoplasty) are under way now. They have started with using mostly
autologous bone marrow or cell populations enriched in hematopoietic CD34+ stem cells or
mesenchymal stem cells in some cases. The results of clinical trials vary at different medical centers.
In general clinicians pointed out that all the studies were done safe and patients fared better after the
trials. At the same time they showed a modest improvement (6-8, 5%) in heart function.

The experiments on animals and the first clinical trials have shown the possibility to improve
the contractile function of damaged heart with using different cell types for transplantation, although
it is considered now that the optimal one is isl-1+ progenitor of cardiomyocyte. Adult cardiac stem
cells which participate in the regeneration of damaged myocardium have been identified in the hearts
of different mammals (Beltrami et al., 2003). So in principal it is possible to get biopsy from cardiac
tissue of a patient and to isolate isl-1+ cells for their expansion in vitro but it is obvious that the
procedure of their preparing for practical application must take a long time.
Another available possibility of using allogenic stem cells differentiated in vitro has been
demonstrated. According to some data cardiomyocytes differentiated in vitro reveal sometimes higher
rhythm of contractions than in the norm (Itskovitz-Eldor et al., 2000). Our experiments on obtaining
of cardiomyocytes in culture and registering of their images have shown that the cells have more
arbitrary rhythm of contractions (from 20 up to 60 beats per minute) compared with a normal beating
of human heart (Lukash, 2008). Therefore, there is a basis to consider that a distinction in rhythms
creates informational noncompatibility of tissues. For example it has been found that the grafted
myoblasts are differentiated in specific myofibrils with completely independent contractile activity in
relation to adjacent cardiomyocytes in vivo. The mechanisms of arrhythmogenesis are investigated in
exerimental models.
From the established facts it is possible to draw a conclusion that difficulties in the implementation of
cellular cardiomyoplasty as a progressive method in medicine might be connected with the limitation
of cell source, an absence of designed criterions for quality and quantity of a cell material prepared for
transplantation, noncompatibility in rhythms of contractions of a transplanted tissue and a recipient
organ, necessity of immediate help, immune rejection and many other reasons.
References
1. Beltrami A.P. et al. Adult cardiac stem cells are multipotent and support myocardial regeneration //
Cell.-2003.-114.-P.763.
2. Itskovitz-Eldor J. et al. Differentiation of human embryonic stem cells can differentiate into
embryoid bodies compromising the three embryonic germ layers // Mol. Med.-2000.-6.-P.88-95.
3. Lukash L.L. Cell therapy of heart pathologies // Biotechnology.-2008.-1, N 1.-P.40-45.
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Predictive factors for development of the reperfusion injury in patients with acute
myocardial infarction treated with stenting or thrombolysis
Dr. Alexandru Scafa-Udriste, MD, PhD
« Carol Davila » University of Medicine and Cardiology, Bucharest, Cardiology Department,
Emergency Hospital of Bucharest, 8, Calea Floreasca sector 1, 014461 Bucharest, ROMANIA
E-mail: alexscafa@yahoo.com
Objectives: We sought to determine the prognostic importance of clinical factors in myocardial
reperfusion after different strategies in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Background: The principal therapy in patients with myocardial infarction to limit infarct size is
myocardial reperfusion by mechanical or pharmacological intervention. The utility of ST segment
monitoring is as a simple means of assessing reperfusion in patients receiving fibrinolytic therapy for
acute ST elevation myocardial infarction. Greater ST-segment resolution on ECG correlates with
TIMI grade 3 flow, TMPG 3, with smaller infarct sizes and improved survival.
The frequency correlates, and clinical implications of the lack of myocardial perfusion after primary
angioplasty or thrombolysis in AMI have not been examined in a large-scale prospective study.
Despite early decimalization of an occluded infarct artery, reperfusion may remain impaired owing to
a process of reperfusion injury.
Methods and Results: Reperfusion injury was studied in 552 patients with acute myocardial
infarction (STEMI) by evaluation of the resolution of ST-segment elevation after treatment with
percutaneous coronary intervention or thrombolytic therapy. Impaired reperfusion, defined as the
presence of persistent (>50% of initial value) ST-segment elevation at the end of different therapies,
was observed in 155 patients (28%). Univariate analysis indicated that age (54.4 vs. 56.9), history of
risk factors(such as diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hyperlipidemia and smoking), diabetes(27.9% vs.
15.11%), serum creatine phosphokinase(34/307 vs. 64/390), pre-infarction angina within 48 h before
symptom onset(37.03% vs. 13.85%), Killip class(Killip I -93% vs. 83%) are related to the impaired
reperfusion. Impaired reperfusion was associated with a more extensive infarction and worse clinical
outcome at the 2-year follow-up: cardiac death rate, 10.32% versus 2.77%.

Conclusions: Impaired reperfusion, as evidenced by ST >50% after percutaneous coronary
intervention or thrombolytic therapy, occurs in approximately one third of our STEMI patients,
especially in older patients, with diabetes mellitus and high levels of serum creatine phosphokinase, in
the presence of congestive heart failure and without pre-infarction angina.
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Microbiocenosis of oral cavity for children with cardiovascular diseases
Vynograd Natalia, DMS, Professor, Head of the Department of Epidemiology;
Baydalka Iryna, MD, Assisstant professor,
Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University,
Pekarska str., 69, Lviv 79010, Ukraine
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The role of microorganisms in causing of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) is recognized and
Streptococcus was one of the first agent for which had been proved ones. In following importance as
trigger factors in forming of this pathology of C. pneumoniae, Mycobacterium spp., Influenza virus,
CMV, HSV, Enterovirus, HCV, HBV, HAV and other pathogens have been detected [1, 2, 3].
However, influence upon progress of current CVD of the disbiotical processes in different biotops of
the human is having not been studied correctly.
The purpose of our investigation was to study the condition of oral cavity’ microflora and dentistal
health for children with CVD (group A) by comparing with clinically healthy children (group B).
The group A included 34 children by age 13-15 years which were studied in specialized school for
children with CVD (18 boys and 16 girls). There were children with cardiopathia (21), vegetovascular dysfunction and paroxysm (5), prolaps of mitral valve (3), anomalous chord of left ventricle
cavity (5). The group B included 37 children of similar age group (19 boys, 18 girls), which studied in
a secondary middle school.
The collection of samples was conducted from gums, bucal surface of cheek and tonsils for
investigation by microbiological direct immunofluorescence methods. The detection of Mycoplasma
spp. was conducted by two methods: bacteriological (International Mycoplasma, France) and antigens
(Microgomofluskrin). HSV antigen was detected by direct immunofluorescence (Herpesskrin, RF).
The estimation of dental health was conducted by the calculation of index of caries intensity, and
conditions of hygiene of oral cavity.
Beside inspected children of group A deep disbiosis of oral cavity was found, which was showed up
decline of normal microflora and presence of opportunistic and pathogenic microorganisms. So,
M.hominis antigen detected at 20,59 %. The antigen of HSV was detected for 5 children with
gingivitis and 7 without the symptoms of mucous oral cavity defeat, and two had the mixed
Mycoplasma&HSV infection. Candida albicans is selected for 17 children.
In group B prevailed next microbes: Str. mutans, Str. salivarius, Str. anginosus, Str. oralis,
Peptostreptococcus magnus, Actinomyces adontolyticus, Actinomyces georgiae, Lactobacillus spp.
but M.hominis for 2, and HSV was detected for 3 children.
The index of caries intensity was high in both groups: 61, 76 % - group A, and 72, 97 % - group B.
The oral hygiene as unsatisfactory at 79, 41 % (group A) and 51, 35 % (group B) was evaluated.

Thus, the substantial difference of oral cavity microflora was set for children with CVD due
to predominating of viral&mycoplasma association, which can be the result of previous
treatment by antibiotics and nonsteroides drugs. The value of this fact for the course of CVD
requires the further research.
1. Demmer R.T., Desvarieux M. 2006. Periodontal infections and cardiovascular diseases: The heart
of the matter. Journal of American Dentist Association 137: 14S-20S.
2. Emingil G., Buduneli E., Aliyev An et al. 2000. Association between periodontal diseases and
acute myocardial infarction. Journal of Periodontology 71 (12): 1882-1886.
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The effects of corvitin on nitric oxide synthesis in polimorphonuclear leucocytes and
endotheliocytes under the experimental immune complexes vasculitis
Inna Valchuk, PhD,
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Medical University, Pekarska, 69 str, Lviv 79010, Ukraine, e-mail: valchukinna@yahoo.com
The number of primary and secondary systemic vasculitis has been increasing, lately
especially those connected with the chronic immune complexes syndrome. The clearance of
immune complexes (IC) becomes abnormal due to large antigenic influence that leads to the
precipitation of IC in vessels and tissues as well as to the development of inflammatory
reactions [1, 2]. The precipitation of IC in vessel walls initiates the increased creation of
chemoarctant accompanied with the accumulation of polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMN)
in the places of IC accumulation [3].The latest scientific studies show that NO synthesis
disturbance leads to the IC affection of vessels with the vasculitis development. Therefore,
the prevention of IC affection of vessels and later tissues is one of the key issues of the
medicine. To achieve the goal, bioflavonoid quercetin was used, especially its analogue in a
water-soluble form – corvitin.
The influence of corvitin on the endothelial ultrastructure, inducible NOS (iNOS),
constitutive NOS (cNOS) activity and NO2-- and NO3 -- anion levels of PMN, endotheliocytes
and serum of rats under the experimental immune complexes vasculitis (EIV) have been
researched. For the EIV model, bovine serum albumin in dose 100 mg/kg was injected in the
whip vein of rats every 7 days during 12 weeks. Corvitin solution was injected 40 mg/kg
daily for 10 days. As a result, it was determined that under EIV the endothelial ultrastructure
disturbance of the abdominal aorta and IC precipitation in vessel walls were observed. Apart
from that, there were NO synthesis affections: NO2-- and NO3--anion levels were decreasing
in PMN and endotheliocytes whereas NO2--anions were increasing in serum; iNOS activity
was increasing and cNOS was decreasing in the investigated cells and serum.
After the administration of corvitin NO2-- and NO3--anion levels increased in PMN and
endotheliocytes and NO2--anions decreased in serum; iNOS inhibition was observed only in
neutrophils while cNOS activity increased in PMN, endotheliocytes, and serum. Corvitin also
stimulates the recovery of the endothelial ultrastructure. Thus the administration of corvitin
can offer prospects for the immune complexes vascular affection correction.
1. Jancar S, Crespo SM. 2005. Immune complex-mediated tissue injuri: a multistep
paradigm. Trends. Immunol. 26(1): 48-55.
2. Norman MU, Lister KJ, Yang YH. et al. 2005. TNF regulates leukocyte-endothelial
cell interactions and microvascular dysfunction during immune complex-mediated
inflammation. Br. J. Pharmacol. 144(2): 265-274.
3. Moreira MR, Kanashiro A, Kabeya LM, Polizello AC et al. 2007 Neutrophile effector
functions triggered by Fc-gamma and/or complement receptors are dependent on Bring hydroxylation pattern and physicochemical properties of flavonols. Life Sci.
81(4): 317-326.
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Influence of the educational program on efficiency of treatment and rehabilitation in
patients after acute myocardial infarction
Dmytro Besh, MD
Danylo Halytsky Lviv National medical University, Department of Family Medicine
Kharkivska 22/1, 79010 Lviv, Ukraine; E-mail beshd@hotmail.com

Purpose: Evaluation of the effectiveness of the educational program developed by us and
indicated for the patients under the age 60, past acute myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: Investigation recruited 39 patients aged 49.2±7.8 after acute MI. The main group
consisted of 20 individuals (18 males and 2 females) who had participated in the educational program;
comparison group included 19 patients (18 males and 1 female) who had not taken part in the
educational program. This program consist of 5 lectures on MI, its treatment and secondary
prevention, 2 lectures for patients’ relatives, and individual discourses at the time of every visit to the
physician. Medical examination was conducted at the day of discharge from the hospital and the 3rd
and 6th months after the discharge.
Results: On the 3rd month after discharge from the hospital, rate of angina seizures in the main
group was 0.8±0.64 per week versus 1.5±0.9 in the comparison group (p=0.022). On the 6th pastdischarge moth this indexes have become considerably better (p<0.001). Significant improvement in
the indexes of the systolic arterial pressure was observed on the 6th month of the follow-up: in the
main and comparison groups its mean values ranged 124±10 mm Hg and 130±7 mm Hg respectively
(p=0.046). Within the same period dislipidemia was noticed in 2 (10%) patients of the main group and
in 9 (47.4%) of the comparison group (p=0.025). Ejection fraction of the left ventricle measured by
echocardiography on the 6th follow-up month in the main group averaged 50.85±5.09% and in the
comparison 47.0±6.16% ( =0.049). Indexes of the tolerance to physical exertion measured in both
group by means of veloergometery displayed no significant difference. Activity index measured by
means of questionnaire the Duke Activity status index was much better in the main group on the 3 rd
and 6th follow-up month (p<0.001).
Conclusion: The developed educational program has proved effective for the decrease of
angina seizures, improvement of laboratory and instrumental findings, and thereby improvement of
the activity index.
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Characterization of potassium channels in human CD4+ regulatory and naïve T cells
from healthy subjects and multiple sclerosis patients
György Panyi, associate professor, University of Debrecen, Dept. of Biophysics and Cell Biology,
Nagyerdei krt. 98., Debrecen, 4012, Hungary, panyi@dote.hu
Tünde Csepany, associate professor, University of Debrecen, Dept. of Neurology, Nagyerdei krt. 98.,
Debrecen, 4012, Hungary, csepany@dote.hu,
Zoltán Varga, assistant professor, University of Debrecen, Dept. of Biophysics and Cell Biology,
Nagyerdei krt. 98., Debrecen, 4012, Hungary, veze@dote.hu
The ion channels expressed by T lymphocytes play key roles in the control of the membrane
potential and calcium signaling, thereby affecting signal transduction pathways that lead to the
activation of these cells following antigenic stimulation. The membrane potential of human T cells is
regulated by two potassium channels: the voltage-gated KV1.3 and KCa3.1, which is gated by the
intracellular Ca2+ concentration. These two channel types are essential for efficient antigenic
activation and proliferation of T cells (Panyi et al., 2004). Recent results show the different expression
levels of these channels in various T cell subtypes such as naïve, central memory and effector memory
T cells, and the consequential opportunity to inhibit the proliferation of the targeted subtype by
channel-specific blocking compounds (Wulff et al., 2003). Regulatory T cells (Tregs) also form a

distinct subset of T cells, whose function is to control immune functions by allowing
effective defense processes against invading pathogens but at the same time ensure tolerance
for self tissues to prevent autoimmunity. Tregs, for example, have a reduced suppressing
effect on T cell mediated immune responses in multiple sclerosis (Viglietta et al., 2004).
Based on theses we tested the hypothesis that the unique functional activity of Tregs
is associated with a characteristic ion channel expression in the cell membrane. To test this
hypothesis we characterized the nature of the ion channels expressed in Tregs
(CD4+CD25hiCD127lo) and naïve (CD4+CD25loCD127hi) T cells from the peripheral blood of healthy
volunteers and multiple sclerosis (MS) patients using whole-cell patch-clamp. Cells were selected for
current recording following a flow cytometry-based sorting operated in “purity” mode and gates
for sorting were set conservatively. The biophysical and pharmacological characterization of the
whole-cell currents showed that all four groups of cells (naïve-healthy, Treg-healthy, naïve-MS, TregMS) express voltage-gated KV1.3 channels and KCa3.1 Ca2+-activated K+ channels, no new types of
conductances were identified in the Treg cells. The quantitative comparison of the peak Kv1.3
currents showed that Tregs from MS patients express significantly smaller number of Kv1.3 channels
than the naïve T cells isolated from MS patients. In addition, Tregs from healthy subjects had a
significantly larger membrane surface than naïve cells from healthy subjects or Tregs from MS
patients as measured by the whole-cell capacitance. Moreover, healthy naïve cells had greater current
density (pA/pF) than healthy Tregs or naïve cells from MS patients. KCa3.1 channels were present
only in very low numbers in each cell type with no statistical difference among them. The observed
differences in KV1.3 channel expression density may contribute to the varying responses upon
antigenic stimulation by these cell types.
Acknowledgement
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Panyi G., Varga Z., Gaspar R., 2004. Ion Channels and Lymphocyte Activation. Immunol. Lett. 92, 55-66.
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CD4+CD25+ Regulatory T Cells in Patients With Multiple Sclerosis. J. Exp. Med. 199, 971-979.
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Gene expression analysis is the basis for personalized approach to brain tumor therapy
Vadym M. Kavsan, Professor
Head of the Department, Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics
150 Zabolotnogo str., 03143 Kiev, Ukraine
E-mail: kavsan@imbg.org.ua
vadym06@yahoo.com
Development of molecular biomarkers and molecular therapy forms the basis for the
personalized cancer medicine in the 21st century. Now the cancer therapy is changing from a ‘one
size fits all’ approach to a more personalized approach, in which each patient is treated according to
the specific genetic defects in the tumor. However, no one of molecular markers per se have
substantial clinical value: polymorphism of genes expression in the normal cells and morphologival
heterogeneity of malignant neoplasms cause a necessity of the simultaneous analysis of many genes
expression change. Now the main tasks of gene expression profiling are to show if the tumour genetic
signature is more effective than traditional clinical prescription that predicts the patient who is of
benefit the adjuvant therapy, and to avoid of chemotherapy for those patients who do not need it.
Our research purpose is functional characterization of the genes which are important in the
pathogenesis of malignant brain tumors and development of so-called cDNA-panels with the genes of
markedly altered expression in tumors. SAGE have revealed 2-fold difference in the expression of
676 genes, 316 of them are overexpressed in glioblastoma. Results obtained by DNA microarrays
technology are not always reproducible, and the lists of detected genes have quite poor overlapping.
Selection of the only those genes which significant expression in tumor combined with very low
expression in normal tissues was reproduced by both techniques of expression genetics, SAGE and
microarray analysis, revealed 117 genes with markedly altered expression in glioblastoma (Kavsan et
al., 2007). These genes may be used for molecular typing of glial tumors. Further characterization of
these genes will result in the development of cDNA-panels, which can be used for molecular typing of
human brain tumors, i.e. determination of certain molecular variants for the tumors of identical
histological type. "Gene signature" we constructed consists of 10 genes, which significantly changed
(enhanced or reduced) their expression in glioblastoma. This signature is necessary to fill up, at least,
by two dozens genes to carry out the first steps of clinical trial testing. However, severe requirements
in relation to a clinical value of these "gene signatures" can not be formulated without their
verification on plenty of clinical standards.
Some of genes with significantly changed expression in brain tumors studied in this work are
engaged in different signaling pathways. After testing in the big quantity of clinical samples a part of
these genes will be served as a base of multiple diagnostic markers list, so named «gene-expression
signatures» for a given tumour. Last time, despite the plurality of tumour development ways, presence
of compensatory, complementary and antagonistic genes, an attractive idea to move avay off
description of malignant tumours in accordance with tissue type or cell of their origin, and to
characterize tumours according to the defects of their signaling pathways which are responsible for
proliferation of tumour cells (p.e., cancer stimulated by PI3K, or wnt-stimulated cancer) used get the
more and more supporters. The genes and their products participated in these signaling pathways may
be used for development of targeted therapy of brain tumours.
References:
1. Kavsan VM, Dmitrenko VV, Shostak KO, Bukreieva TV, Vitak NY, Simirenko OE, Malisheva
TA, Shamayev MI, Rozumenko VD, Zozulya YA. Comparison of microarray and SAGE
techniques in gene expression analysis of human glioblastoma. Tsitol Genet 2007; 41: 36-55.
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Are reactivators of acetylcholinesterase able to protect central nervous system against
intoxication by organophosphorus inhibitors?
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Many specific and nonspecific effects have been demonstrated after intoxication by
organophosphorus inhibitors (OPI) in central nervous system. They are caused by
acetycholinesterase (AChE; EC 3.1.1.7) inhibition with subsequent changes of the
neurotransmitters including acetylcholine and catecholamines, changes in membrane
permeability, metabolic imbalances, changes in brain energy metabolism, lipid peroxidation,
and increased ATP level and so on. Among the nonspecific central symptoms are included
giddiness, anxiety, restlessness, headache, tremor, confusion, failure to concentrate,
convulsions and respiratory depression.
AChE reactivators (so called oximes) play the key role in the treatment of intoxications
caused by OPI. They are effective causal antidotes. The main question dealing with the
reactivator´s effect on the central nervous system was discussed many times earlier. Due to
their quaternary structure and crucial hydrophilic functional groups (oximes), the blood-brain
barrier (BBB) remains almost intact for the mono- or bisquaternary molecules where
penetration of the reactivator is very slow or do not occur.
In this contribution, we are discussing penetration of AChE reactivators into the brain. For
this purpose, in vitro and in vivo methods for evaluation of oxime BBB penetration were
developed. As resulted, quaternary oxime reactivators can penetrate BBB in low
concentration (0.5 – 20 %, if compared with plasmatic concentration) depending on the
reactivator´s structure.
This work was supported by grant of Ministry of Defence (No. OVUOFVZ200811).
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State of art treatment and rehabilitation focus on neuroregulation of medical conditions
in neurodegenerative diseases in connection with imaging metabolomics and
morphomics
Adriana Sarah Nica, MD, PhD, Head of Rehabilitation Department, University of Medicine
Bucharest, Romania – sarahnica@gmail.com, Adina Ioana Chirita, MD, PhD, Head of Imaging
Department, Centrul Medical Unirea, Bucharest, Romania – adina.chirita@cmu.com
In general pathology, it is observed an increase of neurodegenerative disease like well defined disease
or different associated neurodegenerative diseases. The association of clinical conditions in different
neurodegenerative diseases can create problems of diagnosis and therapeutical decisions.
The goal of the study was to search objective metabolomic markers and morphomic imaging aspects
to evaluate pharmacologic treatment and rehabilitation of neurodegenerative diseases.
The most important neurodegenerative diseases are: Alzheimer’s disease, vascular multi-infarct
dementia, Parkinson disease, fronto-temporal dementia, multisystem atrophy, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, (Osborn, 2006).
The rehabilitation program includes physical methodologies in connection with kineto and/or
hydrokinetotherapy focus on mobility amelioration, speed of movement, somatic coordination and
cognitive and psycho-behavioral neuroregulation.
The aim of metabolomic markers measurement is to evaluate the degree of cellular degeneration in
different neurological cerebral centers like gray matter nuclei or cerebral cortex. We used MR
spectroscopy to evaluate the levels and the ratios of different cerebral metabilites. It is known that Nacetyl aspartate (NAA) and glutamate / glutamine are markers for neuronal loss, myoinositol reflects
the glial content and choline and creatine increase with aging (Osborn, 2006). A significant increase
of lactate / NAA ratio appears in Parkinson disease caused of the impairment of oxidative energy
metabolism.
Morphomic imaging aspects can offer special information about the integrity or the destruction of the
neurological gray and white matter cerebral tissue induced by neurodegenerative conditions.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) with MR Tractrography is useful in monitoring neurodegenerative
disease progression and a surrogate marker for treatment trials.

Material and method: we have selected 16 patients with different neurodegenerative diseases. They
have been evaluated from clinical, functional and behavioral point of view. Also, from objective
medical point of view, we introduced a correlation between behavior and clinical condition and
imaging objective parameters using MRI spectroscopy and tractrography before and after the complex
pharmacological and rehabilitation treatment. We studied the spectral analysis of the next MRI
metabolites: NAA, choline, creatinine, glutamate, lactate, myoinositol measuring the values and the
reports between them.
Correlations between clinic evolution after rehabilitation and imaging spectroscopy and tractography
MRI markers are evaluated after a special protocol and will be presented and analyzed from
biostatistical point of view.
The results of the study prove the importance of MRI spectroscopy and tractography for diagnosis and
clinico-therapeutical evaluation of this neurodegenerative pathology.
Osborn A, 2004, Diagnostic Imaging, Brain, Inherited Degenerative Disorders
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Immunologic changes in patients with neurological sings of degenerative disk disease
Yavorska N...P
Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University
Pekarska, 69 str, Lviv 79010, Ukraine,

Objective: to determine the immune reactions in patients with neurological signs of
degenerative disk disease (DDD) in acute period before and after conservative treatment.
Patients and methods: general and neurological examination, McGill Pain Questionnaire,
lateral and straight X-ray examination of lumbar part of spine, CT and MRI of lumbar part of
spine, investigation of immune system status (CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, CD16, CD95, IgA,
IgM, IgG). 40 patients (age 31 to 52 years) with neurological signs of degenerative disk
disease were examined before and after (on the 7th day) standard conservative treatment
(analgesics, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, muscle relaxants) and standard
conservative treatment with vitamins (B1, B6, B12) per os additionally. 30 healthy volunteers
were in the control group.
Results: The following figures were significant ( <0,05) low before treatment: CD31,00±0,05 G/l, CD4-0,58±0,03 G/l, another ones were high ( <0,01)- IgM- 1,94±0,14 g/l,
IgG- 17,95±0,95 g/l. Other data was not significantly different (CD8- 0,43±0,03 G/l , CD190,50±0,03 G/l, CD16- 0,49±0,03 G/l, CD95- 0,44±0,06 G/l, IgA- 2,47±0,26 g/l).
After standard conservative treatment (20 patients) the low levels of CD3 ( 0,92±0,08 G/l),
CD4 (0,50±0,04 G/l) and CD8 (0,38±0,02 G/l) were revealed. The quantity of IgM was still
high (1,66±0,20 g/l). The following figures were not significantly different (CD190,51±0,05 G/l, CD16- 0,45±0,04 G/l, CD95- 0,38±0,05 G/l, IgA- 2,04±0,26g/l, IgG14,27±1,15 g/l). The figures of McGill Pain Questionnaire were decreased: rank index of pain
from 25,85±1,90 to 19,00±1,93 ( <0,05), number of descriptors from 11,80±0,96 to
9,40±0,88.
After conservative treatment with vitamins (20 patients) almost all parameters normalized
and were not significantly different from control group (CD3- 1,12±0,09 G/l, CD4- 0,68±0,06
G/l, CD8- 0,45±0,03 G/l , CD19-0,55±0,05G/l, CD16- 0,44±0,04 G/l, CD95- 0,51±0,07 G/l,
IgA- 2,09±0,32 g/l). Although the quantities of IgM and IgG were still high (1, 69±0, 14 g/l
and 17, 89±1, 24 g/l accordingly, <0, 01); the figures of McGill Pain Questionnaire were
decreased: rank index of pain from 26,25±1,43 to 17,50±2,46 ( <0,01), number of
descriptors from 11,25±0,77 to 9,05±0,91.
Conclusions: The presence of significant immunologic changes in patients with neurological
signs of DDD in acute period suggests a participation of these in pathogenesis of DDD. After
standard conservative treatment these changes were not normalized in spite of clinical
improvement. The vitamins B have an immunocorrective effect in these patients, especially
on cell-mediated immunity, so they can be helpful for treatment of neurological signs of
DDD.
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Methodology twist in finding original constituents of lipid rafts
Marija Heffer-Lauc*, Katarina Vajn, Barbara Viljeti
*Professor of Biology and Neuroscience, School of Medicine Osijek, J.Huttlera 4
31000 Osijek, e-mail: mheffer@mefos.hr

Lipid rafts are defined as detergent insoluble domains of plasma membranes. Because
molecular composition of these domains varies with percentage and chemical properties of
detergent used, 1% Triton X-100 is preferable standard. In most studies cholesterol,
sphingomyelin, glycolipids and glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) - anchored proteins
predominate in lipid ordered membrane phase (rafts) in comparison to lipid disordered phase.
Lipid rafts are recognized as association of molecules involved in signal transduction
bringing different molecules of signal cascade from both side of plasma membrane in close
proximity. The problem of immunohistochemically non-accessible epitopes hidden by
different molecular interactions in tissue sections appeared to be solved by using detergents
that provide better accessibility to antibodies. However, we have found evidence that
detergent itself artificially creates natively non-existing associations, especially if the
investigated molecule has a GPI- or ceramide anchor. It is, therefore, particularly challenging
to find real participants of a single signal pathway that involves lipid anchored molecules.
Gangliosides are the most abundant glycolipids of the mammalian central nervous system.
They are widely distributed in gray (gangliosides GD1a, GD1b and GT1b) and white
(ganglioside GM1) matter. Cell culture studies showed that gangliosides GD1a and GT1b,
beside Nogo receptor, are ligands for myelin associated protein (MAG), involved in
inhibition of axonal outgrowth after injury. MAG is “hidden” behind layers of myelin, on
interface between axon and oligodendrocyte, accessible for immunohistochemical analysis by
using detergents. On the other hand, fixed tissue sections exposed to detergent, go to
excessive rearrangement of gangliosides GD1a and GT1b from gray to white matter, creating
artifacts. Native arrangement of MAG and gangliosides in tissue sections can be
reconstructed combining confocal microscopy and lipid extraction with tract tracing methods.
Also, localization of gangliosides in inaccessible places, such as periaxonal space, could be
revealed using detergents after immobilization of gangliosides with primary and secondary
antibodies. Each of these methods has its own limitations demanding additional controls.
Final result cannot be achieved in one image, but can be deduced from various experiments.
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Regulation of neuronal differentiation and survival by hematopoietic growth factors
Anatoly Samoylenko, PhD
Laboratory of Cell Signalling, Palladin Institute of Biochemistry, 9 Leontovicha Street, Kyiv, 01601,
Ukraine; e-mail: toljas@yahoo.com

A balance between growth factors, their receptors and signalling proteins play an important role in
regulation of neural cell survival and differentiation under physiological as well as pathophysiological
conditions such as nervous system injury and neurodegenerative diseases. In terminally differentiated
cells distinct biological responses to growth factors may depend on cell type specific activation of
signalling cascades. Hematopoietic growth factors thrombopoietin (TPO) and granulocyte colonystimulating factor (GCSF) as well as their receptors (TPOR and GCSF-R) were recently shown to be
expressed in the brain. We showed that TPO and GCSF exert cell type specific effects on survival,
proliferation and the degree of phosphorylation of Akt1, ERK1/2 and STAT3 in rat hippocampal
neurons and cortical astrocytes. In neurons, TPO induces cell death and selectively activates
extracellular signal-regulated kinases, ERK1/2 (Ehrenreich et al., 2005). GCSF protects neurons from
TPO- and hypoxia-induced cell death via selective activation of Akt1. In astrocytes, neither TPO nor
GCSF have any effect on cell viability but inhibit proliferation. This effect was accompanied by
activation of ERK1/2 and inhibition of STAT3 activity (Byts et al., 2006).
To further investigate the effects of TPO on neuronal differentiation and survival PC12
pheochromocytoma cell line was used (Samoylenko et al., 2008). TPO increased cell death in
neuronally differentiated PC12 cells but had no effect in undifferentiated cells. Surprisingly, TPO
inhibited nerve growth factor (NGF)-induced differentiation of PC12 cells in a dose- and timedependent manner. This inhibition was dependent on the activity of Janus kinase-2 (JAK2). Using
phospho-kinase arrays and Western blot analysis we found down-regulation of the NGF-stimulated
phosphorylation of the p42ERK by TPO with no effect on phosphorylation of Akt or stress kinases.
NGF-induced phosphorylation of ERK-activating kinases, MEK1/2 and c-RAF was also reduced by
TPO while NGF-induced RAS activation was not attenuated by TPO treatment. In contrast to its
inhibitory effects on NGF signalling, TPO had no effect on epidermal growth factor (EGF)-stimulated
ERK phosphorylation or proliferation of PC12 cells. Our data indicate that TPO via activation of its
receptor-bound JAK2 delays the NGF-dependent acquisition of neuronal phenotype and decreases
neuronal survival by suppressing NGF-induced ERK activity.
Byts, N., Samoylenko, A., Woldt, H., Ehrenreich, H., Sirén, A. L. 2006. Cell type specific signalling
by hematopoietic growth factors in neural cells. Neurochem Res. 31(10): 1219-1230.
Ehrenreich, H., Hasselblatt, M., Knerlich, F., von Ahsen, N., Jacob, S., Sperling, S., Woldt, H.,
Vehmeyer, K., Nave, K. A., Sirén, A. L. 2005. A hematopoietic growth factor, thrombopoietin, has a
proapoptotic role in the brain. PNAS USA. 102(3): 862-867.
Samoylenko, A., Byts, N., Rajalingam, K., von Ahsen, N., Rapp, U. R., Ehrenreich, H., Sirén, A. L.
2008. Thrombopoietin inhibits nerve growth factor-induced neuronal differentiation and ERK
signalling. Cell Signal. 20(1): 154-162.
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Intraoperative neurophysiology of the spinal cord injured patients
Vedran Deletis, MD, PhD, Associate Professor, Institute for Neurology and Neurosurgery,
Roosevelt Hospital, New York, NY, USA, and Department of Neuroscience, School of
Medicine, Split, Croatia.
Address; Roosevelt Hospital, 1000 Tenth Ave, 11,C-02, New York, NY 10019
E-mail: vdeletis@chpnet.org
The neuroimaging technique did not contribute significantly to the prognosis of the patients with SCI,
while neurophysiologic testing still has not been done on the routine basis in order to make
neurophysiologic profile of SCI patients. Furthermore, even not many neurophysiologic data has
been published in acute SCI patients.
We collected preliminary data on the basis of our work on the intraoperative neurophysiology (ION)
of the spinal cord.
In the field ION reliable methods to predict functional integrity of the long tracts during surgical
intervention to the spinal cord, has been already developed and established. This is very much true for
the (a) motor evoked potentials (MEPs) recorded from the spinal cord in the form of D and I waves
and (b) MEPs recorded from the limb muscle.
The first method can semi quantitatively estimate number of the fast neurons of the corticospinal tract
(CT), while other method give evidence of the integrity of the fast neurons plus supportive system of
the spinal cord (1). The both system are essential for generating muscle MEPs.
Complete disappearance of the D wave during intramedullary surgery correspond with severe and
definitive plegia, while disappearance of muscle MEPs, with preservation more than 50% of baseline
amplitude of the D wave results in a transient plegia (2,3). Therefore we consider presence of the D
wave as a reliable prognostic sign for the motor recovery, because it can semi quantify number of the
fast neurons of the CT, as one of the essential element for voluntary movement;
The same rule we can apply, for the acute SCI patients. Therefore only patients having the D wave
recovered after SCI, even not having initially presence of the muscle MEPs.
These data created neurophysiologic profile of the SCI patients concerning conduction system of the
spinal cord, as a background for the further expansion of neurophysiologic testing to the gray matter
of the spinal cord (processing system) and further categorization, intervention, and rehabilitation
strategies.
References:
1. Deletis V. Intraoperative neurophysiology of the corticospinal tract of the spinal cord. In: Functional
Neuroscience: Evoked Potentials and Related Techniques. (Suppl. to Clinical Neurophysiology Vol 59)
(Eds. C.Barber, S. Tsuji, S. Tobimatsu, T. Uozumi, N. Akamatsu, A.Eisen) 2006, pp.105-109.
2. Kothbauer K, Deletis V, Epstein FJ. Motor evoked potential monitoring for intramedullary spinal cord
tumor surgery: correlation of clinical and neurophysiological data in a series of 100 consecutive
procedures. Neurosurg Focus 4(5) pp 1-9, 1998 http://www.aans.org/journals/online_j/may98/4-5-1).
3. Sala F, Palandri G, Lanteri P, Deletis V, Facioli F, Bricolo A. Motor evoked potential monitoring
improves outcome after surgery for intramedullary spinal cord tumor :a historical control study.
Neurosurgery, 58 1-13, 2006.
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Fluorescent trimethinecyanie dyes as probes for amyloid detection: effect of
modification of dye molecule.
K.D. Volkova, V.B. Kovalska, O.I. Tolmachev1, V. Subramaniam2 and S.M. Yarmoluk
*Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics, NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv,
E-mail: volkova_katya@ukr.net; 1Institute of Organic Chemistry, NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv
2
MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology, University of Twente, The Netherlands
The deposition of insoluble protein aggregates known as amyloid fibrils in different tissues
and organs is associated with a number of neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's diseases. For today there exist only several dyes that are used extensively to fluorescent
detect amyloid inclusions, therefore designing of new dyes which could selectively interact with has
substantial importance for basic research.
Previously we for the first time showed that trimethine cyanines can specifically interact with
fibrillar proteins giving strong fluorescence responses and thus were proposed as fluorescent probes
for detection of aggregated protein structures (Volkova 2007). Current study is aimed on the dye
molecule optimization in order to increase its efficiency as amyloid- sensitive fluorescent probe.
With this purpose the influence of various substituents (“affinity-modifying” groups) in
polymethine chain (R1 = H, CH3, CF3, PhOCH2) and heterocycle (R2, R3 = H, NHMe, NMe2, NEt2) on
ability of trimethine cyanines to selectively recognize amyloid structures using -lactoglobulin (BLG)
as model protein was ascertained.
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Spectral-luminescent properties of these cyanine dyes were measured in unbound state and in
the presence of native and fibrillar BLG. It was shown that incorporation of with methyl- and
dimethyl-amino substituents into the dye molecule could enhance its affinity to amyloid fibrils. For
trimethine cyanine T-164 with 5, 5’- dimethylamino substituents the highest fluorescence intensity
increase (35 times) in the presence of aggregated BLG was admitted.
In native BLG
In fibrillar BLG presence
presence
I0, a.u.
IN, a.u.
IF, a.u.
IF/IN
ex, nm
em, nm
em, nm
em, nm
T-164
560
574
7
574
6.2
660
41.2
34.3
L-5
554
565
5
574
6.3
574
103
23
( m) – maximum wavelength of fluorescence excitation (fluorescence emission) spectrum;
I0 (IN, IF) – emission intensity of free dye in buffer (in native BLG presence, in fibrillar BLG
presence).
Also it was revealed, that incorporation of subtituents into the polymethine chain of the
trimethinecyanines could affect on their binding affinity to the fibrillar proteins. For the dyes with
methyl, trifluoromethyl and phenoxymethyl meso substituents a significant fluorescence intensity
increase (up to 23 times for dye L-5) upon interaction with fibrillar BLG was noticed, while their
unsubstituted homologues showed a weak response in the presence of aggregated protein.
Trimethinecyanines T-164 and L-5 can specifically increase their fluorescence in aggregated BLG
presence and thus form good candidates for selective fluorescent detection of aggregated proteins.
Obtained data concerning influence of “affinity-modifying” groups on the dyes binding
affinity to aggregated into fibrils protein could be used for development of novel more efficient
amyloid-specific fluorescent probes.
Dye

In free form in buffer

Volkova, K.D., Kovalska, V.B., Balanda, A.O., Vermeij, R.J., Subramaniam, V., Slominskii, YuL. and
Yarmoluk, S.M. 2007. Cyanine dye–protein interactions: looking for fluorescent probes for amyloid structures.
Journal of Biochemical and Biophysical Methods 70: 727-733.
This work was supported by a STCU 4936.
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Association between cochlear function and exposure to PCBs in 12-years-old children
Tomáš Trnovec, Eva Šov íková, Gabriela Pavlov inová, Janka Jakubíková, Milan Hus ák, Dana
Jure ková, ubica Palkovi ová, Anton Ko an, Beata Drobná, Kinga Lancz, So a Wimmerová,
Slovak Medical University, Limbova 12, 833 03 Bratislava, Slovakia
In line with findings from experimental studies, we recently demonstrated the potential ototoxic
effects of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in a group of 8-9 year-old Slovak children
environmentally exposed to PCBs. To further investigate this association, we conducted a follow-up
examination of the same group of children at age 12 years. The cohort consisted of 574 children from
two different regions of Slovakia: Michalovce, a highly PCB-polluted region in Eastern Slovakia
(n=345); and the Bratislava region, a less-polluted urban area of Slovakia (n=229). The follow-up
examination included otoscopy, tympanometry, pure tone audiometry, assessment of transient evoked
otoacoustic emissions (TEOAE), and distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE). A total of
15 individual PCB congeners were analyzed in serum, measured concurrently at 12 years of age.
Additional data on environmental risk factors were also collected at the time of the examination.
Children with middle ear pathology were excluded from the analysis. As expected, total PCB
concentrations were lower in the Bratislava region as compared with the Michalovce region (200.6
ng/g lipid vs. 396.1 ng/g lipid, respectively). Hearing thresholds in children included into the study
were within normal values for the given age in agreement with practices of the respective clinical
department. No relationship between thresholds and PCB serum concentration was found. The total
TEOAE response tended to be higher in children from the Bratislava region compared to Michalovce
region. For total TEOAE response there was no consistent intergender or side differences.
Children from both regions were pooled and grouped into tertiles based on the PCB serum
concentration for another way of evaluation of an association of the total TEOAE response with PCB
exposure. However the mean total TEOAE response did not show any significant intertertile
differences. The averages of half-octave amplitudes of the TEOAE frequency spectrum were
significantly higher in children from the Bratislava region at 1000 and 1500 Hz. At 2000 and 3000
Hz there were no differences and at 4000 Hz the amplitudes from Bratislava were higher in girls. The
DPOAEs were markedly lower in children from the Michalovce when compared with those from the
PCB polluted Bratislava region. These interregional differences were found for both, the left and right
ears, although they were more pronounced on the left side. For quantitative comparison of the DP
response interregional and intertertile comparison of average DP ½ amplitudes was made. For some
endpoints, we calculated the benchmark doses (BMDs) and the BMDLs, defined as the lower bound
of the 95% confidence interval for the BMD. The BMD is defined as the level of exposure that will
increase the risk of performance below the designated cutoff score (defined as p0) by a prespecified
amount. This increase is referred to as the benchmark response (BMR). Setting p0 at 0.1 and the
BMR at 0.05 for the left ear, the TEOAE at 1000 and 1500 Hz, and the DPOAE at 1000 and 2000 Hz,
the following BMD and BMDL pairs were obtained: 2034, 859; 2212, 813; 2028, 1069; and 3310,
1034 PCBs ng /g lipid, respectively. These data indicate that a total PCB serum level <800 ng /g
lipids may not confer an additional risk with regard to sensorineural hearing damage.
Information on first author: Tomas Trnovec, Professor of Pharmacology, Slovak Medical University,
Bratislava, Slovakia, mail: tomas.trnovec@szu.sk
This work was supported by the project NIH R03TW007152-01A1 PCBs and Otodevelopment in
Eastern Slovakia UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DAVIS, Davis, CA
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First Genome Wide Association Studies in Preterm Birth: The Role of PREterm Birth
International Collaborative (PREBIC) Consortium in Overcoming Limitations
Ramkumar Menon, MS, Ph.D.
Department of Epidemiology and Obstetrics and Gynecology, Emory University, Atlanta,
GA; The Perinatal Research Center, Nashville, TN, USA
OBJECTIVE: A genome wide association study (GWAS) was performed in a cohort in Nashville,
TN, USA to examine genetic variation across the entire human genome to identify polygenic
associations with preterm birth. Preliminary data, limitations and overcoming these limitations
through PREBIC consortium are discussed.
METHODS: Maternal DNA from a case (PTB<36 weeks gestation; n=172) control (normal term
delivery (>37 weeks; n=198) study from Nashville Caucasian population was used for this assay.
Additionally, data from a control cohort from Utah (n=748) of Caucasians were also used during
analysis. Genotyping was performed on Affymetrix GeneChip platform (HUSNP Array 6.0) and
genotypes were extracted using the Birdseed algorithm as implemented in Affymetrix Power Tools
Software Package (version 1.10.0). Population stratification and self reported ancestry was confirmed
using principal component analysis as implemented in Eigenstrat to ensure that only properly matched
cases and controls were considered in the genome-wide association analysis. For the GWAS analysis
we employed PLINK (ver 1.04).
RESULTS: Simple single-SNP association tests were performed using the 621,775 SNPs that passed
QC using the Cochran-Armitage trend test for association. The 217 SNPs that passed stringent quality
controls and differed in allele frequencies between cases and controls at p< 10-5. Associations were
scattered throughout the genome; however, in this first stage of analysis, we identified novel loci on
chromosomes 2 and 8 that contain multiple SNPs conferring risk for PTB. As an additional QC
measure, the quality of the genotype calling “cluster plots” for all SNPs passing this significance
threshold were visually inspected and only included SNPs for further analysis that exhibited three
very “tight” clusters. This yielded 1 SNP, rs5933326, which is on the X chromosome at position
132,483,387. This SNP is intergenic, between the glypicans, GPC3 and GPC4. These genes encode
proteoglycans that bear heparin sulfate chains.
CONCLUSION: This study is the first genome wide approach to examine genetic predisposition in
PTB. This study identified several genetic loci that, individually or in aggregate, substantially
associate with PTB. Although the association was strong with multiple SNPs, data are from a rather
small study population and should be considered preliminary. However, this should provide adequate
foundation future replication studies. The limitations of this study can be overcome with consortiums
initiated by PREBIC where GWAS is being performed on 1200 cases and 1200 controls using similar
platforms. Data from these consortiums may either replicate/validate these findings or can be used to
refute the findings and project the power of larger studies.
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Inhibition of heme- oxygnese-1 enzyme by d-penicillamine is a promising intervention
against retinopathy of prematurity
Balla G, Lakatos L, Barna E, Becs G*, Horváth Z, Jeney V*, Kovács T, Bérces M, Polonkai
E, Riszter M, Kovács-P B, Katona N, Kovács J, Sveda B, Balla J*
University of Debrecen Medical and Health Science Center, Department of Pediatrics,
Division of Neonatology, *Department of Medicine, Division of Nephrology.
Debrecen, Nagyerdei krt.98. H-4032 Hungary
balla@dote.hu
Introduction: One of the first double blind, prospective studies in the field of neonatology was carried
out by our group, and the beneficial, preventive effect of d-penicillamine (DPA) on retinopathy of
prematurity (ROP) was proved. At the same time DPA treatment in neonates decreased bilirubin
blood levels in hemolytic events. Using animal models we proved that DPA inhibited hemeoxygenase enzyme activity. Later on our group presented the first experimental evidence that hemeoxygenase-ferritin system serves an endogenous inducible protective mechanism against several stress
reactions among them free radical injury. This protection is working on cellular, tissue and organ
levels resulting in the survival of the whole organism. At present DPA is tested on extremely low
birth weight population in a pilot ROP study again.
Specific aim: Since DPA influences heme- oxygenase (HO) function we were curious about the
cellular mechanism of its beneficial effect in this experimental project.
Method: In an in vitro endothelial- and smooth muscle cell culture system HO was induced by heme
or oxidized low density lipoprotein and the effect of DPA was tested on transcriptional and
posttranscriptional levels.
Results: Our results demonstrate that DPA does not possess either inhibition on the HO enzyme
activity or HO-1 translation, but the HO-1 gene induction is inhibited measured by RT-PCR. The
strength of inhibition is more significant if the inducer of HO-1 is oxidized lipids. Because free radical
injury plays major role in neonatal pathologies, we tested the relationship of HO-1 steady state mRNA
expressions and lipid peroxidation levels modified by DPA treatments. DPA prolongs the lag time of
lipoprotein oxidation at micromolar concentrations which can be achieved easily in vivo.
Conclusion: We conclude that DPA treatment of premature newborns could serve a promising
intervention for the prevention of ROP. Multicenter prospective study is necessary to prove its
efficacy in the case of extremely low birth weight newborns.
This work was supported by Hungarian government grants : OTKA-K61546, OTKA- K 75883, ETT337/2006, RET-06/2004, MTA-DE-11003,
Lakatos, L., I. Hatvani, G. Oroszlán, G. Balla, L. Karmazsin, O. Alaka, E. Kincses, I. Szabó
and Z. Lakatos. 1986. Controlled trial of D-penicilamine to prevent retinopathy of prematurity.
Acta Paediatr Hung 27:47-56.
Balla, G., H. S. Jacob, J. Balla, M. Rosenberg, K. Nath, F. Apple, J. W. Eaton, G. M.
Vercellotti. 1992. Ferritin: A cytoprotective antioxidant strategem of endothelium. J Biol
Chem 267:18148-18153.
Balla, J., G. M. Vercellotti, V. Jeney, A. Yachie, Z. Varga, H. S. Jacob, J. W. Eaton, G. Balla.
2007. Heme, heme oxygenase and ferritin: how the vascular endothelium survives (and dies) in
iron-rich environment. Antioxidant Redox Signaling 9:2119-2137.
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Current possibilities of immunization against acute otitis media.
Roman Prymula, MD, PhD, Dean of Faculty of Military Health Sciences, University of
Defense, Trebesska 1575, 500 01 Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic, e-mail:
prymula@pmfhk.cz
Acute otitis media (AOM) is one of the most commonly diagnosed childhood infections. Three major
pathogens S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae, M. catarrhalis play the key role in etiology. Our study was
designed to assess the efficacy of a novel eleven-valent pneumococcal protein D (PD) conjugate
vaccine containing polysaccharides from 11 different S. pneumoniae serotypes each conjugated to PD
derived from H. influenzae in preventing AOM.
Methods:
4968 infants were randomized in this double-blind trial to receive either PD conjugate or hepatitis A
vaccine at 3, 4, 5 and 12-15 months of age. Middle-ear fluid was collected by an Ear, Nose and
Throat (ENT) specialist for bacteriological culture and serotyping.
Results:
98.8 percent of subjects were included in the per-protocol efficacy analysis. During the per-protocol
follow-up (from 2 weeks post-dose 3 to 24-27 months of age) 333 clinical AOM episodes were
recorded in the PD conjugate group (N=2455 subjects) and 499 in the control group (N=2452
subjects) giving a significant 33.6 percent [95 percent confidence interval: 20.8, 44.3] reduction in the
overall incidence of AOM. Vaccine efficacy (VE) was demonstrated for AOM attributed to vaccine
serotypes (52.6 percent [95 percent confidence interval: 35.0, 65.5] for the first episode and 57.6
percent [95 percent confidence interval: 41.4, 69.3] for any episode). VE was also shown against
AOM episodes due to nontypable H. influenzae (35.3 percent [95 percent confidence interval: 1.8,
57.4]). The lack of efficacy was proven against serotype 3 AOM following PD conjugate vaccination.
Conclusions:
The pneumococcal PD conjugate vaccine demonstrated significant protective efficacy against AOM
episodes confirmed by ENT specialists in general and more specifically against AOM episodes
caused by NTHi as well as vaccine pneumococcal serotypes. Twenty-four hours of prophylactic
administration of paracetamol initiated at the time of vaccine administration significantly reduced
inflammatory febrile reactions, but also immune responses to most vaccine antigens. Prophylactic
administration of antipyretics at the time of vaccination should not be routinely recommended.
References:
o Prymula R, Peeters P, Chrobok V, et al. Pneumococcal capsular polysaccharides conjugated to
protein D for prevention of acute otitis media caused by both Streptococcus pneumoniae and nontypable Haemophilus influenzae: a randomised double-blind efficacy study. Lancet 2006; 367: 740–8.
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Impact of smoking during pregnancy on preterm birth and low birth weight
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Preterm birth (PTB) and the frequency of babies with low birth weight (LBW) are endemic in
Hungary, as 8-9% of live births occur before the completed 37th week of gestation or after the 37th
gestational week, but birth weight does not reach 2500 grams. The present research program targeted
mothers with PTB and with LBW babies in the statistically worst area in Hungary, the county
Szabolcs-Szatmar-Bereg. According to the statistical data, in 2006 the number of live births was 6495,
682 of which were PTB+LBW babies; a proportion of 10.5%. The greatest proportion was 6.3 %
among Hungary’s 19 counties in the same year. Unfortunately, the situation worsened in the
subsequent year. In 2007 there were 6226 live births with 697 PTB+LWB babies; a proportion of 11.2
%. According to the latest data (2008), the number of live births decreased to 6188 and the number of
LWB babies was 600; however it includes the number of newborns before the completed 37 th week,
but above the weight limit of 2500 gr.
In most cases of PTB+LBW specific causes can be detected on both the mother’s and the
fetus’s side, however, in 40% of the cases we do not know the reason of premature birth in exact
biomedical terms (1). The theory that socio-ecological factors play a significant role, is based on the
fact that PTB+LBW is more frequent in the case of women who used drugs, drank alcohol or smoked
tobacco regularly during pregnancy. Among these factors, the most common and widespread cause is
tobacco smoking. When examining the status of PTB+LBW mothers, the most exposed groups are
women living at low educational and economical levels, but on the other side, there are women of
middle and upper classes in highly qualified professions. The county Szabolcs-Szatmar-Bereg is one
of the least developed regions in Hungary with a considerable ethnic Roma population at a lower
socio-economic level than the non-Roma population. However, at the time of the last census (2001)
the number of Romas based on free self-determination was 25,612 among the whole population of
582,256, but the fertility rate is higher than that of the general population. Consequently, Romas must
be over-represented among PTB+LBW mothers.
In the present stage of our 5 year research program, we questioned all PTB+LWB mothers
with date of birth from 1st January to 31st December 2008, and we will repeat this data collection for
the next 4 years. Collected data will be to be analyzed will include the mother’s social and economic
situation and ethnic identity and cultural values related to smoking, which they continued during the
pregnancy. At this time, having finished statistical evaluation, we will show the 2008 results.
1. Papp Zoltán Ed. 2007. A Course book of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. Semmelweis University
Publishing House (Hungarian)
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Clinical value of definition for macrosomia
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Background and Purpose: The aim of the study was to establish the incidence of macrosomic (>
4000g birth weight), respectively large for gestational age babies (> 90% percentile), associated risk
factors and correlation with maternal and neonatal morbidity.
Material and Method: It is an analysis of 8838 singleton deliveries, Jan 1, 2003 - Jun 30, 2006, from
"Dr. I. Cantacuzino" University Hospital. This is an observational case control analytical study. Cases
of still birth, babies > 1000g and multiple pregnancies were excluded from this analysis.
Results: The incidence of macrosomic babies was 7,1%, and LGA 16,2%. The correlation tests
showed that the definition of macrosomia as a baby over 4000g birth weight identified 89,43% of the
large for gestational babies, 10,67% remained non-diagnosed. Systematic analyses in the last years
showed a constant increase in the incidence of macrosomic and LGA babies, and a statistic significant
association with the maternal and birth morbidity. The analyses correlate epidemiological risk factors,
obstetrical pathology and the pregnancy outcome with the birth weight, according with both
definitions. Macrosomic definition identified the majority of the babies with risk at delivery, but it
was less correlates with the fetus with pathological accelerated growth.
Conclusions: The majority of "big babies" is constitutional big, and does not require special
interventions during pregnancy, just during delivery. The efforts should be focused in identifying the
fetus with pathological accelerated growths, for primary prevention in mothers and babies. For this
pathology the definition of LGA is more appropriate. Screening for gestational diabetes mellitus is a
key point.
Keywords: macrosomia, large for gestational age, gestational diabetes mellitus
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According to data of the Ministry of Health of the Ukraine, nearly 10–25% of married couples
have problem with fertility. It has been established that the frequency of female infertility reaches
60% and that of male infertility, 40%. According to previous estimates, genetic aspects are the cause
of infertility in roughly 50% of all cases.
Assisted reproductive technologies are widely used to overcome infertility, and thus the study
of genes associated with gametogenesis impaired represents an urgent problem. In our study we
analyzed the association between INH , FSHR and FMR1 genotype with ovarian dysfunction and poor
response to FSH ovarian stimulation. Moreover, we have studied the correlation between oligo-/
azoospermia and microdeletions in AZFa, AZFb and AZFc regions as well as specific CFTR gene
mutations and AR gene exon 1 CAG-repeats number.
It was shown that the frequencies of 769G A in INH variant heterozygous carriers, mutant
haplotype Ala307-Ser680 heterozygous carriers and “high risk” allels of FMR1 gene (40 47 CGGrepeats) heterozygous carriers were significantly higher (p<0.05) both in ovarian dysfunction and in
“poor responders” groups comparing with control groups. The average number of follicles and
oocytes in women with such genotypes was significantly decreased (p 0.05) and average
gonadotropin doses needed for superovulation induction were significantly higher (p 0.001),
compared to women with normal genotype.
Microdeletions were detected in 16 of total 355 (4.5%) infertile men (1 in AZFb and 15 in
AZFc regions). Taking into account clinically established phenotype heterogeneity of these 15
patients, we can suggest the presence of tissue mosaicism of deletions comprising DAZ gene or even
whole AZFc region.
It was shown that the frequency 3.1% of analyzed CFTR gene mutations (delF508, N1303K,
CFTRdele2.3 (21kb), W1282X, 1677deleTA, R117H, 621+1G-T, P1290S) was significantly higher
(p 0,001) in patients with non-obstructive forms of spermatogenesis infringement compared to 621
healthy controls (0.97%).
The frequency of AR gene alleles with CAG-repeats 18 was significant higher (p<0.01) in
group of patients with azoospermia (17.7%) comparing with control group (2.4%) as well as in group
of patients with oligozoospermia (12.5%) comparing with control group (2.4%).
The frequency of alleles with CAG-repeats 28 was significant differed (p<0.01) between group of
patients with oligozoospermia (12.5%) and control group (2.4%).
Obtained data are the evidence that, the analyzed allelic variants in AZF regions, CFTR, AR,
INH , FSHR and FMR1 genes can be used like DNA markers for genetic testing of oligo/azoospermia, ovarian dysfunction and poor response to exogenous gonadotrophin.
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Bronchoobstructive syndrome (BOS) is the most urgent problem in current medicine since the
incidence of this pathology has been lately greatly increasing. Population studies have shown that one
in three children receiving respiratory therapy during the neonatal age (artificial pulmonary
ventilation, continuous positive airway pressure) has recurrent or chronic bronchopulmonary diseases
by their third birthday. It is very important to improve efficiency of treatment and to make BOS
episodes in young pediatric patients milder through the development of new therapeutic programs and
effective preventive measures.
The purpose of the work was to optimize preventive strategy of recurrent bronchoobstructive
syndrome in early aged children with respiratory disorders during the neonatal period.
Study group: 56 early aged children were recruited. Investigation was conducted in 2 groups of
patients, consisting of 28 individuals each. Group I (study) included children with respiratory
disorders at the neonatal period vs. Group II (control) that included children with any respiratory
problems at the neonatal period. To estimate the efficacy of proposed preventive complex, every
group was divided into two equal subgroups. Selection was case-controlled. Duration of preventive
program lasted 6 months, medical supervision for 2 years.
Diagnostic algorithms. Assessment of the patients included the following data: history–taking;
family anamneses; full physical examination; routine clinical methods; biochemical examination
(whole protein and fractions); immunological investigation (serum IgA, IgM, IgG, IgE); modified test
with bronchial spasmolytic. The examination was made before the treatment, 3 and 6 months after its
beginning.
Preventive program consisted of nonspecific and specific components. Nonspecific
prophylaxis included rational diet, improvement of life conditions, support of breast feeding,
sanitation of chronic foci of infection, hardening of children’s resistance to the cold et al. Specific
preventive measures were administered only in the case of recurrent bronchoobstructive syndrome
development and included application of immunomodulatory preparation ribomunil, vaccination at
the in-patient department after special preparation.
Conclusions:
1. The development of recurrent bronchoobstructive syndrome was significant higher in a group
of children with respiratory disorders during the neonatal period.
2.

Pediatric patients with respiratory disorders during the neonatal period and burdened allergic
familial history are a risk group for bronchial asthma development.

3. The proposed preventive complex can be recommended for wide application in the clinical
practice.
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Intraamniotic inflammation is found in approximately 40% patients with preterm premature rupture of
membranes. Intraamniotic infection is not always clinically apparent but may have significant
consequences for both the mother and her fetus (endometritis, neonatal sepsis, and neonatal death).
Radiologic findings have indicated that the size of the thymus is significantly reduced in preterm
infants born to a mother with subclinical but proven chorioamnionitis. A small fetal thymus may be
considered a reliable sonographic marker of intraamniotic infection and fetal involvement in the
inflammatory response. Some authors used the thymus perimeter.
In our opinion the perimeter of the thymus is difficult to define and its measurement takes a lot of
time. We believe that the transverse diameter of the thymus can be defined more consistently, and is
therefore more readily measurable, because the interface between the thymus and the lung are well
identified. In our department, we measured the transversal thymus size on routine ultrasound
examination from 20 to 38 weeks’ gestation. The thymus detection rate was 96% (252 of 262
fetuses). We enrolled 43 patients between 24 and 34 weeks of gestation with preterm prelabor rupture
of membranes (PPROM) in our study. Measurement was possible in 42 fetuses. In our group of
women with PPROM, 13 women (31%) had histological signs of inflammation; 8 had amnionitis
(19%), 4 had chorioamnionitis (10%) and 1 woman had funisitis (2%). A small thymus transverse
diameter (<5th percentile for gestation age) was recorded in group with histological signs of
inflammation in 92 % (12/13). A small thymus showed high sensitivity and specificity (91% and
100%) for histological sings of inflammation.
We therefore agree that a normal sized thymus might be useful in ruling out latent intrauterine
infection. Moreover in our opinion, a small transversal thymus diameter is associated with acute
inflammatory changes in all placental tissue samples, and not only with chorioamnionitis and funisitis.
References
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Introduction: Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are persistent pollutants identified worldwide as
human blood and breast milk contaminants. Because they bioaccumulate, consumption of meat, fish,
and dairy products predicts human blood concentrations.
Aims: Quantification of the effect of breastfeeding and consecutive normal food intake in infants on
PCB concentrations using single-compartmental mathematical model.
Material: A subgroup of 58 infants from a cohort of 1030 was used in a toxicokinetic study with
sampling time schedule: 0 (cord blood) and 6, 16, and 45 months after birth. PCB concentrations were
examined in blood serum.
Method: Open one-compartmental model of PCB kinetics was used for quantification of the effect of
breast feeding and consecutive normal food intake on PCB concentration in infants. The following
three model parameters were evaluated from measured concentration-time profiles of PCB and length
of breast feeding using Monte Carlo Method: MRT (Mean Residence Time, in months), IBF (Intensity
of breast feeding, in PCB concentration per unit of time) and IF (Intensity of normal food intake, in
PCB concentration per unit of time), see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 System model and its parameters.
Results: To date, we have examined 58 concentration-time profiles of serum PCB with various length
of breastfeeding (see Fig. 2). Results show various types of model curves depending on the length of
breast feeding and food composition. Evaluated intensities of PCB exposure during breast feeding
(IBF) and consequent normal food intake (IF) and evaluated MRT enable to predict the future time
course of serum PCB and to check fitting of the measured values.
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Fig. 2 Results of 4 subjects; measured values (green circles) and model approximation of
PCB concentration-time profile (black curve).
Conclusion: An applied one-compartmental model appears to be an optimal model for evaluation of
all individuals. It involves the length of breastfeeding and provides the prediction of PCB
concentration-time profile at given food schedule. The model sensitivity makes it possible to take into
account a presently unknown PCB intensity (INEXT) using measured data from the next time period
after the end of this initial phase (end of breast feeding and changing diet habit).
References
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Disease-related metabolic disorder biomarkers in children with mumps and diphtheria.
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OBJECTIVES: Clinical feature and pathology of metabolic disorders are nonspecific despite
of different causative agents. They appear to be adaptive initially and become threatening finally
leading to death in severe cases. It is believed that increase in level of middle mass molecules (MMM)
in blood serum reflects severity of these disorders but unfortunately does not show the mechanisms of
their development.
AIM of this work was to find possible disease-specific biomarkers of metabolic disorder,
caused by different agents, such as viruses and bacteria.
METHODS: Total pool of MMM was obtained by sedimentation with trichloroacetic acid, and
1.2 N HClO4, subsequent use of absolute ethanol. MMM separation into different fractions was
performed by disc-electrophoresis. Typical densitograms of MMM were compared. Blood serum of
sick children, aged from 3 to 12, with mumps (viral infection) – 11 patients, diphtheria (bacterial
infection) – 12 patients, and 10 healthy children (control group) were examined. Besides, the level of
MMM total pool in blood of experimental animals (white rats of the Vistar line) with tourniquet shock
and healthy one were investigated.
RESULTS: It was established, that clinical manifestation of disease in all of patients was
accompanied by increase in total level of MMM with no significant differences among mentioned
above levels in patients with mumps and diphtheria. Meanwhile, it was considerably higher than level
of MMM in control group. MMM fractionation by disc-electrophoresis allowed us to separate them
according to the differences in electrophoretic ability of MMM variations. We revealed fractions of
discharged particles that can be presumably associated with molecular weight of 10.000 Da. Variations
of separate MMM fractions profile in patients with diphtheria, mumps, and healthy persons has been
proved. This may reflect differences among quality contents of MMM in patients with viral and
bacterial etiology of disease related to molecular structure. Analysis of chromatographic profile elution
of MMM in rat with tourniquet shock showed increased contents of these substances in comparison to
healthy animal. The letter finding consisted with results of patients’ investigation regarding increase in
the level of general pool of MMM during clinical manifestation of disease.
CONCLUSIONS: Our results showed, that in general, the level of MMM reflected
infection severity, whereas in particular, in viral and bacterial infections the total pool of MMM
consisted of different fractions with different electrophoretic ability. This allows us to presume
the peculiarities of metabolic disorders caused by different causative agents and consider those
substances as potential disease-related biomarkers. Identification of specific substances can help
to discover the molecular model of disease for effective treatment.
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The aim of the study was to present drug utilization in pregnancy and early postpartum period in
Zagreb, and to identify the existing trends and preterm birth (PTB), low birth weight (LBW) and intra
uterine growth restriction (IUGR). The study was performed at university departments of gynecology
and obstetrics in four medical institutions in Zagreb during 2004. The study was conducted by use of
a simply structured standardized questionnaire that consisted of two parts: mother's interview and
hospital records. At least one drug was used during pregnancy and early postpartum period by 96.2%
of 893 study women, with a mean of 2.7 drugs per woman. During the first trimester of gestation,
which is most important for fetal development, drugs were taken by 859 (96.2%) women. Thirty-four
(3.8%) women used no drugs, whereas 259 (29.0%) women used one drug, 209 (23.4%) women two
drugs, 186 (20.8%) women three drugs, and 205 (23.0%) women four or more drugs. Class C drugs
(according to FDA classification) were taken by 145 (16.2%) women, class D drugs by 424 (47.5%)
women, and class X drugs by one (0.1%) woman. The highest utilization of vitamin-mineral complex
has been shown (n=508; 56.9%), followed by diazepam (n=303; 33.9%), oxytetracycline + nystatin
combination (n=227; 25.4%), iron (n=203; 22.7%), clotrimazole (n=133; 14.9%), folic acid (n=94;
10.5%), etc. There was no statistically significant difference in the rate of congenital malformations
between the children born to mothers taking drugs during pregnancy and children born to mothers
taking no drugs during pregnancy, except iron and calcium. Congenital malformations were recorded
in children born to 26 (2.9%) mothers. Cardiovascular malformations were most common (n=8;
32.0%), followed by malformations of the urogenital system (n=5; 20.0%), head and neck,
musculoskeletal system, etc. Considering FDA drug classification, the proportion of women using
class X drugs was lower than the majority of international reports; however, the use of class D drugs
was quite high, leveling Zagreb women with the European average according to the utilization of
drugs that pose a risk in pregnancy (Thurmann 2001). The use of benzodiazepines was significantly
higher (Bonari 2004), while the use of anti-inflammatory nonsteroidal antirheumatics, antiepileptics,
antidepressants and ACE inhibitors was significantly lower than the European average (Briggs 1998).
Cigarette smoking during pregnancy was recorded in 134 (15.0%) and continuous alcohol
consumption in 14 women. The study of the possible effect of cigarette smoking on fetal
malformations revealed that half of the mothers to children with malformations had never smoked.
Maternal alcohol consumption could be related to the development of congenital malformations. In
spite of some study limitations, the results obtained pointed to the inappropriate use and possibly
harmful effects of drug utilization during pregnancy in the study women.

Bonari L., Pinto N., Ahn E., Einarson A., Steiner M., and Koren G. 2004. Perinatal risks of
untreated depression during pregnancy. Can J Psychiatry 49:726–35.
Briggs G.G., Freeman R.K., and Yaffe S.J. 1998. Drugs in Pregnancy and Lactation. Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkins.
Thurmann P.A., and Steioff, A. 2001. Drug treatment in pregnancy. Int J Clin Pharmacol Ther
39:185-91.
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Intrauterine growth retardation – diagnosis and method of delivery. What must we do?
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Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) is multifactor and complex pathology and included
foetus, maternal and placental risk factors. Potential long-term effects of IUGR are debated
and explained by the fetal programming hypothesis. Fetal growth restriction is a risk factor
for perinatal morbidity and mortality and observed in twenty-five percent of all stillbirths.
Remains one of the most important moments was the diagnostician IUGR, and was very
impotent that the choice of optimum method of delivery now was contradiction.
In the focus of our research was influence of socio-demographic characteristics of pregnant,
gestation course, somatic disorders, adequate antenatal care and method of delivery on
pregnancy outcome. Our research retained that in the last few years, there is a tendency to
growth of frequency of birth of children with IUGR (from 2.9% in 2000 to 7.4% cases in
2007).
At the Lviv State Regional Perinatal Centre (university clinical base) from 2007-2008 years
were observation 216 women in a term 30-38 weeks with the IUGR (basic group). 50
women, who did not have the fetus with IUGR conducted a control group. All pregnant
women completed examine on general health, psychosocial stressors, and obstetric status. The
explored groups were clinically homogeneous. A gestational period flowed with intensifying
of chronic diseases at 40.7% pregnant. In 126 cases (58.3%) the women delivered
prematurely. Each of groups was subdivided into 2 sub-groups, depending on the method of
delivery: through natural ways and by caesarean sections.
Intrauterine growth retardation was diagnosed by clinic, dynamic ultrasound fetometry; state
of foetus was examined by dopplerometry and cardiotokography. Ultrasound examination in
addition with dopplerometry carried out in a dynamics, allowed for diagnosed degree of
foetus suffering and depending on results, to make decision about time and method of
delivery. In all cases in basic group new-borns had a birth weight below the 10th percentile.
The analysis of pregnancy outcome the presence of urgent caesarean section at 18.9%
pregnant, premature births were 58.3% cases in a basic group, in comparison with a control
group, where all births took place in time. A difference was marked in the level of morbidity
of new-born through natural ways (83.1±4.0%) by comparison to the caesarean section
(34.2±2.3%).
In a basic group antenatal mortality of foetus was in 12 (5.5%) cases, a moderate asphyxia at
new-born met at 42.2% pregnant, heavy asphyxias met at 10.8%, in comparing to the control
group are all children without asphyxias.
The results of the research was evidence of high-frequency of pathology births, complications
of perinatal period, high Perinatal mortality and morbidity new-born in a group with IUGR.
That requires further developments on early diagnostics of IUGR and new methods conducts
of births of women with this pathology.
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Virtual histology evaluation of atherosclerosis regression during atorvastatin and
ezetimibe administration - HEAVEN study
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Aim: to investigate the changes of plaque and lumen volumes by intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) ,
changes of plaque composition by virtual histology (VH) in segment at least 30 mm and changes of
serum inflammatory markers (IL-6, VCAM, ICAM, TNF, CD40 ligand) during aggressive
hypolipidemic treatment
Results: 99 patients with stable angina pectoris was randomly designed for 80mg atorvastatin plus
10mg ezetimibe (group A) or 10mg of atorvastatin (group B). Coronary angiography, IVUS and VH
were done during baseline and after 12 months follow-up. Till now 60 patients completed study and
32 were analyzed. Mean length of plaque is 42,3 mm. Changes of volumes, plaque composition,
plaque regression and lipidogram are summarized in table. Plaque regression was defined as decrease
of plaque volume together with increase of lumen volume. Interesting correlations between increasing
of necrotic core (NC) and the level of ICAM (p=0,01) and decreasing amount of NC and lowering of
at least four from five inflammatory markers (p=0,03) were observed.
Conclusion: Our first results have shown higher occurrence of plaque regression, enlargement of
lumen and significant decrease of total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol in group A compared to group
B and some interesting correlations between NC and inflammatory markers. No statistical differences
in changing of plaque composition were found in both groups

lumen volume [mm3]
vessel volume [mm3]
plaque volume [mm3]
fibrous tissue [%]
fibro-lipid tissue [%]
calcification [%]
necrotic core [%]
plaque regression
total cholesterol [mmol/l]
LDL cholesterol [mmol/l]
HDL cholesterol [mmol/l]
triacyglycerols [mmol/l]

group A
5,0 ± 21,7
-13,4 ± 45,3
-18,6 ± 45,5
-0,8 ± 7,5
-1,1 ± 10,3
1,7 ± 4,8
0,6 ± 8,9
85,7 %
-1,8 ± 1,6
-1,3 ± 1,6
0,1 ± 0,5
-0,9 ± 0,8

group B
-30,3 ± 57,7
-40,9 ± 79,9
-12,9 ± 43,4
-2,5 ± 11,9
-0,09 ± 12,2
2,5 ± 4,2
2,8 ± 5,5
14,3 %
-0,5 ± 1,0
-0,2 ± 0,9
-0,06 ± 0,2
-0,3 ± 0,8
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p
0,05
0,28
0,73
0,53
0,76
0,62
0,44
0,01
0,02
0,04
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0,08

On the potential of diffusion tensor imaging in neuro-oncology: analysis of pediatric versus
adult brain tumors
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Our aim is to exemplify the use of state-of-the-art MR technology for evaluating tumor differentiation
prior to surgery plus guiding neurosurgical approaches that aspire to eradicate gliomas.
Water compartmentalization and diffusion are strongly dependent on the degree of organization of
tissue structures. The high water content of brain tissue plus its compact texture provides an optimal
basis for studying water movements, which can be described with a tensor. Diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) has rapidly evolved into a superb analytic/diagnostic technique embracing rather different
pathologies inclusive of neoplasia. Tumors within the highly structured substance of the CNS cannot
come about, but with severe interference with the normally present diffusional characteristics of the
nervous/glial micromilieau. CNS tumors are bound to cause rearrangements of intra- and extracellular
ordered structures, such as cytoskeleton or neural components, axons + fibers, and consecutive
alterations of the anisotropic water movements along the XYZ coordinates. Since DTI is particularly
sensitive to detect perturbations of isotropy or changes in the magnitude of anisotropy, it is evident
that pathological alterations of cellular and extracellular structures induce characteristic DTI signals.
Tumors evolve due to accumulating genomic defects which change various intracellular “omics”
(transcriptomics, proteomics, morphomics, etc.) bringing about marked disorganization of various
intracellular domains and compartments. Not surprisingly the higher the degree of dedifferentiation
(the more malignant a tumor is) the more this lack of orderliness becomes detectable. In addition
tumors with increasing grade inevitably infiltrate (thus further “de-structure”) their environment. A
significant portion of pediatric CNS tumors are highly differentiated and almost circumscribed plus
(dissimilarly to adult gliomas) often have uniquely ordered histological growth patterns (note
pilocytic tumors). Hence water movement properties are altered also by odd changes of the
intratumoral “milieu intérieur”.
We will demonstrate that: (i). DTI based statistical analysis and modeling is competent in assessing
WHO grades of adult gliomas as verified by histopathology. The analysis includes DTI data on Gr. II.
oligoastrocytomas, Gr. III. oligoastrocytomas, Gr. II. oligodendrogliomas and Gr. IV. astrocytomas
(glioblastoma multiforme = GBM). The 3 WHO grades agreed in 83.3% of all cases when comparing
histopathology and DTI estimates. When only high grade and low grade categories were set apart,
cross-validation resulted in 100% agreement; (ii).
DTI patterns may reflect intratumoral
(histologically verified) structures, like piloid arrangements, indicating Gr. I. lesions; (iii). Applying
the fiber tracking method to DTI data, different brain pathways (i.e., functional connections) can be
visualized. Based on these images, disruption, shifting and destruction of normal elements are
possible to avoid, and eloquent un-infiltrated white matter fibers can be preserved. This we will
demonstrate on a pediatric brain stem glioma and a hemispheric astrocytoma both of which have been
operated on via such optimized surgical approaches.
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The potential role of ADC map in diffusion weighted imaging in evaluation of breast
benign or malignant lesions
Adina Ioana Chirita, MD, PhD, Head of Imaging Department, Centrul Medical Unirea,
Bucharest, Romania – adina.chirita@cmu.com,
Dana Niculae, PhD, Senior Researcher, Radiopharmaceuticals Department, National Institute
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Women carrying specific genes have a lifetime risk of greater than 20-25% of developing breast
cancer (ACS Guides-lines, 2007). High-risk patients are monitored with MRI. Multifocal and
multicentric tumor occurs in 6 - 34 % of breast cancer cases. Additionally, MR detection of
contralateral breast tumors affects patient morbidity, management and surgical decision-making,
decreasing the cost of patient care and the potential risk from an occult cancer undetected by
conventional methods.
MRI is considered the most sensitive method to evaluate the extent of breast cancer (extent of tumor,
assessment the contralateral breast, and regional staging). MRI allows a hybrid technique, providing
kinetic data (angiogenesis presence by perfusion MR), high-resolution morphologic information and
diffusion water evaluation (DWI) regarding the degree of increasing cellularity of the benign or
malign breast lesions.
The value of the diffusion is called the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). An ADC map can be
calculated. Restricted water movement in tumors with high cellularity leads to smaller ADC values
(Rubesova, 2006)
MATERIAL: We selected 20 women with breast lesions that were evaluated by MRI bigger than 10
mm, without central necrosis. We use an Avanto MRI scanner. Our protocol include a dynamic
evaluation 3D FLASH, DW EPI STIR, DW EPI fs. ADC maps are calculated on the basis of the
b50, b400 and b800 images. All the patients have been biopsied.
DISCUSSION: This report illustrates the value of MRI diffusion sequence with a focus on key
situations where this unique exam impacts on clinical care of patients with known or suspected breast
cancer. The specificity of breast MRI could be increased using diffusion-weighted (DW) sequences
.Diffusion images are sensitive to pathology, but lower resolution. DW MRI of the breast with EPI fs
and EPI STIR sequences using has a high potential to differentiate between benign and malignant
breast lesions, and ADC value was the effective quantitative parameter.
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Assays of aliphatic amines in environmental and biological samples are an important
challenge, because of the use these compounds in industry and a wide distribution of this metabolite
in living organisms as a result of natural degradation of proteins and amino acids and other nitrogencontaining compounds.
Methylamine can be accumulated in some kinds of fish, especially of Gadoid species, in very
high quantities as a result of enzymatic degradation of the natural osmolyte, trimethylamine N-oxide
(TMAO). Consuming such fish in combination with nitrate-containing products could result in
formation of N-nitroso derivatives which are very strong carcinogens.
It has been shown that reactions of trimethylamine (TMA) accumulation are not unique for
fish and also occur in human organism. As an evidence for this, human inherited syndrome of “fish
smell”, trimethylaminurea, has recently been discovered. Homozygous carriers of this metabolic
disorder produce a specific smell due to continuous TMA excretion with sweat and urea. This
disorder is probably caused by defects in flavomonooxigenase FMO3 that converts
– a
compound with a very unpleasant smell, to the compound without smell,
.
To develop methyl amine-selective biosensor, the recombinant yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae was constructed to overproduce thermostable amine oxidase (MAO) from the
thermotollerant yeast Hansenula polymorpha. The corresponding gene HpAMO was cloned using the
modified system from CLONTECH based on a plasmid pYEX-4T-1. For this aim, the appropriate
DNA fragment was amplified by PCR, introducing sequence encoding (His)6-tag. The PCR product
was inserted into BamHI-NotI cleaved vector and resulting plasmid, designated as pYEX-4-AMO,
was used for the transformation of recipient S. cerevisiae strain C13ABYS. To express the cloned
HpAMO gene, the isolated transformants were incubated in selective medium containing 0.5 mM
cupric sulfate for 8-12 h. The crude extracts were applied to Ni-NTA-agarose column. The eluates
with the highest MAO specific activity were collected and stored in 70 %-saturated ammonium
sulfate before using.
For construction of MAO-based biorecognition element of the methyl amine-selective sensor,
MAO was immobilized on the surface of gold electrode, pretreated by mercaptohexadecanoic acid,
and activated using carbodiimide-pentaphenol-ester method. After blocking non-reacted activated
sites by aminoethoxyetanol, the biofunctionalized gold electrodes were rinsed and stored in borate
buffer, pH 8.5. The biofunctionalized electrode was used in measuring impedance characteristics of
the surface in the presence of different concentration of methyl amine in bulk solution. A high
selectivity of the constructed biosensor to the tested analyte was demonstrated.
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Application of Ripley’s K(t) function for describing distributions on the cell surface
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Spatial organization of the cell surface proteins plays a key role in the process of transmembrane
signaling [1]. Receptor clustering and changes in their cell surface distribution are often determining
factors in the final outcome of ligand receptor interactions. There are several techniques for assessing
the distribution of protein molecules. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is an excellent
tool for determining distance relationships and supramolecular organization of cell surface molecules
however it doesn’t provide information on the distribution of molecular clusters. Different kinds of
microscopies such as atomic force microscopy, near field scanning optical microscopy and electron
microscopy fill this gap. The evaluation of the images provided by the above techniques is often
questionable.
Here we show the applicability of Ripley’s K(t) function as a tool for analyzing the cell surface
receptors patterns [2]. We compare our results with the Poissonian approach. Finally, we give a
summary of the possible biological meaning of the non-random events on the cell surface.
References
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Surface markers of apoptotic cells are of great interest as potential targets for non-destructive
detection and study of these cells. They are also important for apoptotic cell recognition and
subsequent clearance by cells of the immune system. Recently, it was found that apoptosis is
accompanied by not only the loss of plasma membrane asymmetry detected by Annexin V, but also
by changes in cell surface glycoconjugates. These novel markers of apoptosis are -D-mannose and D-galactose-specific plasma membrane glycoproteins whose expression is substantially increased
after induction of apoptosis and sialil-rich glycoproteins whose expression is decreased during
apoptosis (Bilyy 2003; Bilyy 2007). The aim of current work was to 1) isolate and identify
glycoproteins with altered membrane exposure during apoptosis; and 2) to identify mechanism of
glycoprotein changes during apoptosis.
1. By means of lectin-affinity chromatography, gradient PAGE and subsequent MALDI-TOF
mass spectrometry, we have identified as AMID - apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF)-like
mitochondrion-associated inducer of death (accession number AAH38129, sequence coverage 31 %)
the glycoprotein from the plasma membrane fraction of apoptotic murine leukemia L1210 cells,
lacking in the intact cells. The obtained results suggest its possible glycosylation that was further
suggested by finding N-glycosylation sequon in the signal peptide of AMID protein (in silica), and by
predicting transmembrane localization of its N-terminal part. Using monoclonal antibodies to AMID,
we demonstrated an increased expression of AMID in human leukemia Jurkat T-cells after apoptosis
induction. Immunocytohemical study suggested its association to the plasma membrane (Bilyy 2008).
2. While addressing a question on the mechanisms of altered GP redistribution, we considered
few hypothesis, namely: a) de novo GP synthesis – for this aim inhibitors of early stages in GP
synthesis and processing, inhibitor of GP traffic between Golgi compartments as well as inhibitor of
transcription and translation were used; b) modification of preexisting plasma membrane
glycoproteins. Obtained results suggest that the redistribution of plasma membrane GPs observed at
apoptosis is caused by modification of preexisting GPs on cell surface, and not by de novo GP
synthesis. Activation of membrane-associated neuraminidase activity was proved to be a primary
cause of plasma membrane glycoprotein redistribution during apoptosis, specific enzymes involved in
glycoprotein redistribution were also determined. Involvement of these GP in the cell-to-cell
interaction during physiological clearance of apoptotic cell by macrophages was demonstrated.
This work was partly supported by President of Ukraine Research Grant.
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Introduction
Radiolabelled antibodies with beta emitters offer a promising alternative for management of different
malignancies. For the radioimmunotherapy of cancer, the development of the 188W/188Re generator
gives the possibility of having a radionuclide with therapeutic effect by virtue of its specific nuclear
properties as: E =2,12 Mev, E =155 keV, T 1/2=16.9 h and easy chemistry which allows to make
similar labeling approaches to those used for 99mTc.
Aim
The aim of the study was to radiolabel VEGF and MUC1 monoclonal antibodies with 188Re and the
evaluation of the saturation binding of 188Re-VEGF and 188Re-MUC1 to HeLa tumour cells as well as
the induced cytotoxicity of radiolabeled antibodies in tumour cells and delivery of -radiation doses.
Methods
Direct labeling method was employed for the synthesis of the 188Re-anti-VEGF-Mab and 188Re-antiMUC1, using 2-mercaptoethanol (1;10 v/v 2-mercaptoethanol:ethanol) as a reducing agent of –S-Scysteine bounds. 188Re-labeling yield was proportional to antibody/2-mercaptoethanol molar ratio.
Optimization studies of the reaction time and temperature indicate an incubation time of 90 min. at 90
0
C was required.
The tumour cell lines (HeLa, MCF-7, MDA-MB-231) were characterized as heterogenous tumour
cells with high expression of the VEGF/MUC1 receptors. 4 x 105 HeLa cell samples were used in
evaluation of the saturation binding of 188 Re-VEGF respectively 188Re-anti-MUC1. The induced
radiotoxicity of 188Re-VEGF and 188Re-anti-MUC1 was evaluated by MTT method using MDA-MB231 respectively MCF-7 cell lines. The citotoxicity of these two radiolabeled antibodies was also
tested by MTT using HeLa cell lines after 24 and 48 h incubation time.
Results and Conclusions
Radiochemical purity of 188Re-VEGF and 188Re-anti-MUC1 were higher than 95% while the specific
activities of the radiolabeled antibodies were 100 mCi/mg.
The maximum binding of 188Re-MUC1 to expressive tumor cell receptors was reached for 0.3 µg
antibody. The induced radiotoxicity of 188Re-MUC1 is high, as the MCF-7 cells viability decreases
fast to zero at 100 µCi. The 188Re-MUC1 induces cytotoxicity which decrease the HeLa cells viability
up to 62.34% (at 48 h, 100 µCi ).
The results also show that for 0.3 – 0.6 µg antibody there is maximum binding of 188Re-VEGF to
expressive tumour cell receptors. The graph of the induced radiotoxicity of 188Re-VEGF registers a
decreasing of the MDA-MB-231 cells viability in 50-100 µCi radioactivity range up to 90% while the
cytotoxic effect of the 188Re-VEGF on HeLa cells was also high.
These results will be used for the in vivo studies regarding radiopharmacokinetics and the therapeutic
effect of 188Re-anti-VEGF-Mab and 188Re-anti-MUC1.
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Modern clinical diagnostics need sensitive and rapid methods for determination of key
metabolites which serve as markers for diseases or physiological status of human, and lactic acid is
among the most important analytes in this respect. The level of lactate in blood is used in diagnostics
of lactic acidosis, heart diseases, shocks, metabolic disorder, respiratory insufficiency and drug
toxicity tests. Lactate determination is useful in sports medicine for monitoring the athletic
performance and evaluation of the best training regimes.
Traditional methods of lactate determination are slow and expensive. In the past years, special
attention has been paid to development of lactate biosensors because such devices are characterized
by simple measurements, rapid response, high specificity, low cost and do not need sample
preparation.
Previously we have created amperometric biosensor with immobilized lactate oxidase (LOD),
which demonstrated dynamic diapason of work in the range from 0.008 to 1 mM of substrate and high
selectivity to lactate. But due to poor stability the developed biosensor could be used only for 4 days.
The present work was aimed at development of lactate biosensor with optimized stability. Since
LOD is characterized as rather unstable protein we used another enzyme, flavocytochrome b2 (FCb2),
as a biorecognition element of lactate biosensor. First, amperometric biosensor based on platinum
electrode SensLab and FCb2 electrochemically immobilized in the poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene)
was created. This biosensor showed linear response to lactate in concentration range 0.2 – 6.4 mM,
and its dynamic diapason of work was wider in comparison with biosensor with LOD. Reference
lactate values in blood range from 0.5 to 2.2 mM, which meant that designed biosensor is sufficiently
linear for this purpose. Operational and storage stability of biosensor with FCb2 also was investigated.
Developed biosensor demonstrates more than 55% of initial activity after 8 hours of continuous work
and 30% of initial signal after 35-days storage. We can conclude that immobilized FCb2 is more stable
than immobilized LOD, which makes this enzyme very attractive for biosensor development. The
study of selectivity showed that created biosensor gave unspecific response only to ethanol.
Nevertheless application in clinical analysis does not require a high biosensor selectivity for lactate
over ethanol since the content of ethanol in blood is low. Finally lactate concentration in model
solutions was successfully measured using developed amperometric biosensor with FCb2.
As a result of present work, a novel lactate amperometric biosensor based on flavocytochrome
b2 was developed. During comparative investigation of biosensor with immobilized LOD and
biosensor with immobilized FCb2, the latter one was chosen as more effective instrument for lactate
analysis in real samples. The created biosensor based on FCb2 is characterized by wide linear
diapason of work and high operational and storage stability and can be effectively used for lactate
quantitative determination in blood.
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P-glycoprotein (Pgp) is an ABC transporter, which is able to extrude a large variety of
chemotherapeutic drugs from the cells, causing multidrug resistance. The conformation sensitive UIC2
mAb potentially inhibits Pgp mediated substrate transport. However, this inhibition is usually partial
and its extent is variable, since UIC2 binds only to 10-40% of Pgps present in the cell membrane. The
rest of Pgp molecules become recognized by this antibody only in the presence of certain substrates or
modulators (i.e. cyclosporine A (CsA) and SDZ PSC 833). Simultaneous application of any of these
modulators and UIC2, followed by the removal of the modulator, results in a completely restored
steady-state accumulation of various Pgp substrates indicating near 100% inhibition of pump activity,
as proved in our in vitro experiments on Pgp+ and Pgp- cell lines (1). In this study, we examined in
vivo the effects of the simultaneous application of UIC2 antibody, CsA and a commonly used
chemotherapeutic agent doxorubicin (Dox) on the progress of the mass of Pgp expressing and Pgp
non-expressing tumors developed in mice. For in vivo examinations a SCID BC-17 mouse model was
used. Cells of the drug-sensitive KB-3-1 (MDR-) and the KV-B1 Pgp-expressing (MDR+) human
epidermoid carcinoma cells lines were inoculated to yield tumors in opposite flanks of the mice as
described before (2). The weight of the Pgp+ and Pgp- tumors grown in the control and the treated
animals are shown in Fig.1.
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The presence and function of Pgp in the tumors was shown and measured using PET isotope labeled
substrates of the pump. Our observations proved that the combined application of a CsA used at low
concentrations and of the UIC2 antibody, is a novel, specific and effective way of blocking Pgp
function in vivo.
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Background: Late revascularization of chronically occluded coronary arteries in patients with
myocardial infarction is still controversial. Hibernation in areas of former infarction seems to be
dependent of the development of collaterals and the improvement in the left ventricular (LV) ejection
fraction is quite low, about 5%. Imaging experimental and clinical studies using various non-invasive
techniques tend to find benefit of revascularization in these patients. However, there is a lack of data
when the infarcted myocardial tissue is an aneurysm supplied by a chronically occluded vessel.
Purpose: To test for myocardial viability using stress 99mTc tetrofosmin SPECT in LV aneurysms of
patients with history of old myocardial infarction, correlating the findings with clinical and
angiographic data.
Methods: We have performed treadmill or dipyridamole stress SPECT with 99mTc and coronary
angiography in 10 patients with history of old anterior myocardial infarction (>6 months) and apical
LV aneurysm on echocardiography. Perfusion scores were calculated from the polar maps using a 17
segments model to assess viability in the aneurysm area.
Results: Patients were separated into 2 groups according to coronary angiography findings: group 1
with chronically occluded left ventricular descending (LAD) (6 patients) and group 2 with history of
LAD revascularization by intervention or surgery (4 patients). Significant viability was noted in the
anteroapical and septal areas corresponding to the aneurysm in all the 6 patients with chronic
occluded LAD, while patients with opened vessel had fixed perfusion defect (scar). Summed stress
score (SSS) in group 1 was significantly lower than in group 2: 46.8±0.3 versus 57.6±0.6, while
summed difference score (SDS) was much higher: 15.8±0.2 versus 2.0±0.1 (p not calculated due to
small observational groups). There was no difference in left ventricular ejection fraction in the 2
groups, calculated by gated SPECT (40.1% vs 39%) and there was no correlation with the
angiographic presence of collaterals in group 1.
Conclusion: Hibernating myocardium susceptible to improve after revascularization can be identified
by stress Tc-99m SPECT in apical LV aneurysm of patients with old myocardial infarctions (> 6
months) and chronically occluded LAD. The issue of benefit of late revascularization in these patients
remains open.
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Direct measurement of carbohydrates has great practical significance for diagnosis of different
diseases connected with carbohydrates metabolism disorders in human organism. High levels of
glucose most frequently indicate diabetes, but many other diseases and conditions can also cause
elevated glucose. Quantification of lactose in human fluids and food is vital for people who are
intolerant to this carbohydrate or who suffer from lactosuria and lactosemia. Lactose intolerance is
widespread and affects up to 70% of the world's adult population. Also there is a need in sucrose and
maltose determination in human fluids for identification of carbohydrates metabolism disorders such
as carbohydrates intolerance, sucrosemia, sucrosuria, maltosemia and maltosuria.
Various methods are available for the determination of carbohydrates and include polarimetry,
gravimetry, spectrophotometry, and chromatography. The majority of these methods are tedious and
time consuming, and may require expensive equipments in addition to considerable technical skills.
Therefore, it is of great importance to get a rapid, reliable, highly sensitive, simple and economic
method of carbohydrates detection in clinical analysis. The elaboration of biosensors is probably one
of the most promising ways to solve some problems concerning sensitive, fast, repetitive and cheap
measurements. Moreover, a good biosensor will require fewer operations than conventional methods.
As a rule, a biosensor is a device consisting of two functional parts: a bioselective membrane in direct
contact with a physical transducer, which transforms biochemical signals into electrical.
New enzymatic conductometric multibiosensor for simultaneous quantitative analysis of the
main carbohydrates such as glucose, maltose, lactose and sucrose was developed using enzyme
membranes immobilized on the conductometric transducers consisted of two identical pairs of gold
interdigitated electrodes made by gold vacuum evaporation onto pyroceramic substrate. The threeenzyme membranes for determination of maltose, lactose and sucrose were obtained by
immobilization of glucose oxidase with mutarotase and suitable glycosidase ( -glycosidase, galactosidase, invertase respectively) with albumin using bifunctional agent glutaraldehyde. Singleenzyme glucose oxidase membrane including albumin was applied for glucose determination. The
developed sensor system showed a similar linear response to carbohydrates within the concentration
range 0.16 – 1.5 mM. Also, effects of pH, buffer capacity and ionic strength of working solution on
response of multibiosensor were investigated. The developed conductometric multibiosensor is
characterized by high operational and storage stability, shows good selectivity and provides
reproducible results. The developed multibiosensor was successfully tested on model samples.
Proposed sensor system could be applied in clinical practice in future.
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Background: Although robotic surgery is a new technique, there are studies showing the advantages
and benefits of this highly demanding and technical procedure because of its possibility of 3D view
and dexterity improved instruments. As a result, various surgical procedures started to be evaluated
from the point of view of robotic surgery.
Aim: Is it feasible to perform a supplement of Heller procedure by robotic approach after a previous
open surgery?
Method: We can present our first experience regarding this technique: a robotic supplementation of
an open Heller procedure failure is described and analyzed 3 months post-surgery.
Results: A 54-years old male was admitted for recurrent achalasia one year after an open Heller
procedure. Radiology showed an inferior partial constriction of the esophagus. Minimally invasive
robotic assisted surgery was performed by transperitoneal anterior approach, a supplementation of a
Heller technique was made after an extensive intraperitoneal adhesyolisis. All of these surgical
maneuvers were performed with robotic instruments and da Vinci robotic surgical system. During the
procedure, there was an obvious improvement in visualization of the operative field because of the 3D
view, emphasizing the facility and accuracy of the adhesions’ dissection (monopolar and bipolar) and
providing a better understanding of the rearranged local anatomy. The major advantage of the 3D
view is for dissection in the esophageal area, first for removing the old fundoplication, but also for
performing the new one; second, for cutting the muscular layer on the upper part of the abdominal
esophagus along with the same maneuvers on the anterior wall of the stomach. Intraoperative time
was more than 5 hours but only 230 minutes for robotic dissection. Three additional ports were used
and almost 500 ml of bleeding was encountered. Discharge of the patient occurred after 5 days. No
major clinical manifestations were reported immediately postoperatively or 3 months later. Radiology
at this time showed good results.
Conclusion: Despite of being our first case, we can offer a positive recommendation for using da
Vinci robotic surgical system for repairing an incomplete open Heller procedure in an achalasia case.
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tBid/Bax-Dependent Membrane Permeabilization Enabled by Intermembrane Transfer
of Peroxidized Cardiolipin: Mechanistic Implications for Mitochondrion-Initiated
Oxidative Apoptosis
Witold Korytowski§‡, Liana V. Basova§, Robert M. Kernstock§, Albert W. Girotti§
§
Department of Biochemistry, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A. and
‡
Faculty of Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Biotechnology, Jagiellonian University, Krakow,
Poland;
E-mail: WK (witekkor@mcw.edu), AWG (agirotti@mcw.edu)
Release of cytochrome c (cyt c) subsequent to cardiolipin (CL) peroxidation in the inner
mitochondrial membrane is recognized as an early event in the intrinsic pathway of oxidative apoptosis.
Like other oxidized lipids, CL hydroperoxides (CLOOHs) are capable of translocating from one
membrane to another and thus could disseminate their redox and signaling activities. We hypothesized
that in oxidatively stressed mitochondria(e.g. in heart cells) peroxidation mobilizes CL and facilitates its
translocation to the outer membrane, where it facilitates binding of cytosolic tBid followed by Bax,
which oligomerizes to give pores through which cytochrome c and other proteins pass for activation of a
caspase cascade leading to apoptosis (see Fig. 1). This possibility was initially tested
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Fig. 1: Scheme depicting cyt c and
CLOOH mobilization and translocation
in oxidatively-stressed mitochondria.
IM, inner membrane; OM, outer
membrane; (1) and (2), release of cyt c
from IM by CL peroxidation; (3)
CLOOH transfer to OM; (4) tBid/Bax
recruitment to OM with pore formation;
(5) cyt c egress.
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by incubating donor liposomes composed of phosphatidylcholine (PC) and CL or CLOOH with PC-only
acceptor liposomes containing a permeabilization indicator. We found that CLOOH donors sensitized
acceptors to tBid-induced permeabilization, and was strongly enhanced by a lipid transfer protein. CL
donors also sensitized acceptors, but leakage rate was <10% that seen with CLOOHs. Analysis of
extracted acceptor lipids provided direct evidence for CLOOH transfer uptake, its rate being substantially
greater than that of CL. Immunodetected tBid binding by acceptor liposomes increased progressively
with CLOOH content and tBid-dependent permeabilization was markedly stimulated by monomeric Bax,
consistent with tBid/Bax cooperation in pore formation. Using CL-deficient mitochondria from a yeast
mutant, we found that tBid binding and cyt c release were dramatically elevated following transfer
acquisition of CLOOHs. These findings, along with others to be presented, support our hypothesis and
provide new mechanistic insights into the role of CL in the intrinsic (mitochondrial) pathway of oxidative
stress-induced apoptosis. This evidence also improves our understanding of how cardiomyocyte
apoptosis can occur in heart disorders such as ischemia-reperfusion injury and congestive heart failure
[Supported by NIH Grant HL085677 (AWG) and MNiSW Grant N30108332/3232 (WK)]
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Distribution and dynamics of MHC-I on the surface of lymphoid cells
László Mátyus1,2, Adrienn Veress1, Sándor Damjanovich2, Attila Jenei1,2
1

Department of Biophysics, University of Debrecen, Nagyerdei krt. 98, H-4032 Debrecen,
Hungary
2
Cell Biology and Signaling Research Group of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Research Center for Molecular Medicine, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary.
e-mail: lmatyus@med.unideb.hu
Spatial organization of the cell surface proteins plays a key role in the process of transmembrane
signaling [1]. Receptor clustering and changes in their cell surface distribution are often determining
factors in the final outcome of ligand receptor interactions. MHC proteins (HLA on human cells)
have a pivotal role in the immune response since they act as "signposts" that display fragmented
pieces of an antigen on the host cell's surface. Previous studies indicated a non-random distribution of
MHC I molecules on the cell surface [2,3]. In the present study we wanted to analyze the role of
individual molecules on the pattern formation of MHC I.
There are several techniques for assessing the distribution of protein molecules. Fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) is an excellent tool for determining distance relationships and
supramolecular organization of cell surface molecules. Different kinds of microscopies such as atomic
force microscopy, near field scanning optical microscopy and electron microscopy are also very
useful for mapping the distribution of cell surface molecules.
We have established a stable transfected HLA II-deficient BLS-1 (Bare Lymphocyte Syndrome)
human B cell line expressing HLA-DQ6 by Amaxa nucleofection with pCIneo expression vector.
After testing the transcription of the DQA1*0102 and DQB1*0602 genes on mRNA level with RTPCR analysis and cell surface expression of HLA-DQ6, we have determined the expression level of
HLA I, HLA II and ICAM 1 proteins. On HLA-DQ6 transfected cells, decreased expression of HLA I
was detected by ~30%. Homo- and heteroassociation of HLA I, HLA II and ICAM 1 molecules were
determined on EBV-transformed lymphoblast JY, HLA class II-deficient BLS-1 human B and HLADQ6 transfected BLS-1 cell lines by flow and image cytometric FRET methods. No notable
difference was found in the heteroassociation of ICAM 1 with HLA I and HLA II on JY and HLADQ6 transfected cells. However, compared to the JY cells, HLA-DQ6 nucleofected BLS-1 showed
significant decrease in energy transfer efficiency between HLA I and HLA II antigens (using HLA I
as donor and HLA II as acceptor, and vice versa). Homoassociation of HLA I also decreased
significantly on transfected BLS-1 cells. These findings indicate heavy influence of HLA-DQ6 on the
distribution of other cell surface receptors.
References
[1] Vereb, G., Szöll si, J., Matkó, J., Nagy, P., Farkas, T., Vígh, L., Mátyus, L., Waldmann, T.A. and
Damjanovich, S. 2003. Dynamic, yet structured: the cell membrane 30 years after the SingerNicolson model. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 100:8053-8058
[2] Jenei, A., Varga, S., Bene, L., Mátyus, L., Bodnár, A., Bacsó, Zs., Pieri, C., Gáspár, R., Farkas, T.
and Damjanovich S. 1997. HLA class I and II antigens are partially co-clustered in the plasma
membrane of human lymphoblastoid cells. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94:7269-7274
[3] Mátyus, L., Bene, L., Heyligen, H., Raus, R. and Damjanovich, S. 1995. Distinct association of
transferrin receptor with HLA class I molecules on HUT-102B and JY cells. Immunol. Letters,
44:203-208
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Platelet-Derived Growth Factor – C (PDGF-C) accelerates glomerular capillary repair
in experimental glomerulonephritis
Peter Boor, MD, PhD
Slovak Medical University, Department of Clinical and Experimental Pharmacotherapy
Limbová 14. 833 03 Bratislava, Slovakia, E-mail: boor@email.cz
Glomerular endothelial cell injury is a key component of a variety of glomerular diseases.
Factors involved in glomerular endothelial cell repair are promising therapeutic agents for the
treatment of such diseases. Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)–C has proangiogenic properties,
however, nothing is known about such functions in the kidney. The aim of the present study was to
elucidate the involvement of PDGF-C in capillary repair processes following endothelial injury in
renal glomeruli. In the rat anti-Thy 1.1 model of mesangioproliferative glomerulonephritis (GN)
glomerular endothelial damage with subsequent repair occurs secondary to mesangial cell damage.
We administered intraperitoneally via micro-osmotic pumps active recombinant PDGF-C or
PBS in rats with anti-Thy 1.1 GN (n=15 each) at the early stage of glomerular endothelial cell
damage, i.e. from day 1 until 4 following disease induction. In the next set of experiments, we
administered via single intraperitoneal injection PDGF-C neutralizing antibody or irrelevant IgG in
rats with anti-Thy 1.1 GN (n=10 each) at day 1. All rats were sacrificed at day 5.
Glomerular mesangiolysis (-30%, PDGF-C vs. control), the frequency of glomerular
microaneurysms (-61%) and glomerular expansion (-10%) were significantly ameliorated in rats
treated with PDGF-CC. The glomerular endothelial area (JG12 positive area, +32% vs. PBS controls)
as well as glomerular endothelial cell proliferation (endothelial mitoses, +82%) were significantly
increased in PDGF-CC treated rats, while mesangial cell proliferation and -activation (mesangial
mitotic figures, PCNA/ -smooth muscle actin double staining) did not differ between groups. The
proangiogenic PDGF-CC effects were independent of VEGF-A, since we detected no differences in
serum or glomerular VEGF-A protein levels or glomerular VEGF-A mRNA expression between the
groups. Instead, PDGF-CC infusion led to an 8-fold upregulation of glomerular FGF-2 mRNA. In
contrast, rats treated with a PDGF-C neutralizing antibody had significantly fewer glomerular
endothelial mitotic figures (-60%), JG12/PCNA double positive (-30%) cells and less glomerular
endothelial area (-40%). PDGF-C inhibition had no effect on mesangial cell proliferation or activation
or monocytes/macrophages infiltration. In vitro experiments with conditionally immortalized
glomerular endothelial cells confirmed direct mitogenic effects of PDGF-C on the glomerular
endothelium and indirect effects via mesangial cells and macrophages. Furthermore, in the presence
of full medium PDGF-C induced a 27-fold upregulation of FGF-2 in glomerular endothelial cells.
In conclusion, these results identify PDGF-C as a novel, potent proangiogenic factor
accelerating glomerular capillary healing in experimental glomerulonephritis. The identified effects of
PDGF-C, therefore, could have therapeutic implications in glomerular diseases with endothelial
injury.
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4-Azolidinones and related heterocycles. An overview of biological activity. Preliminary
results of long-term scientific project of LNMU Department of Pharmaceutical, Organic
and Bioorganic Chemistry
Borys Zimenkovsky, Roman Lesyk
Department of Pharmaceutical, Organic and Bioorganic Chemistry, Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National Medical University, Pekarska 69, Lviv, 79010, Ukraine; e-mail:
dr_r_lesyk@org.lviv.net
Biologically active 4-azolidinone and related heterocyclic derivatives are the long-term and
the most successful LNMU scientific project in pharmacy. In general it’s grounded on three base
directions: ) synthetic investigations, b) biological activity studies, c) rational approaches (virtual
screening, QSAR-analysis, docking etc.) to the design of “drug-like” molecules.
Main pathways of scientific project in drug discovery (LNMU)

Synthetic research

In silico methods for
drug discovery

Pharmacological research

Virtual screening
QSAR-analysis
Docking
Chemical library
(more then 4500 compounds)
Early stages of project
Testing of antiinflammatory, antimicrobial,
anticonvulsant and choleretic activities

NIAID AACF Program
(antiviral activity)

Current status of project

Tested 292 compounds
Selected 30 "hits"

NIAID TAACF Program
(anti-tuberculosis activity)

Tested 1015 compounds
Selected 148 "hits" in vitro
Selected 7 compounds for in-depth study
as drug-candidates

NCI DTP Program
(anticancer activity)

Tested 779 compounds
Selected 40 hits

Our synthesis strategy was based on chemical modification of azolidinone cycle in positions 2, 3, 4
and 5 using various types of reaction (Knoevenagel condensation, [2+3]-cyclocondensation, reaction
of N-alkylation, acylation, heterodiene synthesis, “domino”-reaction etc). As the result we obtained
the library of more than 4500 compounds. At the first stages of the mentioned project, the different
activity types have been studied (anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, anticonvulsant, choleretic, etc.);
however, in spite of some perspective results, we focused at anticancer, antimycobacterial and
antiviral activities. Biological activity studies are conducted within the framework of scientific
programs of National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, USA), taking into account globalization and
modern requirements to the reliability of biological activity screening results: a) DTP of NCI for
anticancer activity, b) TAACF for anti-tuberculosis activity and c) AACF for antiviral activity of
NIAID. More than 2000 biological assays have been conducted, which allowed the identification of
148 hit-compounds with anticancer action, 40 “hits” with antimicobacterial and 30 “hits” with the
activity against different virus types/strains. Up to date 7 compounds have been tested or currently are
under in-depth in vivo studies according to decision of NCI Biological Evaluation Committee. There
was also observed antiviral pattern of azolidinone-based compounds against
V,
V, Flu A&B, as
well as selected one active compound against SARS and one - against Tacaribe (biodefence virus
member).
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For obtaining of the compounds with improved “drug-like” characteristics and determination
of possible mechanisms for the biological activity QSAR analysis and flexible docking studies has
been performed using the software packages from Openeyes and Schrodiner. As a preliminary result it
was established, that the most probable biotarget for anticancer compounds from our in-home library
are tubulin molecule, COX-2 or Bcl-XL-BH3 protein complex.
Perspectives and tasks of our future research are the following: a) optimization of leadcompounds biopharmaceutical characteristics, b) optimization of “lead-compounds” by rational design
methods, c) identification of biomolecular targets of anti-cancer, anti-viral and anti-tuberculosis
azolidinone-based derivatives, d) utilization of modern drug delivery systems for “drug-candidates”.

Health impact of dietary Maillard reaction products
MUDr. Katarína Šebeková, DrSc.
Department of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacotherapy, Slovak Medical University,
Bratislava, Slovakia
e-mail: katarina.sebekova@szu.sk
Maillard reaction products (MRPs) are formed in foods during heat processing, via nonenzymatic reaction between reducing sugars and free amino-groups of proteins and peptides. They are
partially absorbed into circulation, and rapidly excreted into urines. While food-derived MRPs were
shown to exert both, health promoting, or negative health effects in vitro, exaggerated intake of highly
thermally processed diets was associated with various negative effects in the experimental animals, as
well as in different clinical settings, in health or disease.
In vivo analogues of MRPs are termed advanced glycation end products (AGEs). Except for
their natural slow occurrence via Maillard reaction, AGEs are in vivo formed rapidly under enhanced
oxidative and carbonyl stress, since reactive aldehydes represent more potent glycating agents than
the reducing sugars themselves. AGEs accumulate during ageing on long-lived proteins in tissues and
body fluids. Advanced glycation alters the structure and the function of the proteins, lipoproteins and
DNA, and interaction of AGEs with their specific cell-surface receptor RAGE results in the prolong
activation of the receptor with following pro-inflammatory and pro-atherogenic effects.
In the rats, high intake of MRPs-rich diet decreases insulin sensitivity, influences the
metabolism of fat-derived cytokines, as well as the explorative behavior of the animals.
Infant formulas are particularly rich in MRPs, due to their sterilization during industrial
processing. High burden of alimentary MRPs in formula-fed infants may evoke negative health
effects.
Since dietary MRPs absorbed into circulation may represent chemically and biologically
active substances, aimed restriction of foods highly modified with MRPs may be of therapeutic
relevance in the endangered/susceptible subjects.
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Microcirculatory effects of phosphatidylethanolamine in carrageenan-induced subacute
arthritis model in rats
Petra Hartmann, Andrea Szabo, Gabor Eros, Dora Gurabi, Renata Varga, Mihaly Boros
Institute of Surgical Research, University of Szeged, Hungary
Aim: The microcirculatory effects of oral phosphatidylethanolamine (PE 150 mg/kg twice daily) and
diclofenac treatments (0.5 mg/kg twice daily) were compared in a subacute arthritis model in rats.
Methods: Arthritis was induced by injecting a solution containing 2% carrageenan and 4% kaolin
into the right knee joint, whereas physiological saline was administered into the contralateral knee. In
the knee synovia, leukocyte-endothelial interactions by intravital video microscopy were examined 6
hrs after the challenge. The functional changes related to inflammation by nociceptive tests (thermal
and mechanical hyperalgesia) were assessed at 24 hrs, which was followed by knee volume
measurements at 48 hrs.
Results: Joint inflammation was accompanied by a significant (5.8-fold) increase in the number of
adherent cells in the synovial postcapillary venules, which was significantly reduced to PE treatment
(by 40%) and only slightly ameliorated by diclofenac (by 22%). The significant decrease (45%) in
thermal nociceptive latency and the 3-fold increase in mechanical touch sensitivity (von Frey test)
were significantly ameliorated by both treatments. Knee cross-section area (which increased by 35%)
was also reduced by both approaches.
Conclusions: The present arthritis study confirms the potent anti-inflammatory effect of the PE,
which is marked by improvement at the level of the microcirculation as well as diminished functional
improvement. Since the knee joint acts as a compartment of the body, oral PE could possibly acts as a
novel therapeutic approach in local inflammations. (Supported by OTKA K 60752)
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Search for new virulence factors of intracellular pathogen Francisella tularensis
Adela Straskova1 , Ivona Pavkova2 and Jiri Stulik2
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The causative agent of disease tularemia, Francisella tularensis, is one of the most infectious
pathogenic bacteria known. It could be misused as a biological weapon in a number of ways, but
aerosol dissemination would likely have the greatest adverse medical and public consequences.
Presently there is a lack of knowledge of the molecular mechanisms responsible for the pathogenicity
of F. tularensis. Therefore, identification of new candidates for virulence factors is highly needed.
In the presented study we decided to target the biological function of five genes. These genes were
selected either on the basis of the results obtained from comparative proteomic analysis of less and
highly virulent F. tularensis strains (four genes encoding hypothetical membrane proteins) or on
homology with known virulence factors of other pathogens (bvg accessory factor of Bordetella
pertusis). We constructed in-frame deletion mutants for these genes and tested the mutants using a
battery of in vivo and in vitro tests. We found that only the mutant for DsbA homolog exhibited
complete loss of its virulence in mouse model of tularemia; and, furthermore, it showed high potential
to elicit protective immunity in infected host organism. These data indicate that DsbA - like
lipoprotein is new important virulence factor of F. tularensis and its deletion mutant has gear
perspective in future development of new live attenuated vaccine.

Arginine deprivation as anticancer therapy, new developments
Vynnytska B.O., Bobak Ya.P., Stasyk O.V.
Department of Cell signaling, Institute of Cell Biology, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine
Drahomanov Str. 14/16, Lviv 79005, Ukraine; stasyk@cellbiol.lviv.ua
Certain types of cancers (many hepatocarcinomas, melanomas, and retinoblastomas) exhibit
high sensitivity to deprivation of semi-essential amino acid arginine. It was demonstrated that
treatment with recombinant arginine-degrading enzymes, such as human arginase I or bacterial
arginine deiminase) exerts strong antiproliferative effect on such tumors in vitro and in vivo.
However, clinical trials that involved these enzymes produced mixed results.

It was suggested that tumor cells sensitive to arginine depletion are those deficient in certain
enzymes of arginine anabolism, i.e., non-capable for arginine biosynthesis de novo. Arginine, besides
being a protein amino acid and a key metabolite in urea cycle, also occupies an uniquely important
position in other metabolic pathways as a precursor of nitric oxide, polyamines, agmatine, proline,
glutamine and neurotransmitters. The molecular mechanism triggering apoptosis upon arginine
starvation still remains obscure.

We initiated studies aimed at deciphering the molecular pathways that trigger tumor cell death
upon arginine deprivation, evaluating recombinant arginine-degrading enzymes as antitumor agents
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and, finally, developing a rational combination therapy based on arginine deprivation. Human
epithelial cancerous (keratinocytic carcinoma - A431, lung adenocarcinoma - A549, cervical
carcinoma – HeLa, hepatocellular carcinoma – HepG2, breast adenocarcinoma - MCF7, melanoma WM1158) and pseudonormal (embryonic kidney - HEK293) cell lines were utilized as models.
We established that out of seven tested cell lines, MCF7 and A549, similarly to pseudonormal
cells HEK293, were the least sensitive to arginine deprivation. They did not exhibit signs of apoptosis
and were able to resume proliferation upon prolonged (72 h) arginine starvation. Exogenous ornithine
as a precursor of arginine failed to restore proliferation in all tested cell lines in arginine-free-medium,
whereas citrulline efficiently did so in all cell lines, but A549 and WM1158.
We assayed whether selected cancerous cells exhibit alterations in expression and/or activity
of certain enzymes of arginine metabolism that may cause arginine-deprivation sensitivity. With
regard to arginine catabolism, it was observed that most malignant cells exhibit varying expression of
mitochondrial ARG2, but not cytosolic ARG1, and stable expression of enzyme of polyamine
synthesis, ODC (Fig. 1).
Figure 1. Expression of selected genes involved in metabolism of arginine in different tumor cell lines
as determined by RT-PCR.
Abbreviations: ARG1 – arginase I
ARG2 – arginase II
ASS – argininosuccinate synthase
OTC – ornithine transcarbamoylase
ODC – ornithine decarboxylase
Tumor cells exhibited variable expression of arginine anabolic enzyme, ASS (converts
citrulline to arginine), and the level of its expression closely correlated with the ability of exogenous
citrulline to rescue cells from arginine
deprivation. To the contrary, the expression
of the preceding enzyme of arginine
anabolism, OTC (converts ornithine to
citrulline) was very low. We also found that
in all tumor cell lines, including
hepatocarcinoma HepG2, OTC protein level
and OTC activity were undetectable or very
low.

Our results suggest that tumor cells
inability to convert extracellular ornithine to
arginine is most probably caused by OTCdeficiency,
and
that
ASS-mediated
conversion of exogenous citrulline (present in significant concentration blood serum) is the main
cause of insensitivity of malignant cells to arginine starvation. Moreover, insensitivity of lung
adenocarcinoma A549 to arginine deprivation in vitro implies that other factors beside of arginine
anabolism influence apoptotic pathway upon arginine deprivation. Our findings on the role of cell
cycle control, nitric oxide and polyamine synthesis, autophagic protein degradation in tumor cells
response to arginine deprivation, and possible development of combinational therapy will be
discussed.
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Development of Novel Inhibitors Of Human Protein Kinase CK2
Dr. Andriy G. Golub, Dr. Volodymyr G. Bdzhola, Dr. Olexandr P. Kukharenko, Dr.
Olexandr Ya. Yakovenko and Prof. Sergiy M. Yarmoluk
Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics of NAS of Ukraine, Zabolotnogo str. 150, Kyiv,
03143, Ukraine, sergiy@yarmoluk.org.ua
CK2 is a ubiquitous, constitutive, essential serine/threonine kinase that is implicated as a
regulator of fundamental cellular processes. CK2 is involved in the phosphorylation of a large variety
of different cellular proteins, among which are the factors of cell growth and transcription, as well as
the regulators of cell cycle and apoptosis.
Abnormal CK2 expression and function is associated with a number of pathologies, including
inflammatory, infectious and carcinogenic processes. These facts evoke strong interest in this enzyme
as a target for anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory and anti-infectious drugs. Recently, first oral CK2
inhibitor CX-4945 was introduced in a Phase I clinical trial due to its broad spectrum antiproliferative activity in multiple cancer cell lines including inflammatory breast cancer.
In this study we represent 4'-carboxy-3-hydroxyflavones as novel inhibitors of human CK2.
These inhibitors have been selected via receptor-based virtual screening of in-house collection
containing 500,000 compounds.
Val66
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Fig. 1. Binding of 4'-carboxy-3-hydroxyflavone derivative in active site of human CK2. The complex
was obtained with molecular docking. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds are indicated as dotted lines.
The chemical optimization of 4'-carboxy-3-hydroxyflavones was performed to improve their
inhibitory activity. As a result, the active compound with IC 50 60 nM was obtained.
Analysis of the inhibitor-CK2 complexes obtained with docking allowed us to surmise that
the most active 4'-carboxy-3-hydroxyflavone derivatives have the binding mode represented at Fig. 1.
The binding mode is characterized by formation of three intermolecular hydrogen bonds with amino
acid residues Val116, Glu114 and Lys68 as well as by hydrophobic contacts with Val53, Val66,
Ile174 and Phe113.
Determination of structure-activity relationships among 4'-carboxy-3-hydroxyflavone
derivatives showed importance of halogen atoms in positions 6 and 8 of flavone. We suppose that
presence of Cl or Br atoms in these positions increase hydrophobic interactions and promote more
tight binding of the inhibitors in active site of CK2. The presence of carboxyl group in 4’ position
affects the inhibitory activity dramatically. Derivatives having carboxyl group in 2’ or 3’ position
were found to be inactive. This could be explained by formation of hydrogen bonds between carboxyl
group in 4’ position and Lys68 of CK2 ATP-binding site.
Thus, novel nanomolar inhibitors of human Protein Kinase CK2 were identified. These inhibitors may
be of interest for further structural optimization and biological evaluation.
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Application of regressive analysis for assessment of effectiveness of xenobiotics
extraction from biological liquids
Bidnychenko Y., PhD, Senior Lecturer, Department of Toxicological and Analytical
Chemistry, Danylo Halytsky Lviv State Medical University, Pekarska str., 69, Lviv, 79010,
Ukraine; E-mail: bidnyuri@meduniv.lviv.ua
Any pharmacokinetics or toxicology investigations begin from extraction (isolation) of analysed
substance from a biological object. Choose of isolating liquid is limited by tradition, or preferences, or
lucky chance of scientist, but not efficiency of extraction. Completeness of analysed substance
extraction from biological objects is very important in cases of intoxication of small (trace) amounts
of medicines/poisons or rapid biotransformation of xenobiotics.
We tried to apply the regressive analysis method for estimation of optimal conditions of xenobiotics
isolation (extraction) from human body liquids (blood or urine).
Our mathematical model includes few linear functions of efficiency factors from such parameters,
arranged in accordance to significant of impact to total effectiveness:
1) nature of extracted (analysed) substance:
– polarity of xenobiotic molecule (a11);
– ionisation constant (a12);
– interaction force with blood albumen (a13);
– solubility in applied organic solvent (a14);
2) nature of isolating liquid (extragent):
– polarity of organic solvent (a21);
– affinity to analysed substance (a22);
– solubility in water (a23);
– ionic strength of solution (presence of electrolytes) (a24);
3) technique of xenobiotic infusion with isolating liquid (mode of equilibrium achievement):
– pH of infusing liquid (a31);
– mechanical mixing of mixture (a32);
– refluxing of infusing liquid (a33);
– percolation of infusing liquid (a34).
The model object of our investigation was -phalloidin. This substance has specific properties
similar to wide-spread toxic compounds and medicines:
– molar mass near 1,000 Da as most antibiotics;
– small compound molecule as hormone-like medicines and plant toxins;
– strong interaction with peptide receptors (pK = 9.6) as natural animal venoms (snakes,
insects).
Artificially poisoned blood was treated by various isolating liquids at different conditions. Amount of
-phalloidin in obtained extracts were determined UV-spectrophotometrically. Experimental data
were used for calculation of isolation (extraction) efficiency by regressive analysis. On obtained
experimental data is based multiparametric matrix:

a11

a12

a13

a14

a(i,j) = a21

a 22

a23

a24

a31

a32

a33

a34

Calculated coefficient of -phalloidin isolation from blood is 0.68 at such conditions: infusing
with acetonitrile at pH 2 (created by sulphate acid), mechanical mixing 10 min., and ratio of solvent
volume to sample volume – 2 : 1. Reliability of this calculation is verified by experimentally obtained
data at the same conditions – 0.66.
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NMDA receptor antagonism with kynurenic acid and a synthetic kynurenate analogue
decreases motility and inflammatory activation in experimental colitis in the rat
Borbála Fazekas1, Gabriella Varga1, Dániel Érces1, Miklós Fülöp1, Tamás Kovács2, József
Kaszaki1, Ferenc Fülöp3, László Vécsei4, Mihály Boros1
Institute of Surgical Research1, Department of Paediatrics2, Institute of Pharmaceutical Chemistry3,
Department of Neurology4
Szent-Györgyi Albert Medical and Pharmaceutical Centre, University of Szeged, Hungary
Inflammatory bowel diseases are accompanied by severe motility disorders. The aim of our study was
to investigate whether blockade of peripheral N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-sensitive glutamate
receptors (NMDA-Rs) alters motility changes in chemically induced colitis and how this modulation
is accomplished.
The inflammatory and motility changes in 2,4,6-trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid (TNBS)-induced colitis
were studied in anaesthetized Wistar rats following treatment with the natural NMDA-R antagonist
kynurenic acid (KynA) or SZR-72, a blood-brain barrier-permeable synthetic KynA analogue.
The macrohaemodynamics, serosal microcirculation (visualized by intravital videomicroscopy),
inflammatory enzyme activities (xanthine oxidoreductase (XOR), myeloperoxidase (MPO), and nitric
oxide synthase (NOS)) and colonic motility (with a strain-gauge technique) were evaluated 17 h after
colitis induction and compared with the control conditions.
The TNBS enema induced a systemic hyperdynamic circulatory reaction, increased the serosal
capillary blood flow, significantly elevated the mucosal XOR, MPO and NOS activities and
augmented the colonic motility relative to the controls.
The NMDA-R antagonist treatment with KynA and SZR-72 significantly decreased the XOR, NOS
and MPO activities, permanently decreased the motility and increased the tone of the colon. Data
demonstrates a potential modulatory mechanism of NMDA-R in altered colonic motility and
microcirculatory changes. Inhibition of the enteric NMDA-Rs may provide a therapeutic option via
which to influence intestinal hypermotility and inflammatory activation simultaneously.
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Interaction of Francisella tularensis LVS with host B cells
Krocova, Z., Stulik, J., Macela, A.
Faculty of Military Health Sciences, University of Defence, 500 01 Hradec Králové, Czech
Republic
Immunity to Francisella tularensis is largely mediated by T lymphocytes but an important role of B
cells in primary and secondary immune responses was unambiguously stated. The background of the
role of B cells in the immune processes is still rather unknown.
Recently, we have demonstrated direct interaction of Francisella tularensis with B cells on three
independent in vitro models; murine B cell line A20, human B cells Ramos RA-1, and primary mouse
spleen B cells. In all cases, the bacteria were detected on the cell surface and inside the B cells using
transmission electron microscopy. Inside the cells the bacteria are localized in membranous vacuoles
as well as in cytosol.
In comparison to macrophages Francisella tularensis doesn’t proliferate inside B cells.
Approximately 30% of cells were apoptotic after 24h and 70% of cells undergo apoptosis during 48 h
post infection. Only 10% of non-infected cell were apoptotic at either time point.
Apoptosis was confirmed by Western blot using anti-PARP antibodies. The formaldehyde killed F.
tularensis microbes don’t induce apoptosis of B-cells measured by Annexin V. To identify apoptosisinducing pathways the expression activity of various protein kinases, caspases and other apoptosis
related molecules were determined.
In summary, we can conclude that in vitro infection of B cell cultures with Francisella tularensis
microbes induces receptor-mediated, intrinsic, and MAPK and SAPK/JNK kinase dependent B cell
apoptosis.
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Role of NO-synthase and COX-2 systems in the mechanisms of development of
experimental ulcerative colitis
Sklyarov O.Ya., Panasyuk N.B.
Department of Biochemistry, Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Pekarska
69, Lviv, 79010, Ukraine; e-mail: sklyarov @meduniv.lviv.ua
Introduction: Interrelation between NO/NO-synthase and PGE/COX-2 systems plays a significant
pathogenetic part in ulcerative colitis (Dudhgaonkar 2007). Increased NO and PGE 2 content in the
mucous membrane of large intestine (MMLI) induces development of nitrosyl-induced and oxidative
stress and formation of destructive changes.
Material and methods: Experimental colitis was modeled by 1ml of 4 % acetic acid injected into
rats’ large intestine. Then were determined: area and degree of destructive changes in the mucous
membrane of large intestine, alterations in lipoperoxidation processes (MDA), activity of SOD,
catalase, NOS, iNOS, eNOS, NO and L-arginine contents. NO-synthases were blocked with
aminoguanidine (20 mg/kg), COX-2 – with celecoxib (10 mg/kg), L-arginine (100 mg/kg) was
introduced perorally. Obtained results were processed by the variation statistics method and Student’s
t-criterium determined.
Results: Injection of 4% acetic acid caused ulcerative defects, erosions, massive and punctuate
hemorrhages in the MMLI. There were observed: 2.5-fold enhancement of general NOS activity
(P<0.001), eNOS – by 21%, iNOS – 6.9-fold, NO content increased by 64%. Blood L-arginine
decreased by 50%, lipoperoxidation processes enhanced: MDA content increased 2.2-fold (P<0.001).
SOD activity – by 71% and catalase – by 54%. Blockage of iNOS with aminoguanidine induced
decrease of structural lesions, content of TBA products (by 28 %, p<0.001), SOD activity – 2.3-fold
(p<0.01), catalase (by 20%, P<0.05), and iNOS (by 46%, P<0.05), eNOS activity changed slightly,
NO content in the MMLI decreased by 50% (P<0.05), concentration of L-arginine in blood plasma
increased (P<0.05). L-arginine effect at the background of ulcerative colitis caused decrease of
ulcerative lesion by 57%, TBA products – by 34% (P<0.001), activity of SOD – by 30% (P<0.05),
eNOS – by 63% (P<0.001), iNOS – by 40% (P<0.001). Content of blood L-arginine was by 26%
higher than in colitis, NO level changed insignificantly. Combined blockage of iNOS with
aminoguanidine and COX-2 with celecoxib caused decrease in MMLI destructive changes, TBA
products – by 39% (P<0.001), SOD activity – by 53% (P<0.05), iNOS – by 14%, activity eNOS
enhanced by 22% (P<0.05) versus results due to injection of aminoguanidine at the background of
colitis.
Summary: Blockage of iNOS with amine guanidine at the background of colitis induced diminished
activity of POL processes, SOD and catalase, and NO-synthases, decreased content of NO in the
MMLI and blood L-arginine. L-arginine displayed pronounced cytoprotective effect accompanied by
reduction of lipoperoxidation processes, activity of SOD and NO-synthases system. Combined
blockage of iNOS and COX-2 manifested its additive effect in the regulation of cytoprotective and
lipoperoxidation processes. At that iNOS activity and NO content in the MMLI sharply decreased.
Nitric oxide synthesized by eNOS and iNOS in ulcerative colitis plays a discrepant part in oxidative
stress.
Dudhgaonkar S.P., et al. 2007. Influence of simultaneous inhibition of cyclooxygenase-2 and
inducible nitric oxide synthase in experimental colitis in rats. Inflammopharmacology 15: 188-195.
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Biomechanical features of sacrouterine and round ligament significant for uterine
stability
Kristijan Dinjar(1), Branka Popovic(1),Robert Selthofer(2), Vasilije Nikolic(3), Radivoje
Radic (3)
Faculty of Medicine, University J. J. Strossmayer in Osijek, Department of Anatomy, Croatia
Introduction
Recent professional literature does not offer sufficient data on biomechanical features of pelvic
ligament system important for reconstructive urogynecological surgical techniques in static model,
while there are no studies at all applying dynamic model of cyclic load on selected ligament structures
and then analyzing how their features change under load [Olsen AL, 1997, Diwan A, 2004, Barber
MD, 2000].
The aim of this research is to determine biomechanical features of sacrouterine and round ligament in
static and dynamic models on cadaveric samples in elderly women.
Methods
The research will be carried out on 30 samples of sacrouterine and 30 samples of round ligaments.
The device for biomechanical studies will be devised at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
University J.J. Strossmayer in Osijek.
After ligaments are taken and morphometrically measured, they will be prepared for use in
biomechanical studies so that they can be fixed to a 3 cm long jaw. All the samples will be fixed into
the jaw by a special noose. The first sample series will be tested to determine tearing strength and
deformation under identical continuous load increase. The second sample series will be tested in
conditions simulating increased intra-abdominal pressure matching the average physiological activity
of coughing. In this research phase the influence of long-lasting intermittent load on ligament
elasticity at the frequency of 1 /min will be studied [Nikolic V, 1988.].
Results and Conclusions
Research results will contribute to development of pelvic gynecological surgery concerning operative
treatment of descent and prolapses of pelvic organs, especially of the uterus. It will also explain the
role of uterine ligament system in pathophysiology of pelvic organs prolapses.
References
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Comparative analysis of the effect of starvation for different amino acids on viability of
human hepatocellular carcinoma HepG2
Vynnytska B.O., Kurlishchuk Yu.V., Bobak Ya.P., Stasyk O.V.
(Presenting author, PhD student)
Department of Cell signaling, Institute of Cell biology, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine
Drahomanov Str. 14/16, Lviv 79005, Ukraine
bozhena@litech.net
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Certain types of human malignant cells are more sensitive to limitations of some amino acids
(e.g., asparagine, methionine, and arginine) in comparison with normal cells in vitro and in vivo.
Anticancer enzymotherapy based on amino acid starvation is one of promising methods for selective
killing or sensitization of some types of tumor cells to other anticancer agents. However, the detailed
mechanism of the elevated requirement for individual amino acids in cancer cells remains to be fully
elucidated.
The aim of current work was to compare the effect of starvation for semi-essential amino acid
arginine and three essential amino acids (methionine, leucine and lysine) on cell growth, survival and
ability to restore cell proliferation upon period of starvation. For this purpose, cells were starved for
each of the four indicated amino acids for different periods of time (24, 48 and 72 hours), and the
effect on cell growth and viability was assayed. In order to assess the influence of starvation on cell
ability to resume growth, after different periods of amino acid starvation the medium was resupplemented with an appropriate amino acid and cells were cultured for additional 72 hours. Human
hepatocellular carcinoma cell line (HepG2) was used as a model in our experiments.
We demonstrated that starvation for each of four tested amino acids completely inhibited cell
growth even upon 24 hours of cultivation. In contrast, the effect on cell viability varied for different
amino acids. In the case of methionine starvation, cell viability rapidly and time-dependently
decreased. In the case of starvation for three other amino acids (arginine, leucine and lysine) these
changes were not so obviously expressed (Fig. 1A).
Analysis of cell ability of growth restoration revealed that in the case of leucine and lysine
starvation HepG2 cells were able to efficiently restore proliferation even after 72 hours of incubation
in leucine- or lysine-free media. Arginine-starved cells were able to restore growth only after 24 hours
of the treatment, while methionone-starved cells were invariably not able to restart proliferation upon
methionine starvation (Fig. 1B).
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Figure 1. The effect of different amino acids (arginine, methionine, leucine and lysine)
starvation on proliferation, viability (A) and growth restoration (B) in human hepatocarcinoma HepG2
cells.
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Mechanisms of methionine starvation-based cytotoxicity are already well elucidated:
methionine is indispensable for DNA methylation, thus methionine starvation severely affects gene
expression and triggers mitochondria-dependent apoptotic process. By contrast, arginine is a rather
versatile amino acid involved in plethora of metabolic and signaling pathways (biosynthesis of nitric
oxide, agmatine, polyamines etc.). We observed that prolonged arginine starvation also triggers
mitochondria-dependent apoptosis in sensitive cell lines, including HepG2. However, the exact
molecular mechanism of arginine starvation-based cytotoxicity still needs to be investigated. This is
important for the development of rational combinational enzymotherapy based on recombinant
arginine-degrading enzymes (as human arginase I or bacterial arginine deiminase, both currently
undergoing clinical trials).

Alternative splice variants of human PFKFB-4: expression in human breast and colon
cancers
Minchenko D.O.1, Senchenko T.Y., Esumi H.2, Minchenko O.H.1
1
Palladin Institute of Biochemistry National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, 01601
Ukraine;
2
Research Center for Innovative Oncology, National Cancer Center Hospital East, Kashiwa,
Chiba 277-8577, Japan; e-mail address: xanrok@yahoo.com
6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase (PFKFB) is a key regulator of
glycolysis, and some isoforms are highly induced in malignant tumors via HIF-1 dependent
mechanism. PFKFB-3 and PFKFB-4 contributes to de novo nucleic acid synthesis in tumor cells and
provide a potential mechanism to explain the apparent coupling of enhanced glycolysis and cell
proliferation. Several unique alternative splice variants of human 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose2,6-bisphosphatase-4 (PFKFB-4) mRNA were identified in human breast cancers. Full size of
PFKFB-4 cDNA was created, cloned into pCRII-TOPO and sequenced. We have identified several
unique alternative splice variants of this PFKFB mRNA. First variant of PFKFB-4 mRNA has 21
bases deletion in fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase region which does not change reading frame. It has all
6-phosphofructo-2-kinase domains but does not have I-domain of fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase.
Second variant of PFKFB-4 mRNA has much longer deletion in fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase region.
This variant of PFKFB-4 mRNA does not have domain J and part of domain I of fructose-2,6bisphosphatase. Third alternative splice variant of human PFKFB-4 has insert (128 bases, part of 3rd
intron) which creates stop codon. Expression of these alternative splice PFKFB-4 mRNA variants in
human breast and colon cancers was studied by RT/PCR and real-time PCR. Our results indicate that
expression of PFKFB-4 strongly increased in breast malignant tumors but expression of two
alternative splice variants of PFKFB-4 mRNA significantly decreased. Thus, our data clearly
demonstrated that breast malignant tumors express several unique alternative splice variant of human
PFKFB-4 which can participate in regulation of glycolysis and tumor growth.
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Pharmacological potential of new thiazolidinone-based compounds containing
benzothiazole and pyrazoline moieties.
Dmytro Havrylyuk, Borys Zimenkovsky, Ludmyla Mosula, Dmytro Voronkin, Roman Lesyk
Department of Pharmaceutical, Organic and Bioorganic Chemistry, Danylo Halytsky Lviv
National Medical University, Pekarska 69, Lviv, 79010, Ukraine; e-mail: dgavrylyuk@ukr.net
Thiazolidine template is one of privileged “scaffold” in modern medicinal chemistry taking
into account pharmacological potential and affinity for various biotargets of these class heterocyclic
compounds. Some of thiazolidine derivatives are PPAR-receptors agonists showing hypoglycemic,
antineoplastic and anti-inflammatory activities, complex COX-2/5-LOX inhibitors or phospholipase
2 (PLA2) possessing anti-inflammatory action, and UDP-MurNAc/L-Ala-ligase inhibitors with
antimicrobial effect. It is known that the combination of thiazolidine template with other heterocycles
is a well-known approach for drug-like molecules build-up, which allows to for a new
pharmacological profile, action strengthening or toxicity lowering (Lesyk 2004, Havrylyuk 2008).
The aim of our research was to study the pharmacological potential and structure-activity relationship
of new non-condensed pyrazoline- and benzothiazole-substituted thiazolidinones.
Primary anticancer assays for fifty synthesized compounds were performed according to the
US NCI protocol. The most of tested compounds showed a broad spectrum of growth inhibition
activity against human tumor cells, as well as some distinctive patterns of selectivity. The most
efficient antitumor agents – Les-3120, Les-3288 and Les-3166 were found to be active with average
lgGI50 and lgTGI values: -5.00 / -4.42; -6.71 / -6.29 and -5.38 / -4.45 respectively and exhibited all
cancer cell lines in the NCI60 human tumor cell line anticancer drug screen (Shoemaker 2006). One
should note, that the mentioned compounds showed no toxicity in Nontumored Animal Toxicity
Assays. The SAR study revealed that anticancer activity of compounds is sensitive to the nature of
substituent in position 5 of thiazolone cycle, introduction of p-OH or p-NO2 groups in 5-benzylidene
fragment or substitution of 5-benzylidene fragment on isatinylidene enhanced potency and linking
position of pyrazoline fragment (2 or 4) with thiazolone core did not influence on antitumor activity.
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Antiviral activity screening allowed us to identify some “hit-compounds” Les-3258 and Les3246, which are treated as a platform for novel directions for the purposeful synthesis of new
molecules with “drug-like” properties. These compounds show moderate activity against influenza
virus and coronaviruses; Les-3246 possess of high effect (SI = 130) against Tacaribe virus strain
TRVL 11573.
[1] R.B. Lesyk, B.S. Zimenkovsky. 2004. 4-Thiazolidones: Centenarian History, Current Status and
Perspectives for Modern Organic and Medicinal Chemistry. Current Organic Chemistry 8: 1547-1577.
[2] D. Havrylyuk, B. Zimenkovsky, O. Vasylenko, L. Zaprutko, A. Gzella, R. Lesyk. 2008. Synthesis of novel
thiazolone-based compounds containing pyrazoline moiety and evaluation of their anticancer activity. European
Journal of Medicinal Chemistry (in press), doi:10.1016/j.ejmech.2008.09.032.
[3] R.H. Shoemaker. 2006. The NCI60 human tumor cell line anticancer drug screen. Nature Reviews. Cancer
6: 813-823.
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Added value in risk stratification in non-ST segment acute coronary syndromes based
on acute and chronic risk scores derived from the European guidelines
Stefan BOGDAN, MD
« Carol Davila » University of Medicine and Cardiology, Bucharest, Cardiology Department,
Emergency Hospital of Bucharest, Bucharest, 8, Calea Floreasca sector 1, 014461 Bucharest,
ROMANIA, E-mail : stefan_n_bogdan@yahoo.com
Purpose: Risk stratification is the currently the state-of-the-art tool in the management of non-ST
segment elevation acute coronary syndromes (NST-ACS). Many risk scores have been developed as
tools to optimize the cost-benefit ratio in this heterogenic patient population. Current international
STEMI Guidelines (European Society of Cardiology, ESC) suggest the use of GRACE score for
patients with NST-ACS, but also advocate the prognostic role of many simple clinical, biological,
electrical and angiographic parameters that have not been quantified or validated for their combined
impact on outcome.
Methods: We have calculated the quantitative acute and chronic risk scores by adding 1 point for
each prognostic component as suggested by the ESC Guidelines. Acute risk score varied between 0
and 5 points, and chronic risk score between 0 and 11 points. The two risk scores have been validated
for their prognostic value in a cohort of 418 patients with NST-ACS followed at 30 days and at 1
year, allowing patients stratification into distinctive risk groups. The composite end-point was the rate
of early and late major adverse cardiac events (MACE).
Results: Of the 418 patients with NST-ACS (266 men, 63.6%), mean age 64.7±11.78 years, were
separated based on acute risk score into low-risk group (0-2 points, 77.3% of patients) and high risk
group (3-5 points, 22.7%) and based on chronic risk score into low (0-2 points, 53.8%), intermediate
(3-5 points, 41.4%) and high-risk groups (>6 points, 4.8%). The table shows significant prediction of
MACE by acute risk score (p<0.001), and by chronic risk score (p<0.05 between low and high-risk).
Conclusions: The proposed risk scores were validated in our cohort of patients with NST-ACS as
being significantly predictive of prognosis, especially for early follow-up of the acute risk of
composite events. Early risk stratification in non ST-segment elevation acute coronary syndromes can
therefore be improved using these scores derived from current guidelines.
Group

MACE at 30 days (%)

MACE at 1 year (%)

Whole population

11.2

16.0

Acute low-risk

6.5

Acute high risk

27.4*

Chronic low-risk

12.0

Chronic intermediate risk

20.2

Chronic high-risk

25.0**

* p<0.001, **p<0.05 compared to acute and chronic low-risk;
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Cytoprotective influence of melatonin on the morpho-functional integrity of the
epithelial barrier of esophageal mucous membrane (EMM) under conditions of
experimental hypergastrinemia
Roman Pinyazhko, Vasyl Kovalyshyn, Oksana Zayachkivska, Mechyslav Grzegotsky
Department of Physiology, Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Pekarska 69,
Lviv, 79010, Ukraine; e-mail: pinyazhko.roman@gmail.com
Gastroesophageal reflex disease - chronic relapse disease caused by the malfunction
of the motor-evacuative function of the gastroesophageal zone, leads to damage of the
mucous membrane of the esophageal distal part. Long-lasting antacid therapy GERH
pathogenetically causes the malfunction of gastric secretive function initiating the changes in
motorics in the proximal part of digestive system, neuroendocrine regulation, processes of
digestion, cellular homeostasis of mucous membrane, and microbiological balance. The latest
scientific research shows that the powerful inhibitor therapy of proton pomp (IPP), which
causes hypergastrinemia, is a precondition of the origin colorectal cancer.
The aim of our research was to study the morphological peculiarities of epithelial
barrier of EMM under conditions of experimental hypergastrinemia on the ultra-structural
level and with the correction with the cytoprotective means of melatonin.
The research was conducted on outbred white rats – males weighing 180 -220 g. The
animals were subdivided into three groups five animals in each: 1 – control group, 2 – group
with the twenty-eight-day internal gastric injections of omeprasol with the dosage of 18
mg/kg/per 24 hours, 3 – group with the twenty-eight-day injections of omeprasol with the
dosage of 18 mg/kg/per 24 hours and melatonin with the dosage of 20 mg/kg/per 24 hours.
Studying and photographing material was conducted by means of microscope
-100
(Ukraine) at the accelerating tension 75 kB and magnifying on the screen of the microscope
2000- 124000.
The changes of the surface layers of epithelial cells, in particular the cells adjacent to
the esophageal cavity, were found in animals ill with hypergastrinemia during the electronicmicroscopic research. The corneous layer cells were foliated and to great extent desquamated
into the esophageal cavity. Expanded intercellular cavities of the corneous layer filled with
the colonies and accumulation of microbe bodies were found. They are the evidence of
changes in residential microflora which according to modern assertions induct a cascade of
immunological changes causing damage to the esophageal protective barrier penetrability [1].
The presence of high and average electronic cells density was inherent to the group of
animals who were given omeprasol and melatonin for the epithelial corneous layer of EMM.
The cells were in tight contact with each other. It was obvious that the intercellular spaces
between the cells of corneous layer and the cells with average and reduced density were
expanded. As a rule, light electronic cells of the corneous layer contacting with the
esophageal cavity were swelled and populated with the groups of bacteria.
Chronic hypergastrenemia causes non-erosive damages of EMM and the
conglomeration of the esophageal residential microflora leading to precancerous conditions.
Using melatonin as a cytoprotective means leads to the preservation of morpho-functional
integrity of the epithelial barrier of EMM under conditions of experimental malfunctions.
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PTEN phosphatase interacts with but not dephosphorylates fatty acid binding protein
FABP4
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PTEN is a dual specificity phosphatase, whose function is known to be important in
cell growth and metabolism. Loss of PTEN occurs in many types of cancer while its overactivity is linked to insulin resistance and diabetes type II . Using C-terminal PTEN bait in
yeast two-hybrid screen we have found that PTEN interacts with FABP4/aP2 protein. FABP4
is a fatty acid binding protein with tissue-specific expression in adipocyte and microphage.
Its function is to shuffle fatty acid to different compartments within the cell, thus FABP4
activity is crucial for normal development of some tissues and cell lipid metabolism. PTEN
interaction with FABP4 links the phosphatase to metabolic disorders and considers PTEN as
potential target in anti-obesity and diabetes mellitus therapy.
PTEN-FABP4 complex was confirmed in vitro by BIAcore analysis and GST-pull
down assay. Moreover, both proteins were found in the same high molecular weight
fractions, when lysates of differentiated 3T3L1 cells were analyzed by gel-filtration. Using
ectopically expressed PTEN and FABP4 in HEK293 cells we showed that PTEN-FABP4
complex could be detected after cell treatment with H2O2.
The biological role of the identified interaction is not yet clear. The level of
phosphorylation of transfected GFP-FABP4 was not changed in MEF/PTEN-/- cells in
comparison to MEF/PTEN+/+ cells. Ectopic expression of GFP-FABP4 in
HEK293/pcDNA3.1, HEK293/PTENwt and HEK293/PTEN-C124S (“dead” mutant) has
also shown no difference in FABP4 phosphorylation suggesting that FABP4 is not a
substrate for PTEN phosphatase.
Transient expression of GFP-FABP4 in HEK293/pcDNA3.1 leads to increased
phospho-retinoblastoma protein level that promotes cell survival. Phosphorylation of Rb is
known to be down-regulated by PTEN but not via direct interaction. On the other hand,
expression of GFP-FABP4 in HEK293/PTEN-C124S cells dramatically affects level of
phospho-Rb in comparison to control cells. These data show that PTEN and FABP4 act in
the same signal pathway in HEK cells.
In conclusion, our study shows that FABP4 is not a substrate for PTEN phosphatase
but its function depends on PTEN activity.
The study was supported by FEBS and EMBO Short Term Fellowships, and YS
Fellowship grant from INTAS (Ref. N. 06-1000014-6502)
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Morphometric description of the thyroid cartilage in the population of Eastern Slavonia
and comparison with other ethnic groups.
*Kovac T, Popovic B, Radic R, , Kovacevic M, Wertheimer V
*Tanja Kovac, MD,Department of Anestesiology, Clinical Hospital Osijek, Department of
Anatomy, Medical Faculty Osijek, E-mal: tanja.kovac@os.t-com.hr
INTRODUCTION
Apart from the fact that dimensions of the thyroid cartilage are larger in men than in women, up-todate morphometric research has proved that the thyroid angle is also greater in women than in men.
The aim of this research is to describe thyroid cartilage morphometry in the population of Eastern
Slavonia in detail, compare the obtained results with the results of other authors, as well as to
determine similarities and differences in thyroid cartilage morphology in our population and in other
ethnic groups in which similar research has been conducted thus far.
M ATERIALS AND METHODS
The research was conducted at Institute of Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine Osijek. It included 68
thyroid cartilages and hyoid bones of both sexes (39 male and 29 female) fixed in formalin.
12 standards parameters were measured (bilateral parameters separately for the left and the right side),
shown on picture 1.
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29.78
33.58
26.21
19.35
15.00
78.83
94.19

35.9
29.9
44.5
36.2
14.7
13.2
24.3
18.6
8.6
7.6
23.8
15.0
65.75
80.68

41.65
34.05
34.80
25.44
44.73
35.79
37.27
28.91
29.70
22.90
19.24
13.59
77.17
89.90

Parameter
AA

Ajmani
et al.
(India)
(4)

Our
research
(Eastern
Slavonia)

BB
RESULTS
We compared the values
CC
obtained in this research in
DD
the population of Eastern
Slavonia with the values
AD
obtained by other authors,
AB
shown in the Table 1.
DISCUSSION AND
BC
CONCLUSION
CD
The difference of our results
in comparison to the results
BE
obtained by other
CF
researchers is probably
caused by the fact that the
EF
measurements were taken on
the samples obtained from
different populations, which
only emphasizes the necessity to obtain data that will

Table 1 provide morphological descriptions of the thyroid cartilage in the population of our region.
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Experimental modeling of immunodeficiency in rats
Olesya Poshyvak, Oleh Pinyazhko
Department of Pharmacology, Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Pekarska
69, Lviv, 79010, Ukraine; e-mail: olesya.poshyvak@googlemail.com
The significant prevalence of immunodeficiency disorders after onco chemotherapy makes the
problem of their treatment important.
Materials and Methods: Experiments were carried out on white rats with a body weight of 7080 g. Experimental immunodeficiency modeling was made by subcutaneous introduction of
cyclophosphan in a dose of 5, 10 and 15 mg/kg of weight during 10 days. The immune system
functional status was conducted on the 12th day with the use of morphological, pathomorphological,
laboratory and immunological methods. Five groups of animals underwent the experiment: 3
researched groups, control group and animals given placebo.
Results: In the experimental group of animals, cyclophosphan given in a dose 10 mg/kg
resulted in the delay in growth, delay in body weight increasing, reduction of thymus and spleen mass
index. The laboratory tests showed that in the experimental group leucopenia with lymphopenia was
present. The research of immune system functional status showed significant reduction in such
immuno competent cells as D3, D4, D16, D22, increased level of D8 cells, decreased immuno
regulative index and increased level of circulating immune complexes. A reduction in IgA, IgM and
IgG quantity was also observed.
Conclusion: Thus, it has been established, that an offered circuit of cyclophosphan introduction
(10 mg/kg) results in the forming of immunodeficiency among rats that can be used as a model in
preclinical research of medicinal substances as potential means of immuno modulating activity.

Unique alternative splice variants of rat 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6bisphosphatase-4 mRNA: effect of methyl tretbuthyl ether on its expression
Mykhalchenko V.G. 1, Minchenko D.O.1, Paustovsky Y.O.2, Yavorovsky O.P.2, Minchenko
O. H.1
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Palladin Institute of Biochemistry National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, 01601 Ukraine;
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The pfkfb-4 gene encoded isoenzyme of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6bisphosphatase (PFKFB) originally was found in the testes. The expression of PFKFB-4 mRNA in rat
liver, lung and heart was studied by RT/PCR. Full size of PFKFB-4 cDNA was cloned and sequenced.
We have identified several unique alternative splice variants of rat PFKFB-4 mRNA. One variant of
PFKFB-4 mRNA has short and modified carboxyl-terminal part as a result of 22 bp deletion in
fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase region which changes reading frame and create stop codon after Jdomain. It has all 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase domains but does not have K-domain and modified Jdomain of fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase. Second variant of PFKFB-4 mRNA has also shorter and
modified carboxyl-terminal part as a result of long (193 bases; exon 11 and 12) deletion in fructose2,6-bisphosphatase region. This variant of PFKFB-4 mRNA also has all 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase
domains and five out of six fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase domains. Third alternative splice variant of
PFKFB-4 has insert (94 bases, intron 11) which creates stop codon. This unique alternative splice
variant of PFKFB-4 has all 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase and fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase domains and
short (only 12 amino acids) C-terminus encoded by intron 11th. We have shown that all alternative
splice variants of PFKFB-4 mRNA are expressed in the lung and that expression of 2nd and 3rd
variants significantly induced by methyl tertbuthyl ether which possibly affect some steps of
alternative splicing. Our results indicate that rat PFKFB-4 mRNA has several unique alternative splice
variants for PFKFB-4 isozymes with reduced fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase and that methyl tertbutyl
ether affects alternative splicing of PFKFB-4.
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Ion channels in developing Chondrocytes.
Attila Sebe, Medical Student, Dept. of Biophysics and Cell Biology, University of Debrecen,
Medical and Health Science Center, Nagyerdei krt. 98, H-4012 Debrecen, Hungary,
attilacj@hotmail.com,
Zoltan Varga PhD, Dept. of Biophysics and Cell Biology, University of Debrecen, Medical
and Health Science Center, Nagyerdei krt. 98, H-4012 Debrecen, Hungary, veze@dote.hu
Cartilage is an important load-bearing component of the skeleton of vertebrates. The only cell type
in cartilage is the chondrocyte which differentiates from mesenchymal cells via the formation of
committed chondroprogenitor cells in embryos. As chondroblasts differentiate from chondroprogenitor cells, they secrete an extracellular matrix which is built by unique and cartilage-specific
macromolecules such as aggrecan and type II collagen.
Plasma membrane ion channels are best known for their roles in excitable cells but they are also
crucial for non-excitable cells in a variety of cellular functions such as differentiation, proliferation,
signaling, volume regulation or apoptosis. Signaling pathways, for example, that use Ca 2+ as a second
messenger generally require channels that allow Ca2+ influx from the extracellular space and most
often also employ other channels that stabilize the membrane potential to enable the development of
the appropriate Ca2+ signal. This is particularly important for chondrocytes where differentiation is
known to be associated with altered Ca2+ handling of the cells. However, to date not much is known
about the ion channels in chondrocytes, and even less about their involvement in differentiation.
Our objectives in this study were: 1. the electrophysiological characterization of ionic currents in
developing chondrocytes; and 2. the identification of the channels using pharmacological, biophysical
and molecular biological approaches.
Our in vitro chondrogenesis model system is a high density (15x106 cell/ml) mesenchymal cell
culture or micromass cell culture, in which chondroprogenitor cells are isolated from limb buds of 4day-old chicken embryos. This model is widely accepted in literature for investigating early steps of
cartilage formation and provides well-reproducible results.
In these cells successful patch-clamp experiments were achieved and a voltage-gated inward
current was recorded in chondrocytes of 2-3-day-old colonies. Ion substitution experiments showed
that the current is carried by Na+. The Na+ current is tetrodotoxin (TTX) sensitive, the Kd is 12 nM.
The biophysical parameters of voltage-dependent gating set a membrane potential window between
70 and 40 mV where the channels responsible for the Na+ current are operational at steady-state
and can contribute to physiological responses. Based on the biophysical and pharmacological
properties of the current NaV1.1-1.4, NaV1.6 or NaV1.7 channels can be expressed in these cells.
Molecular biological experiments are needed to discriminate between these channel types. The
physiological role of the NaV channels in chondrocytes is unclear, further measurements are necessary
to address this issue.
Figure: Na+ channels in chondrocytes.
A 3-day chondrocyte was depolarized from –120 mV
holding potential to 0 mV for 15 ms every 15 s.
Traces were recorded in normal EC solution
containing 145 mM Na+ and in a choline EC solution
+
145 mM Na EC solution
containing 5 mM Na+.
The pipette solution
contained 5 mM Na+ and the whole-cell current
0 mV
vanishes in the absence of an electrochemical
gradient for Na+. This strongly argues for the
presence of Na+ channels in chondrocytes.
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INTERSECTIN 1: adaptor protein diversity in function
M. Dergai, O. Dergai, I. Skrypkina, L. Tsyba, A. Rynditch
Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics NAS of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
E-mail: m.dergai@gmail.com
Adaptor proteins play important roles in protein complexes assembly and functioning.
Multiprotein complexes on endomemranes have a prominent role for “decision making” in cellular
signaling. ITSN1 is known to be membrane-associated adaptor protein acting in clathrin mediated
endocytosis, mitogenic signaling and actin cytoskeleton rearrangements. The most explored role of
intersectin is the recruiting of Eps15, dynamins, Sos1, Cdc42 and synaptojainin, in internalization
events of activated receptor complexes. Previously we have reported about novel isoform of ITSN
identification. It is turned out to be localized to endomembrane compartments and significantly
colocolized with ITSN1-s. We tested whether overexpression of ITSN-22a or its C-terminus affects
clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Comparing to essential inhibition by ITSN-s and ITSN-22a, Cterminus of isoform has only slight effect on endocytosis. Nevertheless, C-terminus of ITSN-22a is
turned out to bind SH3 domain of amphiphysin 1 and SH3A of intersectin. It is interesting to
speculate that ITSN-22a binding to amphiphysin and dynamin could play role in complex
assembly/disassembly as it is known that dynamin and amphiphysin form complexly but are recruited
and released independently. Another possibility of functioning of C-terminus is it being a selective
filter for SH3A domain. SH3A overexpression was shown to inhibit endocytosis dramatically,
presumably via uncontrolled interactions with its partners.
We have also investigated alternative brain-specific exon affecting SH3A domain structure.
This exon encodes five additional aminoacids in the n-Src loop of SH3A domain and alters its binding
properties. Taking into account obtained results, partners were divided into three categories: those
with higher affinity to brain-specific isoform, those with lower affinity and unchanged ones. These
differences could be explained by comparison of predicted interaction motives, specifically binding
depend on charge of amino acid residue adjacent to prolines in interaction motif.
Changes in n-Src loop structure due to insertion encoded by exon 20 are assumed to evoke
rearrangement of charged groups, engaged in interaction interface. By analyzing sequences of SH3
domains we propose a model in which insertion of 5 amino acids displaces the pair of negatively
charged side chains to interface affecting interactions with PRD containing charged side chains. A set
of pull-down experiments with mutants of SH3A domain argued for this hypothesis. Using single cell
PCR technique both isoforms (lacking or possessing exon 20) were detected in thalamic neurons but
in glia cells only isoform skipping exon 20 was found. Inclusion of exon 20 is observed beginning
from 6th week of human embryo development which is consistent with brain hemispheres formation
and development. It is worth to admit that ratio between two ITSN isoforms is not constant and since
6 week (between 6 and 12 week from fertilization) we observed progressive increasing of neuron
specific isoform amount and respective decrease of isoform lacking exon 20.
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Construction and screening of phage display single chain antibody library against
diphtheria toxin
Oliinyk OS, Kaberniuk AA, Redchuk TA, Korotkevich NV, Labyntsev AU, Romaniuk SI,
Kolibo DV,
Palladin Institute of Biochemistry of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
9, Leontovicha Street, Kyiv, 01601, Ukraine, E-mail: lenaoliinyk@mail.ru
Antibody cloning coupled with phage display is a relatively recent approach to the issue of
developing better diagnostic and therapeutic reagents, which could have a major impact on
immunology, cell biology, drug discovery and pharmacology.
The aim of our work was to obtain panel of recombinant scFvs (single chain variable
fragments) against diphtheria toxin, the main diagnostic and pathogenic antigen of Corynebacterium
diphtheriae. Single chain antibody against toxin could be used for passive immunization and for
diagnostics of diphtheria. Another area of application for such recombinant antibodies is using them
as probes for investigation of diphtheria toxin.
Early we have selected one scFv to diphtheria toxin B subunit from naive murine library. But
for our purpose was important to obtain a number of scFvs with different characteristics, so we have
constructed immune library specific to diphtheria toxin.
For library construction the total RNA was isolated from spleens of BALB/c mice immunized
with recombinant diphtheria toxin A and B subunits and was used as matrix in the reaction of RTPCR. Then gene fragments encoding VH and VL DNA-sequences were amplified from cDNA and
assembled into a single chain by SOE-PCR with a linker DNA encoding the peptide (Gly4Ser)3. The
variable fragments were digested with SfiI and NotI, cloned into the phagemid pCANTAB-5E and
electroporated into Escherichia coli TG1. The repertoire of the obtained phage display library was
about 1,2 x 106.
The specific scFvs against diphtheria toxin B subunit were obtained after one round of
selection. A direct in vitro panning afforded a panel of eight scFv-phage clones. ScFv encoding
fragments were subcloned into plasmid pET-22b(+) and electroporated into Escherichia coli Rosetta.
ScFvs were expressed and purified by metal affinity chromatography. It was shown that selected
scFvs is highly specific to B subunit. Measured affinity constants for different clones were from 10 7 to
109 -1.
We have selected scFv-clones that can block interaction of diphtheria toxin with target cells.
After incubation with this scFvs, eGFP-labeled subunit B doesn’t bind target cells, as was shown by
flow cytometry. We hope that those scFvs might be helpful in the passive immunization of diphtheria.
Another direction of our work was the development of diagnostic reagents based on scFvs.
We constructed vector for expression of scFv fused to fragment of Staphylococcus aureus protein A.
This protein interacts with antibody’s Fc-fragment, so fused with protein A fragment scFvs could be
probed with any horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibodies. This approach allows avoiding work
with expensive antibodies against tag that is very important for development commercial test-systems.
This work demonstrates that the phage display technology is an attractive approach to
obtaining the functional antibody fragments against bacterial toxins. The selection of recombinant
antibody fragments from phage display libraries offers a simple and inexpensive alternative to the
methods currently used for producing polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies. We propose that
selected scFvs will be useful in diagnostics and therapy of diphtheria or as a tool for investigation of
diphtheria toxin.
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Expression of phosphate transporter NaPi2b in different histological types of epithelial
ovarian cancer
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Correspondence:
The identification of specific markers that are expressed by different histological types of
epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) may lead to the development of novel and more specific
diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. Sodium-dependent phosphate transporter NaPi2b (or
MX35 ovarian cancer antigen) is a novel perspective marker of EOC. To date, the studies on
NaPi2b/MX35 expression in different histotypes of EOC are very limited. The aim of present
study was the analysis of NaPi2b expression in serous, endometrioid, mucinous ovarian
tumors by employing Western blotting, immunohistochemistry and RT-PCR.
The results of immunohistochemical and immunoblot analysis showed that benign and welldifferentiated malignant papillary serous tumors as well as well-differentiated malignant
endometrioid tumors overexpress NaPi2b protein. However, no overexpression of NaPi2b
was detected in benign and malignant mucinous tumors as well as in poorly differentiated
endometrioid tumors. Notably, the expression NaPi2b mRNA was detected in all investigated
histological types of EOC, indicating the regulation of NaPi2b expression at the level of
translation of protein stability.
Since during ovarian cancerogenesis the epithelium of ovary could differentiate into fallopian
tube epithelium (papillary serous tumors), endometrial epithelium (endometrioid tumors),
colonic or endocervical epithelium (mucinous tumors) [1], we have investigated NaPi2b
expression in normal fallopian tubes, endometrium and endocervical epithelium. It was
shown that NaPi2b is overexpressed in normal fallopian tubes and endometrium, but not in
endocervical epithelium. So, the expression of NaPi2b protein in well-differentiated papillary
serous and endometrioid tumors is linked to differentiation of ovarian surface epithelium into
fallopian tubes epithelium and endometrium, respectively. Moreover, since welldifferentiated tumors have good prognosis [2], the overexpression of NaPi2b in welldifferentiated papillary serous and endometrioid ovarian tumors could be considered as a
marker of good prognosis of these types of ovarian malignancies.
Seidman JD, Kurman RJ. 2003. Pathology of ovarian carcinoma. Hematol Oncol Clin North
Am; 17:909-925.
Shimuzu Y, Kamoi S, Amada S, et al. 1998. Toward the development of a universal grading
system of ovarian epithelial carcinoma. 1. Prognostic significance of hystopathologic features
- problems involved in the architectural grading system. Gynecol Oncol; 70 (1): 2-12.
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Experimental research on mice regarding the implication of melatonin in pain
management
Andreea L. Arsene, Niculina Mitrea, Cristina Dr goi
University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Carol Davila”, Bucharest, Romania, Faculty of
Pharmacy, Department of Biochemistry E-mail: andreeanitulescu@hotmail.com
The great pharmacologic and physiopathologic potential of melatonin (the main pineal hormone) is
the object of modern research regarding organisms’ integration mechanisms within the great variety
of the environment. Recently, melatonin has been suggested to play a regulatory role in organisms’
nociceptive sensitivity, with possible therapeutic applications for better pain management. The
literature describes opioid-ergic fibers in human epiphysis and identified and opioid receptors.
The present study investigated the dose-dependent analgesic activity of melatonin (25, 50 and 100
mg/kgbw, i.p.) and also its antinociceptive pharmacologic effects in co-administration with
ondansetron (4mg/kgbw, i.p.), petidine (4mg/kgbw, i.p.) and tramadol (4mg/kgbw, i.p.), drugs widely
used in the management of neoplasic symptoms.
Experiments were performed in vivo, using Albino Swiss male mice. Pain sensitivity was assessed
using the classical pharmacologic test hot-plate (60°C).
Our experimental results evoked that melatonin exerts an important, dose-dependent, analgesic action.
The maximum analgesic effect was obtained for the dose of 50mg melatonin/kgc (p<0.01). The
present study also outlined an amplification of the analgesic effect when petidine is co-administered
with melatonin and an antagonism between tramadol and the pineal biomolecule.
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Ser/Thr protein phosphatase 5 interacts with protein product of tumour suppressor
gene TSC2
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TSC1 and TSC2 are tumour suppressor genes encoding hamartin and tuberin, respectively,
and involved in pathogenesis of tuberous sclerosis, a neurological disorder connected with the
development of hamartomas in numerous organ systems. Both protein products of TSC1 and TSC2
genes form an intracellular complex exerting GTPase-activating (GAP) activity towards a small GTP
binding protein Rheb. The activity of TSC1/2 complex is regulated by multiple phosphorylations of
TSC2 mediated by several kinases, such as PKB/Akt, AMP-activated kinase (AMPK), ERK, MK2
and RSK1. So far, very little is known about the molecular mechanisms of TSC2 dephosphorylation.
In our previous research using the yeast two-hybrid screening we have identified a number of
potential TSC2 binding partners including protein phosphatase 5 (PP5).
The aim of this study was to characterize interactions between TSC2 and PP5. Initially, cDNA
of PP5 was cloned into mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1 in frame with Myc-tag epitope. Then
binding partners were immunoprecipitated with anti-myc antibodies and blotted with anti-TSC2 Mabs
and vice versa. The next stage of the experiment was co-immunoprecipitation of endogenous TSC2
and PP5. These investigations were carried out in MEFs TSC2+/+ p53-/- cells, which have been starved
and then stimulated with serum.
To explore the potential effect of PP5 on TSC2 phosphorylation status, we determined the
phosphatase activity of PP5 towards TSC2 in vitro phosphorylated by AMPK.
In this analysis, TSC2 was immunoprecipitated from exponentially growing TSC2 +/+ p53-/MEFs and then phosphorylated in vitro by AMPK kinase. Then, pre-phosphorylated TSC2 was used
as s substrate for PP5 in in vitro phosphatase assay. PP5 reproducibly dephosphorylated TSC2 at
AMPK specific sites.
To summarize, data presented in this work indicate that TSC2 interacts with PP5 in vivo and
the efficiency of such interaction depends on physiological status of cells. In addition, PP5 is
capable of dephosphorylating TSC2 in vitro at AMPK potential sites. Our data suggest that the
physiological relevance of TSC2/PP5 interaction should be in reversing the stimulatory signaling
mediated by AMPK on TSC2 activity.
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Studies of Structural Changes of Eph Receptor Triggered by Ephrin Binding with a
Complex of Biophysical Methods in Solution
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Introduction: Eph receptors are the largest family of receptor tyrosine kinases, and ephrins are
their protein ligands. Since both Eph receptors and ephrins are membrane-anchored proteins, the
Eph/ephrin subfamily send signals bidirectionally – that is, into both interacting cells – unlike the vast
majority of cell surface receptor-mediated signal transduction systems. The Eph receptor extracellular
part (Eph-ECP) contains a highly conserved N-terminal ligand binding domain (LBD), an
immediately adjacent cysteine-rich region (CRR) and two fibronectin type III (Fn3) repeats. All
ephrins contain a conserved extracellular receptor-binding domain (RBD). Many Eph receptors and
ephrins, including EphA1, EphA2, EphA3, EphA4, EphB2, EphB3, EphB4, and ephrin-A1 are
overexpressed in a variety of cancers where they exhibit mostly, but not exclusively, tumor-promoting
properties. The aim of this work is to study conformational changes of EphB2-ECP induced by
ephrinB2-RBD binding with a complex of biophysical methods.
Methods: Circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence spectra, and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) measurements were used for detection of structural changes of Eph receptor
triggered by ephrin binding.
Results: The calculated sum of CD spectra of EphB2-ECP and ephrinB2-RBD in far UV region
practically coincides with the experimental CD spectrum of the EphB2-ECP ephrinB2 complex. It
indicates an absence of any significant changes in the secondary structure of EphB2-ECP and
ephrinB2-RBD due to the complex formation. The calculated sum of fluorescence spectra of EphB2ECP and ephrinB2-RBD displays slight but statistically valid distinctions from the experimental
fluorescence spectrum of the EphB2-ECP ephrinB2-RBD complex. It indicates some changes in the
local microenvironment of a Trp residue(s) after formation the complex. DSC uncovered the most
valuable data. The circumstance of cardinal importance is that neither peak of the EphB2-EP melting
curve preserved its position on the temperature scale. This means that at least the thermal stability of
the EphB2-LBD and one of two Fn3 domains increased. Hence, the Fn3 domains of EphB2-EP are
involved into the receptor dimerization upon ligand binding.
Conclusions: The results allow suggesting that high-affinity binding of the ephrinB2-RBD by the
Eph-LBD switches on a zipper-like mechanism of Eph receptor dimerization via Fn3 domain(s).
We gratefully acknowledge Dr Juha-Pekka Himanen (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,
New York, USA) for insightful discussions and guidance.
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Functions of human cartilage glycoprotein-39 in brain development and disease
Olena Balynska, PhD
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Gliomas are the most frequent malignant primary brain tumors. They are highly
invasive and neurologically destructive disorders characterized by highly heterogeneous
biological aggressiveness.
It was found that HC gp-39 (human cartilage 39-kDa glycoprotein) gene is expressed
at markedly higher level in glioblastomas and fetal brain compared with normal brain cells.
Markedly high level of this protein in embryonic brain could presume an important role
during brain development. Described results in accordance with previously published data
indicate HC gp-39 to be a potential marker for brain glial malignant tumors.
The nature of potential HC gp-39 ligands is at the moment highly speculative. Our
research is focuses on understanding the role of HC gp-39 functional activity in the cell and
involving it in different signaling pathways.
For this purpose we cloned cDNA of HC gp-39 gene into two types of vectors for
expression in bacterial and mammalian cells. We received recombinant protein with Nterminal GST-tag (in E.coli system) for pull-down assay with total protein lysate of human
brain. Received complexes were analyzed and possible partners were identified via massspectrometry. Result revealed only one hypothetical protein XP_943152. Possible interaction
and role of this unidentified protein is under investigation now.
In searching for a potential protein which can interact with HC gp-39, cDNA of HC
gp-39 were cloned into vectors for expression in mammalian cells – PCMV-FLAG for next
transfection of astrocytoma cell lines and next immunoprecipitation.
We generate stable cell line HEK293+gp-39 for establishing different conditions
(inhibitors/activation MAPK/SAPK pathways) on production of HC gp -39. Presence of HC
gp-39 in all recombinant proteins we tested by Western-blot and RT-PCR.
Identification gene products that may be involved in novel regulatory pathways and
networks will thus allow them to be exploited in molecular classification of glial tumors,
diagnosis, prognosis, and anticancer therapy.
Identification gene products that may be involved in novel regulatory pathways and
networks will thus allow them to be exploited in molecular classification of glial tumors,
diagnosis, prognosis, and anticancer therapy.
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Transportation from Budapest or from Ferihegy Airport to Debrecen
By train Budapest Ferihegy – Debrecen
From Debrecen to Budapest at least 1 Inter City train per hour is available in each hour in the
6 h – 20 h period every day.
Departure

Arrival

Duration

6:42

8:52

2:10 hours , 203 km

7:42

9:52

2:10 hours , 203 km

8:42

10:52

2:10 hours , 203 km

19:42

21:52

2:10 hours , 203 km

Price
1st class: return ticket: 8560 Ft (32 €), one way ticket: 4280 Ft (16 €)
2nd class: return ticket: 7060 Ft (28 €), one way ticket: 3530 Ft (14 €)
There is a train station: Ferihegy v.á. at Terminal 1 (from Terminal 2A and 2B you can use
the bus no. 200 to the train station). InterCity trains from Budapest Nyugati (Western)
Railway Station have a stop at the train station Ferihegy v.á. Train tickets can be purchased in
the Tourinform Office (6500 HUF round trip) at the arrival customs area of Terminal 1. For
intercity trains it is necessary to reserve a seat at the ticket office (520 HUF).
By train Debrecen – Budapest Ferihegy
From Debrecen to Budapest at least 1 Inter City train per hour is available in each hour in the
6 h – 20 h period every day.
Departure

Arrival

Duration

6:08

8:20

2:12 hours , 203 km

7:08

9:20

2:12 hours , 203 km

8:08

10:20

2:12 hours , 203 km

19:08

21:20

2:12 hours , 203 km

Price
1st class: return ticket: 8560 Ft (32 €), one way ticket: 4280 Ft (16 €)
2nd class: return ticket: 7060 Ft (28 €), one way ticket: 3530 Ft (14 €)
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By minibus transfer Budapest – Debrecen
8 persons/bus
Departure: From Budapest Airport (Ferihegy 1 or Ferihegy 2) or it is possible to leave from
allotted districts (V. VI. VII. VIII.) of Budapest
Arrival: Debrecen (hotel)
Duration: 2:00-2:30, 250 km
Cost: return ticket: 13 500 Ft (51 €), one way ticket: 9 500 Ft (36 €)
We are pleased to help you to book the tickets for the transfer if you send the exact date and
time of your arrival or the address of the hotel.
http://www.airporttransfersbudapest.com/
Or
http://www.viator.com/budapest-tours/Transfers-and-Ground-Transport/d499g15?pref=02&aid=g1480
By minibus transfer Debrecen – Budapest
8 persons/bus
Departure: From Debrecen (hotel)
Arrival: to Budapest Airport (Ferihegy 1 or Ferihegy 2) or it is possible to arrive to allotted
districts (V. VI. VII. VIII.) of Budapest
Duration: 2:00-2:30, 221 km
Costs: return ticket: 13 500 Ft (51 €) one way ticket: 9 500 Ft (36€)
We are pleased to help you to book the tickets for the transfer if you send the exact date and
time of your departure or the address of the hotel.
We are pleased to help you to book the tickets for the transfer if you send the exact date and
time of your departure or the address of the hotel.
NEARBY TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
Hortobágy
http://www.1hungary.com/info/hortobagy/
Tokaj-Hegyalja
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokaj-Hegyalja
http://www.tokaj.hu/?useLang=en
Szilvasvarad
http://www.szilvasvarad.org/#english
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